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PREFACE 

Attempting a study of Indonesia's fore8n policy has 

turn~d out to be not so easy task. (s a newly emergent nation. 

striving to achieve economic development but at the same 

time highly sensitiv~ about i~s nationalism, Indonesia 

vacilit~ted between the policy of confrontation and peaceful 
' coexistenceo Peace and stability ware indispensable for 

her economic development. Yet her status as the fifth 

largest and third potentially richest country in the world 

and her gee-strategic .location at the cross-roads of 

international communication prompted her militant and 

nationalistic leadership under Sukarno to seek leadership 

role among the Asia-African nationso 

It took a new regime under Suharto 1s leadership to 

lead Indonesia into a more realistic roleQ Suharto's 

government followed an open door policy which gave priority 

to peace and friendship. The aggressive foreign policy 

of SUkarno was replaced by a policy of economic developmento 

Indonesia now adop.ted a more friendly posture towards its 

neighbours. Indonesia. helped to establish the Association 

of Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN) in August 1967 which was 

initiated to ensure peace, stability and security in the 

regiono In the interest of Indonesia's economic development 

plans, the Suharto 's government til ted towards the United 

States, W3stern Europe and Japan':J 

This study is primarily an exploratory and analytical 
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account of the developments in Indonesia's foreign policy 

and the factors which necessitated these developments. Apart 

from Indonesia's policy of foreign capital, her role in 

Southeast Asia, it also deals with Indonesia's perspective 

Oil ·security in Asia-Pacific regiono The period analysed in 

detail is from 1977-1987o This period has been chosen for 

its domestic and international significnace. In 1977 the 

second general election under the New Order government 

was held which gave a decisive victory to the ruling party 

and provided Suharto with a legitimacy to govern the country 

for the ssecond consecutive term in office. In the same year 

the ASEAN summit was held in Kuala Lumpuro In 1987 the third 

ASEAN Summit was held in Manila at the time when ASEAN 

continued to be grappling w1. th the problein' arising from 

Vietnam's occupation of Kampuchea and ties between Thailand 

and China wel'fa ·growing and in domestic politics, Suharto 

was again chosen as President of the Republic for fourth 

consecutive term in office after a landslide victory in 

the gen;e ral ele ctionso 

The materials consulted in preparing this dissertation 

have been primarily secondary in nature, mainly in the form 

of published books, articles, e teo 

I am deeply indebted to Dr. Bhagwan Dass Arora under 

whose guidance this study has begun and completed. His 

generosity in time and efforts, his critical evaluation and 
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helpful suggestions and his highly motivating encouragement 

whenever my :,spirit ran low, have contributed in no small 

measure to the relevance of the materials in every chapter 

t.hat follows. His gentle heart, patience and understanding 

is and will always be my source of inspirations in the futL1re 

as teacher in the U:1i versi ty as an ideal type of a teacher 

in the true sense o 

I would like to e~ress my sincere gratitude to some 

Indonesian ~amilies in New Delhi who have always been very 

generous and helpful to meo First of all to Bapak and Ibu 

Ngadino, particularly to Gono who have always opened their 

house and treated me as member of their own family. ·To Mas 

Sucipto Hadi who has treated me as his 01.m younger brother 

and opened . his house at the time of distress. To Bapak and 

Ibu Abu, Mas Ziya and Mbak Ulya who have reminded me of my 

obligation as a muslimo To Bapak and Ibu Rerianto and their 
' 
I 

children, Neneng, Susan and Yudhis for their generosity and 

excellent foodso To Mas Bambang and Mbak Wiwik who havo offered 

me to stay in their house at the critical juncture of my 

dissertation worko 

Of course, my deep debt of gratitude is due to my 

parents, Dro Usman and Ibu whose bore with my long absence 

from home and without whose love, affection and inspiration 

the present.dissertation would have 

bee~:~ 
CECEP EFFENDI Nt=!w Delhi : 23-7-1990 
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INTRODUCTION 

With 13667 islands scattered over an area of aroun<1 

73, 000 sq0 km, Inc1onesia is tlae lA.rge·st archipel;:lgo in the 

worldo Approximately 3, 000 of its islands are inhabited by 

about 172, 631, 000 peopleo A country 1 . .,ri th tropiea}_ climate 

Indonesia experience heavy rainfall and is full of tropieal 

forests. 0wing to volcanic eruptions, the lr.tnd i ::; consioer·

ably fertile in so 10 islands, especially Java. and Sur:tatra, 

an<l the concentrat on of population is also mainly in these 

two islandso Indonesia is endowed with rich mineral resources 

especially oil, rut·)€r and tin and forest productso 

Indonesia is lo ated on the famous Asian sea trade 

route, t.he Malacca ctraits, which it shares with Malaysia 

and Singaporeo It pr, vides a link between East anci ;,1/est Asi::•o 

~ virtue of its locc ~ion, Inclonesia has long been a cente::r; 

of commercial and cul ural inter·action betv,een the Hindu~ 

Islamic and Western ci rilizationo P.iwlu, iudhis and Islamic 

religions have exercisl ~ tremendous influences on the 

Indonesian people, whir: L are visible even todayo Inclonesia 

also occupies an import c. 1t strategic position in as much as 

it is located between tht: Indian an<l Pacific Oceans anc1 the 

h1o continents, Asia. and • 1straliao 

Indonesia's foreign po_ ley has undergone turbulent 

experiences since its de<ela ation of in<lepen<lence on Aueust 

17, 1945 to the emergence OJ New Order government on March 

11, 1966o This .turbulent eJq ~riences can be divided into 

1 
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three distinct historical stages, namely the period of 

struggle for independence (1945-1949), 1-rhi ch shaped and moulded 

Indonesia 1 s definitions and orientations of its fo1·eign poli ey 

postureo This was follm-red by the constitutional democracy 

period (1949-1957) in which ea.ch successive gove1·nment tried 

hard to strike a sort of balance bet1-reen the basic principle 

of Indonesia 1 s ."independent and active" foreign poli ey and the 

need to acquire foreign economic aid from the Western donor 

countries, particularly the United States, during the cold 1-1ar 

era. Simultaneously, each successive government also tried to 

compel the Dutch to surrender West New Guinea ( Hest Irian) to 

Indonesia as parJ.:; of its souvereign national terri toryo This 

was followed by the phase of Guided Democracy (1959-1965) in 

which President Sukarno vigorously pursued the.foreign policy 

of flamboyance and confrontation. (L though, through tf'J. S' policy he 

succeeded in forcing the W.tch to give up \vest Irian and hand 

it over to Inc.onesia, the foreign policy during this phase led 

to a disaster one. Sukarno continued the policy of confront:1tion 

now directed against Malaysia and thus isolated In(lonesia from 

international communitye rhe disasterous effects of this policy 

resulted in the emergence of the New Order regime which s1-riftly 

and drasticallY: changed the course of Indonesia's foreign 

policyo 

This chapter will discuss each of tho threG i:nportant 

stages of Indonesia's foreign policy. This would be follo\.red 

J 
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by a discussion on the de te r:ninants of Indonesia 1 s foreign 

policyo Analysis of theoretical approaches, which are to be used 

in this study, will followo The approaches are mainly based on 

the perspective of the national interests, the role conception 

of the state and the perception of the place of the state in its 

regional context. Finally, including the idyosyncratic factor 

which played an important role in this fieldo 

" 
Struggle ·For Independence (!945-19Y-9) 

(The period of struggle for independence is a central episode 

of the Indonesian historical-political experienceo It is also a 

powerful element in the Indonesian perception of itselfo 

It is during this phase that the basis of Indonesia.~s policy 

was shaped and mouldedo At the time when the overridine goal of 

Indonesian politics was thf; achievement of unchallenged independence 

from the ru tch, Indone sia~•s foreign policy pursued a course that 

left Indonesia:'sfate dependent upon the outsidersojThere were 

two important streams of thought during this crucial and turbulent 

period on hew to achieve international recognition for the nevrly 

born republ: c proclaimed on August 17, 1945o The main group on 

this side was representative of Indonesia's most cosmopolitant 

elites which firmly beliE·ved on the hope that international 

pressure would force the DJ.tch to recognize Indonesia's indep<-~n{lencr=o 

This group, Jed by Sutan Sjahrir included some of Indonesia's 

most westernized intelle(tuals W(-!ll equipped to deal with foreigners. 

On the other :ide, was t"1e radical and younr; m11itant group led by 



Tan Malaka, th~ former Indonesian Cor.tmunist Party leader vrho 

returned se cretely from exile in 1942o In August 191+5 he revealed 

his identity and immediately attracted large followingo Tan 

Malaka called for an all out armed struggle to win complete 

independence" He gave a forcefUl call for the confiscation of the 

foreign factories and plantation estates and urged the masses 

"to fight as lionso" He warned that the futch -would not leave 

until would be forced to do so. He also rejected the negotiation 

with the Dutch as.long as the Dutch troops remained in Indonesian 

soilo1 

Tan Malaka 1s view attracted wide support from the political 

and military leader, including from the Army Chief Co~~ander, 

General Sudi rman who was highly re spe cte d among the fighte rso 

However, Prime Minister Sutan Sjahrir with the bad:ing from 

President Sukarno and Vice President Mohamad Hatta had opted for 

diplomacy as the road to recognition of independence 0 Sjahrir 1 s 

task was to mobilize international support which would finally 

compel the Dutch to recogn.ize Indonesia 1 s souvereigntyo At the 

same time 9 Sj ahrir who was deeply impressed by ide stern mili t::.ry 

power, was extremely a'tlare of the fact of Indonesia's weakness 

which left no choice but to pin its hope to the United States 

which would live up to its anti colon.ial retho:::ic and force 

the Dutch to transfer the souvereigntyo 

Although, both Sjahrir and his critics had dj_fferent ideas -.---.. --............. ___ ........... _ 
1 Tan ,Mal::Lk:a, "Fighting Diplomacy?" Her beth ''Feith ·and Lance 

Castle, ~ds., Indonesiap. P_qJ,tt~cal Thinkin.e 19L~S'-1962 __ 
(Ithaca: Cornell Universit:y Press, 1970) 7 pp 0 1t4ff-48o 
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on how to gain international recognition, they had to operate 

within the fragile parliamentary system in 1:1hi ch various poll tical 

groups competed for political powers. Sj ahri r and his group Hi th

in the Indonesian Socialist Party (PSI) which had already occupied 

the seat of po~r had vested interests in preserving some measures 

of stability and order rather than follovling a course of armed 

struggleo 

Ho-wever, Sjahrir idea of diplomacy was less appealing for 

the political leaders with exhorti ve political skills and m11i tJ.ry 

leaders who were eager to fighto The self reliant road \vas more 

appealing because it demanded the kind of political leadership 
r 

they were best suited to giveo 

In Harch 1946, Sj ahrir had se cretely agreed with the Dutch 

chief negotiation Dre HoJ• Van Mook to negotiate on the basis of 

the de facto Republican souvereignty in Java, Madtira anc1 Sumatra 

alone. In exchange, the Republic had to recognize the Dutch 

souvereignty elsewhereo However, further talks in the Netherlands 

did not, achieve any substantial agreemento This convi:tH:ed many . 
Republican leaders, :particularly those 1d1o f'olJorJJed Tan 11ia~::.llra ~ s 

line of thought, that the I:Utch would not act in good faith, 2n 

impression which was soon strenghtened when Van Hook unilatera~ly 

decided to set up a federal Indonesia under the I:Utch controlo 2 

In November 19l1-6, Sjahrir finally concluded its fJ.r·st 

diplomatic agreement with the Dutcho In Octot,er negotiation had 

2 M.Co Ricklefs, . History of Modern Indonesla (Lonc1on: M:ac
milian Asian Hist_oricai Series, ·1981), PPo 210o 
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already begun and cease fire was agreed upon in Java. and Sumatrao 

On November 12, at Linggadjati. near Cirebon the W.tc.h recogn:l.zed 

the authority of. the Republic over Java, Sumatra and Hadura and 

both sides agreed to cooperat~ in the creation of a federal United 

States of !ndonesia in -vrhic.h the Republic would be one of the Stu.te 

and the W.tch Queen was to become symbolic head of the wtch snd 

Indonesian Union. 

However, Sjahrir soon after the signing of Lit;gadjati agreement 

had to face universal 'opposition to the concessions he had made in 

the agreement and in subsequent talks on its interpretetionso This 

led to his resignation as Prime Hinj_stero Ee 1vas succeeded on July 

3 by his more radical Minister of J);;fence Arnir Sjarifudin who 'tiD~> 

equally acceptable to the outside powers because of his wartime 

recordo Ha.ji Agus Salim was appointed as Foreign "tv::in1stero In 

response to the United States pressure and a promise of economic 

aid, Amir Sjarifudin went even farther than Sjahrir in offering 
1 

concessions to the W.tcho" Sjahrir went to the United States to 

represent the newly born Republic at the United Nations as its Chief 

.H.epresentati veo 

Meanwhile, the W.tch had already decic}ed in Hay 19~-7 that 

they WoUld attack the Republic directlyo On July 20, 194-7 the DJ.tch 

launched their first "police action. I! The wtch troops almost 

occupied all important cd. ties such as Jakarta and :Sandung an<l from 

_ .. ___ ............. ~ .... ~a.;,-.;---~ .... 
3 Franklin ii Weinstein, "Indonesia, 11 in 1:layne 11/ilcox eto elo 

Asia f!.!ld The International System ( Ce~rnbridge: 'dinhtrop Publisher 
Inc~ : 1972), PPo 112o 
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Surabaya they -went to Malang and Madurao In Sumatra., The Dutch 

occupied all important areas such as oil inste_llations in Padaq:; 

and Palembang, plantation areas in Northern Stlmatra, mainJy 

Medan and Tapanulio 

The IAltch police action had its repercussions elsewhere~ 

The Government of India and Australia brought the matter of :CU.tcb 

military action before the United Nations Security CouncilQ Sutan 

Sjahrir was invited to give a speech in the Security Coundl 

deli berationso This led to the formation of the Un.i ted Ne.tions 

Good Office Committee (consisting of Representative from ~lgit:m, 

Australia and the United States)Q Although the Committee did not 

possess any power, nonetheless it constituted a protective device 

of a kind against unilateral aru1exation by the IUtchQ 

At the end of July 1947, the Dutch agreed to accept the 

United Nations's call. In October the same year a Uni+-.ed Nations 

Good Office Committee reached Indonesia. to assist the Republicon

Dutch negotiations for a new ceasefireQ 

In January 1948 new agreement viaS reached aboard the Un::.ted 

States Naval ship "Renville 11 ln Jakarta Priok ha.rbourQ This 

agreement recognized a ceasefire along the socalled Van Hook line 

an artifical line Y.Jhich connected most of the advanced tutch 

points despite the fact that many Republican lea.d areas remained 

in the rearo In exchange for substantial te~·ri to:dal concessions 

which reduced the-Republican territory only to CentreJ. Java, Ea;>t 

Java and Madura, Prime Min.:i ste r Ami:r· Sj B.ri fudin got the pror.d .se 
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of plebici t in the W.tch-control1ed arE'; a, ~..ri th the u1:.dc::-·standing 

that the United States. would ensure that it 1vas conducted fo.i:r:•lyo 

Prime Minister Atnir Sjarifudin encountered ~llj th an ava~anche 

of critics who charged him with having coe1p~~·omised the country's 

independence. This led to the fall of his Gabine to Pre si(1ent 

Sukarno was aware of difficult position in which the Republic found
1 

itself and thus endeavoured to turn it into another direction by 

appointing Mohamad Hatta to he ad an emergency "Presidential Cabinet' 

responsbile not to the Central Indonesian Nationa.J. Commi ttec (KEIP) 

but to himself as Presidento Eatta got strong suppol·t from the 

Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI) and the Indonesian Muslim 

Council (Hasjumi) and .Amir Sjarifudin led the Left 1:.Jing into oppo

sitionQ4 

In the beginning of August 194-8, Muso a leadine Communist 

Pal"ty leader who had gone into exj.le in the Soviet Union a ftc r the 

failure of 1926 Communist uprising ag<;inst the W.tch returned home. 

The Left Wing began its fateful effo2·t to regain po,vero Atnir 

SjarifUdin and other Communist Party leaders accepted Huso's l8o.der .. 

shipo They began tbeir agitation by occupying a small town in East 

Java, Madiun and establish what they called Soviet Republic of 

Indonesiao This agitation got the support from Radio Moscow in its 
t) 

broadcasto' 

------------------- . 

4 Michael Leifer, Indonesia's For-eign Poliey (London: Royal 
Institute Of International Affairs, ~983), pp. 1'?. 

5 Hichael Leifer, Ibid., pp~ 21. 
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Prime Minister Hatta sent the goverr~ent's main battle 

force to crush the uprj,.singo Muse was shot dead in a sldrmish 

and Amir Sjarifudin was later to be shot along other prominent 

leaders of the Communist Partyo However, Aidi t, Nycto, Lu.k.man 

and other younger leaders fied to China or Vietnamo They -were 

to play a pror.1inent role in the 1965 abort_i_va coup and would 
6 

have the same fate as their predecessoro 

Hatta 1 s government strengthened its domestie positiono 

It also. got s~ mpathy from the United State so This was the year 

when the Cold War had re guno This was also the beginning o~ 

ierlin blokcade by the Soviet Union, the start of the Comrnunlst 

insurrection in Malaya., rebellion of Red Flag in iurma and the 

continuing advanced by the Communist side in Chinao 't.'i thin 

this framework, the Indonesian Republic had sho\m itself to be 

anti Communist and in the minds of the American strategic 
' 

thinkers who v,>ere already preoccupi,Hd with the Cold War tensions 

worthy of American support. How-ever, the uprising of the 

Indonesian Communist Party at the time when the Republic ~as 

being challenged ·)y the Dutch on all fr·onts, led to a bitter 

memory and hatred ')f Communist ideology especially among the 

soldiers who fought; them in Madiun and later becam~ prominent 

figures. in the New Order governmento 

On December 1 ~, 194e, the IAltch la_unched their second 

"police action" which proved to be both a military and political 

-~~~-----~--~--------

6 A;r:-nold irackman, Indonesian Communism .. A History (New 
York: Praeger Publisher, 1963), P:o>o 20o 
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catastrophe for them, despite the appaarance of being an easy 

victory. The Republican government leaders had al.lowed its leaders 

to be captured in the hope that wo:rld opinion would be so offended 

that the IAltch military action would turn into a diplomatic def~at. 

Most of the prominent leaders such as Su1carno, Hatta, Haji Agus 

Salim, Sjahri1· were captured and v.ere sent to the iangka Island 

in the Sout·hern par.t of Sumatrao However, their prediction turned 

to be corre cte 7 

In the United Nations Security Council there was a furo~eo 

The United Nations Good Office Committee had been only a fe1v 

miles .away from Jogyakarta when the futch had struck. the ci tyg 

The American opinion was also outragedo On December 22, the United 

States suspended further transfers of aid funds to the Netherlands. 

Simultaneously, the Dltch found themselves unable to cope with 

the guerilla warfare under the leadership of ehar:icmatic General 

Sudirman. 

In large measure because of the absence of political competi

tion and direct involvement of personal prestige of Sukarno and 

Hatta, two agreements conclt:.ded in the Indonesian - futch 

negotiations bore fruitfUl result. From August 23 to November 2, 

1949 a Round Table Conference was held at the Hague. A loose Union 

was agreed upon ,.vith the futch Queen as the symbolie head. 

Although the Round Table Conference did provide the transfer 1. 

of souvereignty to Indonesia, it also contained some extremely 

7 George Turnan McKahin, Nationalism and Revolution.In l:l(1cnesia 
(Ithaca : Cornell University Press, 1972), PPo 29Do 
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onerous provisions, the most significant of which were, first 

Indonesian government's assumption of the debt of the previous 

Dutch administration and second, the retention by the Dutch 

of \\est· Irian which would become a subject of negotiation a 

year later after the signing of the Round Table Conference 

agreemento 

Sukarno was appointed as President of the Republic of the 

'Jni ted States of Indonesia and Hatta became Prime Minister as 

~11 as its Vice Presidento The government was obliged by the 

Round Table Agreement to pt·ovide various guarantees for the W. tch 

investments in Indonesia.o This was seen by many Indonesia 

as unreasonable restriction upon the country's independence 

and eouvreigntyo 

Th~_c~p~ti tui tgnal ~lfl9_~:r-g,cr c 19 tt-9~12_27) 

If the stuggle for independence phase was marked by the 

struggle between the intellectuals, moderate group and the 

radical-militant gror,, the period between 19~-1957 was mainly 

characterized by competition between those who believed that 

Indonesia should pursue a more active and dynamic foreign policy 

in the world politics by esposuing the cause of the newly 

independent states and those who believed that Indonesia should 

conduct a more moderate foreign policy based on the .tact of 

Indonesia's economic weakness so that Indonesia's foreign policy 

should aim at acquiring more foreign economic aid and assistance 

from either· Wastern or Communist countries. This represented 
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competition between two groups described by Herbeth Feith as 

t~ solidarity makers and the administrators, which be came the 
8 dominant feature of this period. Another important factor 

which also needs to be mentioned here was the fragility of the 
' 

political systeme There were about 6o political parties in 

which four political parties played a dominant role, namely 

the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI), Majelis Sjuro Muslimin 

Indonesia (Masjumi, the Nahdatul Ulama (~ID) and The Indonesian 

Communist Party (PKI)o Coalition between these political parties 

was bound to be fragile and Sukarno's frequent intervention in 

contradiction to the tradition of parliamentary democracy in 

which President was me'rely a symbolic head of the state made the 

situation worse~ 8 

Hatta retained office as Prime Minister with the newly 

formed United States of Indonesiao Although he was extremely 

familiar with the western political outlook, he rejected his 

identi tifaction with 1 to He pursued a foreign policy of non

alignment which had been encouraged by India's Prime Minister 

Jawaharlal Nehru who had strongly helped Indonesia's cause for 

national independencee However, Hatta had to give up office in 

tliie beginning of 195'0 when the unitary state of Indonesia was 

established. Mohamad Natsir, former Minister of Information and 

leader of the Masjumi party became his successoro 

8 He
1 

rbethiFei(Itht' The Decline of Const_t!~-~J,ion~-~!ll6Q:$!JigY_.#l ndonesa hacas Cornell University Press, 19 21, pp01LJ-5o 
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Natsir Cabinet (Septembe_:r:~~229.:l!.?.-!'_9.fl ~.2.2!) 

The following failure in forming a coalition with the 

Indonesian Nationalist Party, Mohamad Natsir, -well-J.cnovm as a 

man of principle, formed the cabinet with the support of the 

Indonesian Socialist Partyo 

Economically, Natsir government faced the most favourable 

circumstances during the period of constitutional democracy 

for the Korean War boom in commodity had increased the export 

earnings and.the government export duties until mid 1951. 

Mohamad 'Natsir appointed Mohamad Roem as Foreign Minister. The 

latter had played a central role in the negotiations with the 

Dutch and had served as Indonesia 1 s first High Commissioner 

in The Hagueo However, Natsir and his foreign minister virtually 

followed the same kind of policy which had been adopted by its 

predecessor Hattae9 

QUite interestingly, however, it was under Nat sir, Indonesia 

began making efforts to establish diplomat! c relations with the 

People's Republic of China soon after the Communist victory in 

that country~ Indonesia was one of the first country which gave 

recognition to the Communist regime in ieijingo Moreover, trading 

ties with the Soviet Union and East Europen countri1:! s were also 

opened. This was done in order to show Indonesia's independent 

and active foreign policYo However, Natsir government refused to 

acknowledge the iao Dai regime in Saigon who was perceived by 

---~-----~~-~-~---

9 Herbeth Feith, n 7o, PPo 175~ Se also Leifer, n 4o, PPo30o 
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Jakarta· as merely an agent of the French colonial interestso 

It was also under Natsir cabinet that Indonesia joined the 

United Nationso Indonesia became the sixtieth member of the 

United Nations on September 28, 1950o 

The main problem ~hat Natsir government had to face was 

the Irian problemo Initial discussions with the Netherlands 

began in Jakarta in March 1950o The meeting resulted in an 

agreement to set up a joint commission to visit the area and 

report back to the full conference of both countries by the 

end o~ the yearo This was done before the Republic or the 

United States of Indonesia became a unitary stateo~he assumption 

unitary status by the Republic strained its1relations with the 

IAltcho This was mainly be cause of the involvement of .Captain 

~sterling, a Dutch nationalist who had attempted to launch a: 

coup attempt in a movement which was known as APRA (Angkatan 

Perang Ratu Adil) in collaboration with some important figures 

in the government including Sultan H~~id II of West Kalimantano 

This movement was crushed by Siliwangi Division and Westerling 

escaped while Sultan Hamid II was executed.10 

That the government faced with the return of West Irian 

to Indonesia, President Sukarno's involvement in the problem 

gave it an urgency which coUld not be ignoredo Sukarno warned 

that Indonesia would fight until the end of time so long as one 

part of the country was not freeo However, this speech ran counter 

10 Mo· Go ·Ri:cklefs, n 2., PPo 230o 
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to the main policy of Natsir government which firmly believed 

in moderation and nego.tiationo Meanwhile, the diplomatic attempt 

led by Foreign Hinister Roem in December did not achieve any 

substantive gainso ioth the parties had failed to agree and 

produced separate reports. 

The stubborn attitude of the Netherlands government was 

supported by the American'government's stance of neutralityo 

This neutral~ty concealed the fact of United States understanning 

that the interest of the inhabitants of West Irian.would be best 

served by the continuition of Dutch control there in some formo 

The United States governmsnt might think that the newly born 

Republic facing with the political instability might not be able 

to serve the interests of the people in west Iriano In addition 

the Dutch had found an ally ~n the conservative government of 

Liberal Partr in-Australia under Robert Menzies which entertained 

a fear that Indonesia might extend its claim to the eastern half 

of the Island of New Guinea which was under the Australian 

controlo11 

The failure of negotiation on West Irian issue did not 

change the government policy tmvards the problemo Hov.rever, this 

soon became the main target of attack both from the opposition 

parties and the President himselfo Sukarno had made it clear that 

he vante.d to use the opportunity to severe the Indonesia-Dutch 

Union and to challenge the Dutch economic interests in Indonesia 

11 tLeife-r, n 4o, PPo 30o 
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in a public speecho However, this was denied by Natsir who 

believed that it was the Cabinet duty to decide whether or not 

the President be allowed to deliver such a speechoThis denial 

hurt Sukarno badly and he threatened to resig'l and lent his 

support to opposition parties in the Parliamento 

Instead ·Of taking immediate action, NatsiJ· decided to 

set up a committee headed by a well-kno·wn jurist (Profo Dro 

Supomo) to review the provisions of The Round Table Conference 

Natsir did not have the desire to abrogate Dutch-Inclonesia 

relations at the time when the llitch government had promised 

to provide US $ 70 million foreign aid to the countryo However 

the pressure was too much to resist and the government resigned 

from office in March 195lo12 

Sukiman Cabinet (April 1951-February 1952) 

Natsir was succeeded by a fellolv Masjumi leader, Dokter · 

SUkiman Wirjosandjojo from the conservative wing of the partyo 

He was able to build a coalition partner with the Indonesian 

Nationalist Party which many thought to be the natural form of 

the Indonesian goyernmento DrcSukiman also got strong support 

from President Sukarnoo In exchange, Cabinet provided the President 

with a larger budget and a freehand to make speecho 

The conservative bias of the Sulciman cabinet was clearly 

seen when he ordered the arrest of the Indonesian Communist Party 

---------~--------
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(PKI) members and leaders. The Party was charged of being 

involved in an uprisiv~ in iogor and Medan in June and August 

195lo However, the main leaders of the party such as Aidit, 

Nyoto and Lukman went into hiding and reconsidered their 

strategy~ l3 

Further evidence of conservative bias and the v~ight of 

American influence had been indicated by the Cabinet decision 

to send Foreign Minister Achmad Subardjo to attend the San 

Fransisco conference on peace treaty with Japan. Earlier, iurma 

and.India had rejected the invitation on the basis that the 

occasion was intended as the cornerstone of United States Cold 

War strategy in Asiao 

However, foreign policy initiative which was of greater 

importance and had a disasterous impact on the cabinet was the 

conclusion on Cabinet behalf in January 19 52 of an agreement 

on economic and military assistance between Foreign Minister 

Achmad Sub~rdjo and the American Ambassador in Jakarta, Merle 

Cochran. Subadjo had described the offer of miJ.i tary assistance 

as arriving at the right psychological moment given the measure 

of internal challenge posed by the insurgent Darul Islam in 

W3stern Javao 

The United States aid to Indonesia under the Mutual Security 

Act of Cctober 1951 was justified by the Truman administration's 

policy that : 

----~~-~-----~-~~~-~--

13 MoC. Ricklefs, n 2o, PPo 23lo 
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In Indonesia? the United States should strengthen the 
non communist political orientation of the government, 
promote the economic development of Indonesia and 
influence Indonesia to\vards greater participation in 
measures which support the security of (Southeast Asia) 
and Indonesian solidarity with the free world. lit· 

However, the most derogatory part of the Mutual Security Act 

was contained in point four of the agreement according to 

which Indonesia was bound to : 

make full contribution, cons is tent with its political 
and economic capacity, its population, natural resour
ces, facilities and general e::!onomi c situation, to the 
the development and maintenance of its defenders and 
to the defensive strenth of the free worl do 15 

Moreover, in concluding the agreement Foreign Minister Subardjo 

had acted hurriedly without prior consultation with his cabinet 

colleagueseHe did not also consult with the Prime Minister about 

the terms of the agreemento 

When the news of the treaty became public, the government 

had to face embarassment and got discredited" Sukiman Cabinet 

was obliged to accept the responsibility of the conduct of its 

foreign minister who had violated the basic principle of the 

Indonesia's foreign policy by aligning the country with one of 

the super powere' Dre Sukiman had to give up office in February 

1952o He was succeeded by Wilopo from the moderate wing of the 

Indonesian Nationalist Partyo 

---~-~-~~~~-------~~-~ 

14 Kalyani iandyopadhyaya, Political Economy of Non Alignment 
Indonesia and Malaysia (New Delhi: South Asia Publisher, 
1990), PPo 19o 

15 Ib.i;do t PPo 20o 
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Wi1opo Cabinet (April 1952-June 125'3) 
0 :,. 

Wilopo Ca~·inet was again based on the coalition between 

Majelis Sjuro Muslimin Party (Masjumi) and Indonesian Nationalist 

Party (PNI) o However, two parties had been reluctant partners 

since the beginning. PNI was growing suspicious of the islamic 

motivations of some Masjumi leaders and was looking for support 

from the Indonesian Communist Party which TlOI:l changed their 

strategy and adopted more moderate lineo 
i' 

Wilopo ca~inet continued the work which was left unfinished 

by its predecessore The Agreement of Mutual Security Act was 

replaced by another arrangement whereby unspecified amount of 

economic aid was offered under the Technical Cooperation Adminis

tratione In return Indonesia agreed to act in conformity with 

the United States's obligation in promoting international 

understanding. In 1953 the total United States aid under the 

'r i echnical Cooperation Administration approximated US $ 23e 8 

millione 16 This agreement was ratified by Parliament without 

undue difficultye 

Wi1opo cabinet was put under pressure to start negotiating 

for opening diplomatic relations with the Soviet Uniono The 

Soviet Union had recognized Indonesia as early as January 1950 

but diplomatic relations had not yet begun. Although diplomatic 

initiative was ~taken by the Cabinet by sending a delegation to 

Moscow, many politicians believed that an exchange of ambassador 

0 I 

16 Kalyani Jiandyopadhyaya.. n 14., P'Po 19o See a1 so L1: i fer., n lt 
np. 36o 
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with the Soviet Union would be regarded as a solid proof of 

Indonesfa 's foreign policy of ·.non alignment. Ho1.vever, the idea 

to open.d,!plomatic relations with the Soviet Union was blo~{ed 

by the Masjumi :nernbers in the Cilbinet. This led ·t:o a friction 

between the Hasjumi and PNI in a fragile coali tiono PNI began 

to look for support from the Indonesian Communist Party which 

had begun to support the PNI and revised their attitude to\.;ards 

President Sukarno in an attempt to overcome the taint of Madiun 

affair of 1948o Moreover, President Sukarno had become more 

assertive after he was able to disperse the military display 

in front of the Presidential Palace which demanded the dissolution 

of the Parliamento In the prc-~e ss, the government sacJ~e d Army 

Chief of ~taff Major General Abdul Haris Nasutione This experience 

made Sukarno mo:-:-0 confident in asserting himself against a cabinet 

which wished to confine him to a constitutional role 8
1 7 

Wilopo Cabinet was forced to give up office in June 1953 

after its policy regarding the expulsion of the farmers in North 

Sumatra created an uproar in the Parliamento As part of the 

~ttempt to earn foreign exchange, the government f-:.ad returned some 

-of the land whiqp belonged to plantation companies in the pre-war 

period. However, most of the land had been occupied by the 

farmers who used to work as labourers in those l~~dse In March 

195'3 when the police tried to dislogde the farmers from those 

17 MoC• Ric.l.clefs, n 2o, PP• 233o See also Herbeth Feith., n 7. 4 

npo 38oo 
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lands9 five farmers -were killed. The Communist Party 1 s labour 

unions used this opportunity to discredit the governmento 

A bitter parliamentary attack was launched in Bay by the opposition 

parties and som~ disgruntled members of parliament from the 

Indonesian Nationalist Party towards the government which in 

their views had supported the colonial interestso 

During three and a half years period of constitutional 

democracy, each cabinet from Hatta to Wilopo had tried to conduct 

Indonesia's foreign policy within the limits of its basic 

principle so Ho-wever, thE need to acquire foreign economic aid 

and rehabilitat~d the country out them in a delicate choiceo 

Adding, to their· diffi cul t.y was the fragility of the coalition 

and the political system in which the government had to depend 

not only upon parliamentar·y forces but also where an extra 

parliamentary forces represented by President Sukarno had a 

determining role to plaYo This explains why most of the cabinets 

lasted only a very short period of timeo 

Ali Sastroamidjojo Cab1net (July 195~-July J.9J2) 

After,over six weeks of bargaining and five attempts at 

·various combinations, a PNI cabinet supported by Nahdatul Ulama 

and some minor parties was forme do Ali SastroamL:ij oj o who had 

\ eebn serving as Indonesia's ~~bassador to the United States was 

recalled· home to tal-ce up the post of Prime Hinistero 

During Ali's tenure as Prime Minister, greater importance 

was attached to ·foreign policy. His experience ~.s ~.~t~·cie·o.t for 
""~ ( ' . 
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1 
several years in the Netherlands and as Ambassador to the 

United States was a rel-s·rant factor in the nature of change" 

He also exhi bite d a strong sense of entitlement am behalf 

of Indonesiao However, Ali cabinet had to face \-tars£~ economic 

situation and th=; gro1ving challenge from the insurgent groups 

in outer islands particularly in Aceh and in Western Javao 

Ali Sastroamidjojo's major achievement in foreign policy 

was, of cou.tse, the renowned Asian-African Conference in 

iandung in April 1955" Ali's wish to make Indonesia an active 

leader of Asian-African block of leaders was strongly endorsed 

by Sukarno. The grand event of Asian-African conference had 

diverted the public attention from more difficult problem 

domestically. 18 

At the end of April 1954, Ali Sastroamidjojo joined with 

his counterparts from Ceylon, iurma, India and Pakistan in 

Colombo where they had called for a halt to the conflict in 

Indochina. Ali had suggested that he and his colleagues should 

sponsor a larger gathering of independent Asian and African 

states with the rurpose of promoting relaxation of Cold War 

tensions o.nd sustaining the challenge to socialismo 

Initially, the response from other Prime Hinister was 

not enthusiastic, particularly from Indian Prime Minister Ne hruo 

Ho\~ver, hi~ mood was soon to change following the visit by 

Chinese Prime Minister Zhou En Lai to New ~lhj in June 1954o 

-~~----~~~~------

18 Herb~th Feith, n 7o, PPo 382o 
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He then recognized the advantage of encouraging the benign 

attitude and outlO$k of new Chinao Ali's government be came the 

political beneficiarY of a temporary convergence of Indian 

and Chinese interestso 

A preliminary meeting of the original Colombo Powers was 

held in :liogor in December 1954o lt was deci:ied then that the 

invitation to the confe:-ance in the following April would be 

extended to thirty Asian and African nations, including those 

of China, North and South Vietnamo 

This historic diplomatic occassion attended by such 

international figures as Chou En Lai, Nehru, Nasser and U Nu 

brought distinction to Indonesia and political glory t:o its 

Prime Minister. The ia11dung conference was a remarkable piece. 

of political theater which justified Indonesia's claim to be 

treated as a country of consequenceu19 

The presence of Chinese delegation provided an opportunity 

to repair an important political relationship which had been 

soured slnce the period of revolutiono Indonesia had recognized 

the communist regime in ieijing since 1949 and in 1953 Indonesia 

had sent its first Ambassador, Arnold Mononutu replacing the 

former charge of affairs. Central to this relationship was a 

major dor_nestic problem, namely the status of resident ehinese 

community in Indonesiao Apprehension that they might serve as 

---~-~---~-------------

19 Michael Leifer, n 4o, PPo 4oo 
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alien fifth colwnn had been sustained by China's retention 

of traditional nationality law _which employed the concept of 

jus sanguihis·whereby racial identity defined citizenshipo 

The Indonesian government had also been disturbed by the 

refusal of a significant proportion of the resident Chinese 

community who had been refusing to take up Indonesia's citi

zebship since independenceo Prime Minister Swciman in 1951 

had restricted the role of Chinese Embassy in Jakarta because 

of fear Chinese influence among the overseas Chinese comrmni ty 

in In done si ae 20 

Talks' began in ieijing in November 19 54 and continued in 

Indone.sia prior and during the course of the ianclung Conferenceo 

On April 22, 1955 Prime Minister Zhou En Lai and Foreign lv'i.inlster 

Sunario signed a treaty in which Indonesian Chinese were obliged 

to choose either Chinese or Indonesian citizenship within two 

years but under the terms which made it difficult for them to 

choose the Indoneaian citizenshipo 

Despi'te his remarkable achievement in diplomatic field, 

Ali Cabinet fell from office because of dispute over the appoint

ment of the post of Army Chief of Staffo The dismissal of Major 

General Nasution had rendered the post vacant for sometimes and 

Ali had decided to appoint Colonel Bambang Sutoyo, a SuJ;:arno 

loJralist and Con:nander of the Army School of Staff and Command 

--~-~-~-~~----------~ 
' 
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in Bandun.t-; but with little reputation during the revolutiono 

His appoint:nent was rejected by the Army headquarter which 

demanded the reinstallment of Nasutiono This led to a tussle 

between the Army and the Cabinet. In the e'Jr;nt, Ali Cab:! .. r.ct 

had to give up office in July 1955o 21 

Burhanudin Cabinet (August 1955-March 1956) 

The Masjurni leader, Burhanudin Harahap, took office when 

the attention of all political forces ~re concentrated upon 

the imminence of general elections. Never:·.heless, his inuediate 

action was resolving the crisis over the appointrr;ent of Army 

Chief of Staffg He soon appointed Major General Abdul Harris 

Nasution as demanded by tl~e Army headquarters and crisis blew 

overe 

Burhanudin Harahap cabJnet confronted the issue of West 

Irian by a change in diplomatic styleQ His objective. 1-·.ras to 

improve diplo'Tiatic relations 1vith the ltJ3stern countries 

including Australia which had be en the main sup porter of the 

Netherlands's claim on West Irian at the United Nationso This 

diplomacY bore some results. Australian ForeigP Hini ster R. G. 

Massey undertook a visit to Jakarta in Februaryo A better 

Und t di g al h d · +-n +-h TT • t d st +- ~ s +- · ers an n was so reac "c wl v L VL.c vnl e ::1 ·.~e ::>o e ere Jary 

of State 'John Foster Du1les visited Jakarta in' Mai·ch after· attenc:inj 

SEATO conference in Karachi, Pa1-~istano Shortly, bfjfore Dulles 1 s I 

21 Herbeth Feith, n. 7., pp. 580. See also H~.c. Ric\:lefs, n •. 2 
pp~ 237. 



visit to Indonesia, the State Department in Washington had 

announced the delivery to Indonesia of A~erican foodgrains 

under the PL 480 programme to the value of US $ 90 milLion to 

be sent over two year period. During his visit Dulles reaffir·med 

the United States interest in Indonesia's nation building 

process, assured her of United States economic aid and invited 
~, ') 2 

President Sukarno to visit the United ~t~tes.~-

Nonetheless, this better understanding did no:. help 

Indonesia in forcing the Netherlands to give up its claim over 

West Irian. This served to intensify domestic opposition to the 

negotiation being conducted by the Burhanudin government. Fj_nally 

on August 13, the Indonesian government announced its uni.lc.1.te:ra.l 

withdrawal from the Netherlands-Inaonesian Union. Tl1e initiat~ve 

had been described as Indonesia's first breach of legality in 

defiance of the Dutch since revolutiono 23 

The first ever general elections which vms conducted under 

the Burhanudin government in September 1955 showed of voters high 

turn o~t. Over 39 million voters voted representine 9lo 5 percent 

of those registered" They offered the freest choice amone an un-

re str i cte d range of parties all of 1vhi ch campaignc; d vigorous1Yo 

It was also constituted a major failure for the l1B.sjUJni an<1 the 

PSI ~,.r.hich·had been dominated the .cabinet. The mo.jority of votes .andl 

four-fifth of the Parliamentary seats were shared among the PNI, 

22 Kalyani Bandyopadhyaya, n.l4., PPo 23" 

23 Michael Leifer, no 4o, PPo 42o 
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:1asjumi,. Ff..I and Nahdatul Ularca, the four major political 

partie So 

The election also shacpene(i_ the di vi sJ on be b:,~ecn J a v2. and 

outer islandso !-1asjumi emerged by far the stror:ge st party in 

outer islands, while PIU, PKI and l'Jahdatul DlBJ<•&. 9asico1ly 

·Java-based partieso Rather than resolving all political issue~ 

the elctions onlJr he]ped to draw the battle line more preciselJr 

This was bound to have s?rious consequences dur.ing the next 

phaseo Burhanudin Harahap was obliged to give up office soon 

after the elections in Barch 1956" Fe Has succeeded fc:::· the 

second time by Ali o..~astroamidjojo as Prime }1inister" 

Ali Sastroamidjojo Cabinet (March 19 56-
March 1957) 

Ali Sastroarnidjojo was able to form a goverrwent on the 

basis of coalition of three biggest parties in Parliament, 

namely the PNI, Masjumi and Nahdatul t-:-lama" Howeve1· ci.:f.';"ertmces 

between the coalition partners were so gl·t-•at that the Cabiru::t 

could hardly function" 

Despite the fact that foreign poli ey Has a major preoccupD.t1on 

in Ali's second Cabinet, it dif! not achieve anything substantia]_ 

due to the shortage of time" However, it completed the \.vork of 

its predecesso!~ by securing the passage of a ne-v1 Bill which 

abrogated the Round Table ConferE:r.ce 8.E:;rE:~cr:-;ents in their enti r·ctyo 

Nonetheless, economic relations v:ith the nethel·l~;nds ,,,..-.:::'f! nc:t 

severe do 



In !l!lgust 1956 Ali Cabinet repudiated the po:::ti.on of 

national deb·t assumed in 1949 which was calculated to rep:-esen-1:: 

the Dutch military action against the Repuhlic in 1946 and 

1948. This action was encouraged by the Egyptian leader Nasser·' s 

nationalization of Suez Canal in the previous month. Fo··.'~~-8ver,it 

was taken after government had got the assu:r·ance fror:i the 

International Monetary Fund (HiF) that it 1-.rould pro'Tide Indone:sic:t 

with substantial aido 

It was during .Ali 's se ccnd cabiw; t in l·1ary 19 56, Pre siclent 

Sukarno made an extensive tours to the Sovif: t Union and East 

European countries. During Sukarno's visit to the Soviet Union, 

the Soviets offered a long term lo'.v inter-est loan Hhtch amour·ted 

to US $ 100 million as technical and econo:nic ai:: to Indonesia" 

Tk~ loan agreement was signed in September 19 56. It vras repo1·te d 

·that Indo11esia refused to accept a larger· Soviet Union loan just 

for maintaini'ng the delicate balance of non alignrnento 22 

In Harch 1957, .Ali' Sastroamidjojo 's second cabinet had to 

resign as a. result of gro'.ving tension betvreen the e:anter and 

outer islands. This tension led to a dramatic ever;t when most of 

the Commanders of tne armed forces in West, North and Soutl1er·n 

Sumatra fo:-med the Revollltionary Government of The Repuhli(~ of 

Indonesia (PRRI) with Padang as its capital. The rebels in U>e_ 

beginning approached Hatta to lead their sepa.tatis movemento 

However, ~atta, the sy.m':::lol of outer islands, rejected the offer. 

The .l'l! bel s got the support from the Hasj ur:li and PSI parties and 

----~-------------
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this was, clearly seen when Sj afrudin Prawi 1·anegara, <J Hasj umi 

leading fieure was appointed as Prime Hinister of the Re7oluticnary 

Republico The situation became more threatenir;g when the regional 

commanders of the armed forces in Northern Sula1.vesi expressed their 

support to the rebels in Sumatrao 25 

In order to cope with the situation, President Su>.arno 1r1i tb 

the b¥-cking of the armed forces at the center proclain:ed a state of 

siege and emergency all over the countryo This marked the end of 

the constitutional democracy periodo 

The collapse of constitutional democracy period was marl\"ed 

not only· by the imposition of a state of siege and er::ergency but 

also by the resignation of Vice President Hatta in .. Tuly 1956o 

Publicly, Hatta expressed that since the general election had 

already been conducted, the country should choose its new President 

-and Vice President. However, analysts firmly believed that the main 

reason behind his resignation was that he could not get along Hi th 

more assertive attitude of President·Swcarno which in his view 

could le·ad to an ,luthori tc.rian regimeo Hatta had been rega.rded as 

a representc.tive of non-Javanese interests at ths center and his 

d tu f f i d i t h t . 1 d 2 6 epar re rom o ; ce cause concern n e ou .e r 1 s an so · 

In February 1~57, President Sul<arno in his public speech 

demanded the intr< duction of an alternative political ·system to 

25 A comprehensive discussion on transition period from 1957-
19 59 can be found in Dan:Lel S Lev, Transi tton to Guided 
DemocracY (Ithaca: Cornell, Hodern Indonesia Project Hone
graph Series, 1966)o 
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replace the constitutional democracy 111hi ch according to him 

was a system alien to the Indonesian values ancl responsible for· 

the country's ills. He urged for the introduction of a new 

political syste~ which was based on the spirit of Indonesian 

peopleo 

The imposition of a state of siege and emergency had 

brought together the central ~ommand of the armed forces ancl 

President Sukarno in a kind of relationship in which they 1.vo1·ked 

together for the first time to change the entire structure of 

constitutional democracy. This new structure was renected with 

the appointment cf a functional cabinet under the leadership of 

Dr. Ir. Djuanda Kartawidjaja as Prime Minister. Djuanda had been 

in almost every cabinet since 194-5 and was respected as an able 

and sensible man with an understanding of economics. The Minister 

for Foreign Affairs was Dr. Subandrio, a former ~.tnb::ts~ador to 

London (1947-19 54) and Moscow (19 54-19 56). Dr. Subar~drio was to 

become a central figure in the intrigues and conflicts of these 

years. Both of them were well-known for their loyalty to President 

Sukarno. 27 

The immediate problem that Djuanda cabinet had to solve -vms 

the challenge from the outer islandso This became serious because 

of the involvement of the United States 111hich tacitly provic:.ed 

support ·to the rebels in Northern Sulawesi by allot'l'ing them to 

use United States Naval base in the Philippir_eso This tacit 

27 M.• C9 . !tickle fs, no 2o , PPo 246. 
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support was clearly proved when the United States government 

rejected the Indonesian request to buy arms and ammunition from 

the United States~~ This prompted the government of Indonesia. 

to send a dE;!legation under the chairmanship of General Nasution 

the Army Chief of Staff and Ministry of De fence to the Soviet 

Union and East Ruropean countries to buy arms and ammuni tiono 

General Nasution v_isited Moscow in June 1961 and an agreement 

was signed for a long term Soviet aid amounting to US $ 450 

milliono In addition, the Soviet Union also provided all kir:ds 

of arms and ammunition for all branches of the armed forces 

by October 1961, Indonesia not only• became the largest non

communist recipient of military aid from the Soviet Union but 

also the largest recipient of econor.1ic credits after India and 

EgyPt.28 

Along with the security preparedness to face the challenge 

from the r~bels in Sumatra and Northern Sulawesi, the government 

of Indonesia alsQ adopted a new legal frame1.vork to prevent the 

rebels from getting military help from foreign powers. In its 

declaration on December 12, 1957, the government extended its 

terri tort a1 waters up to 12 miles and also maintained : 

All waters, sorrounding between and connecting the islancls 
constituting the Indonesian state, regnrdl~ss of their 
extension or breadth are integral part of the internal or 
national -vmters which are under thee xclusive souvereignty 
of Indonesian state 9 29 

28 Kaiy"ani Bandyopadhyaya, no14., PPo 67. 

29 T~e ride~ of claiming the terri to rial sea waters up to 12 
mJ.le:s 1J.m1 t had been propunded by a young lectu-rer of law 
Mochtar Kusumaatmadja of University 2f Padjajaran,Bandung 
who twenty years later became Indonesia's Foreign Ministero 
See also, Leifer, no 4o, PPo 49o 
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The impetus to put this declaration on regards international 

forum were concerned came from the forthcomir.g first interna.tional 

conference on the Law of the Sea sponsored by the United Nationso 

However, the most immediate cause was the deployment of wtch 

naval ships close·to Indonesia 1 s shores as well as the presence 

of American naval destroyer in Lombok and Makasar Straits at the 

time when the country was being challenged by the separatist 

movements in Sumatra and Northern Sulawesi. ~his had caused 

serious concern in Jakarta" 

Equipped with the Soviet arms supply and a ne1t1 lP-gal basis 

Djuanda goverrunent embarked on a military expedition under the 

command of Colonel Achmad Yani to crush the separatist movemente 

In less than a month, the rebels were defeated and the integrity 

of the country was·maintainede 

Guided Democracy \July 1959-September 1965) 

Declaration of a state of sie.g.c and emergency in the ·11ake of 

the challenge from the separatist mo>rements in Surnatra and North 

Sulawesi· was followed two years later by the proclamation of c. 

Presidential decrke which revoked the provisional constitution of 

1950o In its place, on July 1959, reinstated by decree 19lt5 

Constitution which had been drafted among others by Sukarno himself 

and had been promulgated soon after the proclamation of independence 

on August 17, 1945o The 1945 Constitution had been drafted in a 

haste when the Japanese occupation forces ;,.;ere about to bE~ def2ated 

and prov-ided anourmous powers to the Presidente In his decree, 
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President Sukarno had justified his action as an alternative to 

an imported liberal democracy and as a return to the true spirit 

of Indonesian national revolutiono 30 

The Guided Dernoc~acy period was characterized by intense and 

bitter competitions between two powerful political forces, namely 

the Indonesian armed forces, particularly the army and the 

Indonesian Communist Party (PKI)o President Sukarno and the ar:ned 

forces had been in close collaboration to install a new political 

system against the pressures from the Parliament and. the declining 

political partiese Two main opponents of the system, the Indonesian 

Socialist Party (PSI) and Majclis Sjuro Muslimin Indonesia (Masjumi) 

had been tainted by their involvement in the sepa~atist movements 

in Sumatra and North Sulawesie Most of their leaders either had 

been jailed or exiled or had escaped abroad. Heamvhile, the arm:r 

had under the leadership of General Abdul Harris NastL1ion be ·~ome 

a cohesive force so This had been the result o.~ many officers having 

been involved in the separatist movementsQ The ability of the ar:ned 

forces to crush these separatist movements had been the main s:::urce 
\11 

of their justification to play a prominent rolee _, ..... 

The Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) •,vas another powerful 

political forcese Since the bitter experience of 1952 when Suk.iman 

cabinet had ordered the arrest of most of the PKI leaders, PKI had 

------~~M~------------~ 

30 Herbeth Feith, "The Dynamics of Guided Democracy " in Ruth Nc 
Vey, ~d.,. Indo.nesia (New Heaven: Yale University Press, 1963) 
ppi 105e ' . 
Most of the middle rank officers who would become the main 
contenders in the rivalry •tJithin the armed· for-ces had been 
re!Jloved by Nasution after the collapse of PRRI such as well 
known Colo Alex Ka1.vilarang and Colo Achmad Hussein, both of 
whom had been Nasution's arch rival earliero 



had changed the.i:r tactics by embracing Sukarno as political 

protector and the main source of t~eir strengtm in playing a 

significant role in tf.J.e GuLled Democracy. At the same time, 

Sukarno needed to get closer to t~c PKI since PKI had p~ovided 

Sukarno ·w:tth with the mass base which he could use as a count.2r 

vis- a-vis the more powerful Indone si'an armed forces. Sukarno 
... \ 

manipulate·d these two political factors for his 0 1.m benefit and 

stood at the apex of these two contendin~ forces. In the li~ht 

of this delicate balance, Sukarno used foreign policy as the 

safest mean for seeking revolutionary legi timatlon without 

having to jeopardise the delicate relationship beb.veen the hvo 

forces. As has been described by Michael Leifer : 

Sukarno used foreign policy issue to sustain national 
unity and to underpin a pattern of power of whl ch he '.vas 
the principle beneficiary. In this undertaking,h·e e;nplo;ed 
·political skills with which he was ri crJ.y endowed. He was 
magnetic personal! ty and a master of political communi cati
on in the Indonesian milieue 32 

Sukarno used his rethorical po~·ers to express a person?-1 and 

national frustration which was reflected in part in inability 

to restore the tJrritory of West Irian to the Republic. The 

struggle for West Irian and the confrontation with Malaysia 

had been the dominant themes of Indonesia's foreign policy under 

Guided Democracy. On these two main issues, Sukarno had played 

a prominent role, though with different results one ended with 

triumph and the latter led to his downfall as President of the 

Republice 

32 Mi'chael.Leifer, n.4e, PPo 56e. 
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· Struggle for West Irian (1959-196~2 

The West Irian question had been one of the main pre

occupation of each successive cabinet during the c:::msti tu tional 

democi'acy from Hatta cabinet to Ali Sa.stroG.m:i.djojo 's s(:;cond 

cabinet. However, none of them had been able to restore the 

terri tory into the Indonesian fold. All of these cabinet had 

adopted diplomacy as their means to achieve their objective and 

none of them succeeded. This was due to the belligerent attitude 
• 

of the Netherlands government and the reluctc.;.nce of the United 

States to support Indonesia's claim. Foweve:r·, by 196os, the 

international constellation of for·ces had changed in Indonesia 1 s 

favouro 

Su.karr-o, in his st•ategy to gain the territor·y, had adopted 

a coercive~diplomacy to engender a sense of international crisiso 
I 

The groundwork for this type of diplomacy had already been laid 

as early as the late 1950so This could clen.r·ly be seen vlhen 

General Nasution led Indonesian delegotion to the Sovi(·~t Un5.on 

and East European countries in arms- purchasing mission where he 

concluded agreements for :;_ddi tionol credits to the orc1er of US 

$ 450 miJ.liono By the end of 1961, much of the order including 

MIG-19 fighters and TU-16 long range bombers as well r .. s Sverdlov 

class cruiser arid missile-firins patrol boa.t had already arrived. 

The flow of heavy military equipment was followed by gro-vring 

warmth in relations beb1een Indonesia and the Sovir-Jt Uniono In 

- February 1960, Khruscr~ev visited Jakar-ta. There -vrere even r·eports 



~bout the possibility of the Indonesian government allowing the 
y~ 

Soviet Union to ~uild a naval base at Ambon harbour.JJ 

Domestice.lly, both poli tica.l forces had to follow Sukal~no 1 s 

strategic thoueht .for compeletely different reasons. For the 

Indonesia.~ armed forces, Sukarno's obsession -vrith \.lle~t Irj_?_n 

co:J.2...t'l sepve the armed fol'ces interests in the expansion of mil1tDrY 

budget and huge arms transfers from the Soviet Union and East 

European countries. Mean1..rhile, for the PKI there was no other 

option except to ·follow Sukarno 's s tr&.tegy in the hope of 

accel arating an anti-impri a.li st s.hJ. ft in fo:r·ei gn policy ori sr;t::~tion 

which at the end would lead Indonesia closer to the conmun:i. ~~t 

countries~!iand served PKI 1 S domestic political interests. 

The changing administration in the United States also in a 

way helped Indonesia's claim over West Irian. Three months after 

the inauguration of President Kennedy, President Sukarno went to 

vlashington ann was received with corciali ty by th8 ne1v President 

in the White Housel;) President Kennedy indicated his willingness 

to send an aid survey deleg8tion to Indonesia to asses the 

possibility of American assistance for Indonesia's eight year 

plan. The six member team headed by Professor D. D. Humhprey came 

out eith a strong· recommendation to provide economic aid as well 
>") 

as financial assistance to Indonesia up to US $ 390 nillion~;~ J.,., 

In~onesia 1 s cordio1 relations with the United States had 

helped to isolate the Netherlands~;~ S.i,mul t::Jneously, in Netherlo.nrls 

-~~--~~~-----------~ 
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doubts had been raised about the vTisdorJ o:' the Netherlands 

policy which had led to the lir1uidation of all • J... 
1~ .... s business in 

Indonesiao There was also growing awareness of the demerits of 

sustaining expensive commitment to West New Guinea in the ligr.t 

of the shift in the balance of local military adv<:mtage and the 

po ssi bili ty of armed conflict '~lith Indone ~.i ae 

On August 17, 1960 Indonesi.~ severed diplomatic relations 

with the Dutcho This VIaS follo\ved by air dropping of troops 

in the late 196os 1vhich began in.fil tratioz1 into ~lest Irian" 

Among those who did so was Major Benny Nurdani who t-v;enty years 

later became Indonesia 1 s Hini ste:r of Defence" Although mili t::tr.ily 

it had no de ci si ve impact, yet it marked 2. new stage in the 

conflict" Thi~:; action ':18.s preci:ritc:tcd by the Dutch J.ction .in 

strengthening their mi1.itcry position in :dest Iri:::m ~md 1-w.stcn5.nz 

moves towarcls Papu<:~n solf-govern:nent, thll.::: cscsl.rtinr the z.r.~:vi ty 

of si tuatione 

In order to show to the world that Indonesia vm;-o ready to 

use coercive force to achieve its goal, Sukarno by the end of 1961 

issued a call· for all Indonesians to join People 1 s Trlpple Comm<:mcl 

better kntnm ~s TRIKORA ( Tri Komando Rakyat) e Concurrently, 

Dro Subandrio, Indonesia 1 s Foreign Minister and Sulca1~no 1 s spol;;:e::.; 

man warned t.he Un:L ted States abou"::: the prospect of Cor.Jmun1 f;t 

advance if the dispute \oras not resolved in Indor1esia 1 s favouro'!'bis 

helped in convincing President Kennedy to resolve the West Iri<:1n 

problem immediatelyo 

Robert ·Kennedy, President Kennedy's youhr;er brother and the 



Attorney General of the United States, was sent to Jakarta and 

The Hague to persuade both the countries to avoid escalating the 

conflict into arms clashes ancl promoting negotiatione The con:O.ict 

was thus put under·the United Natir:ms arrangement in which U Thant 

the United Nations acting Secretary General acted as mediator 

bet"reen the two sides with the helped of .American seniol· diplonat 

Ellsworth Bunker to settle the disputeo 

In the event, Indonesia accepted ~ direct mode of transfers 

·and provision for some expression of self-determination by the 

West Irian people. A final accord was concluded on August 15,1963 
/ 

which allowed Sukarno to express his triumph at Indonesia's twenty 

34 seventh independence day address. · 

Confrontation with Malo.ysi a 

The triumph of Hest Ir·ian convinced President Sulcarno of 

the usefulness of coercive diplomacy and .obsessed him with further 

revolutionary triumph which in his perception was his o1m personal 

achievement. This craze for revolutionary triumph was expressP.d 

in August 196o when he declared "I am obsessed with the romanticism 

of revolutione" H·)wever, this time his obsession ,.,1 th revolu-t.iongry 

spirit was directed ag~dnst Indonesia's closest neirhbours and 

kinsmen, th~ Malaysianse The confrontation with Malaysia \laS 

launched hardly six months after the settlement of the West Irie.n 

problemo 

--.. ---... ---------.. 
3lt Justus Van Der Kroef, "The West New Gutnea Settlement : Its 

Origisn and Implications," Orbis, Vol. 7, n()Q 1 (Spring,1963) 
PPo" 1125o' 
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It is not easy to understand the lo~ic behind this poli~y 

of President Sukarno in the light of the fuct that Indonesi c-1. had 

not initially opposed the creation of Nalaysic.n state in the 

Malay peninsula. Nonetheless, we could talk about at leas three 

important causes which led to the launching of confrontation 

policy with Malaysiao35 

Firstly, the fol'rr:.ation of a federation of Malaysia initir;Jly 

was the British idea at the backdrop of the spread a=- co!!l.l?luni sm 

in Southeast Asiae_)rhe Indonesian Communist Party (PIG) 1..,rhich 

had very close ties with the Malayan Communist Party (HCP)perceived 

that the creation of a federation of Malaysia woulc become a 

bulwark against communism in the region. The PKI had as early as 

1961 denounced Malaysiao Secon&Cy, Indonesia was disturbed by the 

security arrangements whereby Britain retained authority over 

Singapore naval base which couln be used not only for the defense 

of Malaysia but also for the defense of Southeast Asiaov~This had 

been precipitated by Prime Minister Tunku Abdurrahman' s moral and 

material support to the rebels in Sumatra in the late 1950s. 

Thifd, domestically, competi ti ton between the Indonesian armed forces 

and the Communist Party of Indonesia '\'<'as reaching a. point of no 

return. The Army was afraid of the spread of communi srn at a time 

when the army was beginning to lose predominarrc€.' role follo1..d.ng 

Sukarno' s lifting of martial law in the beginnine of 1963) 

----~--~-~-~-~---~~ 

36 G. Vij ayachandra Naidu, "Foreign Poll cy of Indonesia During 
Guided Democracy," M.Phil Dissertation (New Delhi: School of 
International Studies, Jawah:.11·lal Nehru University, 198l)o, 
PPo 43o 
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Indonesia's confrontation with Malaysia theori ti cally v1as &'1 

integral part of its vigorous flght against the elements of 

colonialism and neo-colonialism 'ltThich had been the main theme 

of Indone·sia' s foreign policy since the establishment of Guided 

Democracy in July ~959o 

?lni tially, In~onesia had sho\ved a friendly attitude towards 

the project of Halays:ia. This was expressed 1.vhen Foreign Minister 

Dr. Subandrio attended Malaya's independence festivities in August 

195'7 and expressed the hope· that Indonesia and Malaya '·.rould main 

tain close. relations because of their simi1iE~ri ties in ethnic, 

cultural and religious attachment'l' This was folloived in November 

1957 by the visit of the Malayan delegation led by Deputy Prime 

Minister Tun Abdul Razako Even Prime Minister Djuanda visited 

Malaya in April 195'9 to sign a "Treaty of Friendship" between 

two closest countriesotHowever, this posture was soon changed I 

w1 th the outbreak of an 'uprising in Brunei under the leadership J 

37 ./ 
of AoMo Azhari. 

President Sukarno who had been longing for more revolutionary 

romaticism used this occassion as a pretex to de_clare his policy 

of confrontation with Malaysiao He(supported the Brunei uprising 

which in his opi.nion e~ressed their opposition against British 

colonialism scheme in Malayay Sukarno clearly expressed this when 

he told the visiting Yugoslav.' s Vice President that the Brunei 

uprising was part of the movement of the Ne1v Emergine ForcesC'~~FO) 

-~-----~--~-~~~~------
37 G. Vij ayachandra Naidu, Ibid., PPo 50" 
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<£:donesia expressed its support and sympathy for the rebels 

from a variety of political sourceso In this context, the 

confrontation included everything short of direct armed conflict. 

This meant boycotting Malaysia from international forums and 

conferences that were being held in Indonesia and suspending all 

~omic actitivities with Malaysia.;Indonesia event went to the 

extent of training guerillas to fight against Malaysia along 

the border between Indonesia and Northern Kalimantan. However, 

this did not prove to be successful .in the face of effective 

containtment by the British forces deployed in Northern 

Kalimantano 38 

Although, Indonesia's persistently conducted its confront&tion 

policy with Malaysia, yet it attended Manila Summit meeting which 

was held in. August 1963o However, before the summit took place, 

a conference between Malaysian government and the British government 

had already decided that Malaysia· would came into being on August 31 

1963. The decision of the London conference infuriated Suka.rno who 

perceived it as a violation of the Manila accord whereby Malaysia 

would be formed only after the wishes of the people of Sarawak and 

Saba_h were ascertain,ed by the United Nation so 

~t the Manila Summit meeting between Indonesia, Malay~~a and 

The Philippines an agrement was reached. Nalaysia had agreed to 

allow the United Nations fac·t-finding mission to ascertain the 

wishes of the people of the territories concerned prior to the 

-------~------------

38 ~ttacharjee, Southeast Asian Politics: Indopesia ~ 
Malaysia (Calcutta: Minerva Publications, 1976), ppo 167o 



establishment of Federation of Malaysiao The acceptance of 

this agreement was greeted in Indonesia as a diplomatic success. 

However, this did not change Indonesia's confront at ion vri th 

Malaysiao Sukarno on his return to Jakarta announced that the 

policy of confrontation would continue despite the agreement in 

Manilao (' 

The United Nations fact-finding mission arrived in Sarawak ~ 

on August 16, however, Indonesian and the Philippine representa

tives had only arrived on September 196~. The United Nations 
'\} .. 

tram report was in favour of the formation of Malaysia Federa.tion 

and the sizeable majority of the people in Sabah and Sarawak 

expressed their wish to join Malaysiao Several weeks before the 

~ouncement of the result of the United Nations fact-finding 

mission by the United Nations Secretary General, Tunku Abdul Rahman 

had already announced that Malaysia would be inaugurated on 

August 29. This again made Sukarno extremely furious and considered 

it a clear violation of the Mani1a accordo 39 

Indonesia soon severed diplomatic ties with Malaysia by 

asking its ambassador in Kuala Lumpur, Lieutenant General GoP. H. 

Djatikusumo to pack homeo This was followed by mob attacks on the 
. i 

Malaysian· and British Embassies in Jakarta by the PKI youth 1vingso 

Tunku Abdul Rahman responded by severing Nalaysic:t 's relations 

with Indonesiao At this critical juncture, Indonesian Ministry of 

---~R~-~------------
39 George 1'1cTurnan Kahin, "11alaysia and. Indonesia, :r Pacific Affairs 

Volo 36, noo 2 (Summer, 196~), pp. 263o 



Defense General Abdul Harris Nasution stated that Indonesia 

would prepare guerillas for liberation of North Kalimantan. 

At the initiative of the United States President Lyndon 

Johnson, a tripartie meeting was held in Bangkok between 

Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippineso Sukarno agreed for 

ceasefire although he also declared that Indonesia's confrontation 

with Malaysia would continueo The meeting broke down without 

achieving any substantive agreement. Another meeting which was 

arranged in Tokyo by the Philippines's President Diosdado 

Macapagal also did not achieve anythingo 

r,he confrontation, however came to an abrupt end by a 

sudden change in Indonesiao On September 30, 1965, The Indonesian 

'Communist Party with the support of some di.Jgruntled elements of 

the Indonesian armed forces launched an abortive coup. This coup 

not only led to the downfall of President Sukarno from the 

pinnacle of the Ir~donesian political system but also to dramatic 

changes in the course of Indonesian domestic and foreign policy0 

Immediately, anti-communist campaign was launched vigorously 

by Lieutenant General Suharto with the support of the Indonesian 

student unions and the Indonesian Islamic parties. Sukarno was 

forced on Marc 11, 1966 to give up his office and stripped all of 

his political powerso This paved the way for General Suharto to 

become Indonesia's second President after twenty years of 

Sukarno's undisputed presidencyo4o 

4o The abortive .coup of September 1965 must be treated with 
cc.U!tiotl~ This is becuase of the intrl cacles of the political 
scenes, the contacts and friendships and hatred which linked 
most of the major participants to one another and the susr>ect 
nature much of the evidence, make it difficult that the full 
truth will ever be knovmo 



Basic Determinants of Indonesia's 
Foreign ,Policy 

A discussion on basic determinants of Indonesia's foreign 

policy should at least point out four important factors, namely 

geography and natural resources, the history and culture,milit&ry 

and economic capabilities. 41 

Georgrap.hy and Natural Resources 

Indonesia's extensive natural endowment is seen as one of 

the most important factors which provide Indonesians with 

confiden0'e about their country 1 s place in the world poli ticso 

It is also seen as enhancing the prospects that efforts to 

acquire foreign economic assistance would succeede The national 

territory, extending over 3, 000 miles from the tip of Sumatra 

to W:tst Irian, a military and politically strategic location 

astride key trade routes at the cross roads of Southeast Asia, 

a population of about 172, 631, 000 (1986 data) people, by 

far the largest in the Southeast Asian regione A wealth of oil 

forests, rubper and other mineral resources are generally viewed 

as long ter.m assets which would assure Indonesia an important 

role in international politics, beside bringing prosperity to 

its own people. However, this natural endowment also compelled 

Indonesia to seek foreign economic assistance since the country 

is unable to explore its own resources by its own means. The 

country's strategic place in international trade together with 

~------~~-----------------
41 Franklin B Weinstein, II The Fo:ceign Policy of Indonesia, II 

in James Rosenou, Ed., International Politics and Foreign 
Poli~y (New York: Freepress, 1972), pp. 243-245, 
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with its natural richness facilitates an aid-oriented foreign 

~olicy by attracting the interest of outside powers. 

History and Culture 

Nationalist historical writings have made the Indonesia's 

elites generally aware that the influence of what is now Indonesia 

has extended abroad at times. The glory of Sumatra based empire 

of Sriwijaya which reached its peak in the ninth century and 

Majapahit which reached its zenith in the fourtenth century. 
I 
It is,for them, a source of inspiration and national pride to 

know that Majapahit had a territory encompassing most part of 

Southeast Asian region including west Irian. National pride 

deriving from this experience has beon reinforced by the rem

nants of Borobudur and Lorojongrang which showed the ingenuity of 

Indonesia's glorious past. This was intensified to sharpen 

Indonesia's patriotic feeling during Sukarno 's presidency and 

'created a. sense of supriori ty vis-a-vis its neighbours. An 

additional dose of pride feeling come from the -belief that· 

.Indonesia has always been a pioneer among nations struggling 

for the fullest measure of independence. The element of internal 

strength tends to reduce fears of economic domination by foreign 

powers, simultaneously, however makes Indonesians extremely 

sensitive to infringements on national souvereignty and 

?-ependence on outsiderso Indonesian history has shown a series 

of ·warning about the dangers to the nation's independence since 

the coming of the Dutch in 1602 up. to the abortive coup of 1965o 
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Economic Capabilit~es 

Indonesian economy since 1950 has experienced enormous 

difficulty owing to a number of basic problems of which the most 

prominent are overpopulation and underemployment, especially in 

Java, a dependence on world market for its natural resources, 

particUlarly oil and natural gas as well as other forest products. 

These become more acute by the lack of technical expertise, strong 

industrial basis and inadquate economic infrastructureo Although 

the New:Order government has seriously and steadily improved 

Indonesia's economic performance, however the basic problem remain. 

Indonesia with US $ 520 income per capita no1v belong to the middle 

income country. However, as compared to other Southeast Asian 

pountries, excluding Indochina states, it is still the pooreste 

This also has been. more overburdened by the increasing foreign 

debt incurred from monetary institutions such as Vk>rld Bank and 

The Intejrnational Monetary FUnd, which ultimately influenced the 

direction of Indonesia 1 s foreign poll cy orientations and priori ties. 

Military Capabilities 

Indonesia has a sizeable number of armed forces (280. 000 

personal) t · while the navy and the air force have already acquired 

modern ~hips and aircrafts from the United States, Australia and 

West Europee Indonesian leaders believe that Indonesia 1 s separation 

from the Asian mainland provides a substantial degree of physical 

security. Nevertheless, the acquisition of modern equipment has 

given the Indonesian leaders a greater flexibility in pursuing the 
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the country's foreign policy. However, at the same time, the 

acquisition and maintenance of a modern mill tary force would 

finally involve a continuing dependence on external sources for 

spare parts and trainingo The New Order government has begun 

to address this problem by starting the establishment of 

Indonesia's military industries, particularly aircraft and ship 

building, although it is still at the initial stageo 42 

Research Methodology 

The primary feature of foreign policy as has been mentioned 

by vario'us authors of international relations, is that it is 

the major connection between state's domestic economic and 

political factors and its external environment. External 

environment can be unde-rstood in the con.tex of regional as well 

as international politicso There are various approaches which 

can lead to the understanding of relationship between the two, 

however, this study would only attempt to use as simple approach 

as possibleo There are important assumptions on how to understand 

Indonesia's foreign policy under the New Order government. These 

are a concept of national interests, national role conception, 

elites perception of their country's role in international politics 

and the idyosyncratic factoro 43 

---~~----~~-~~-~---

42 A comprehensive discussion on Indonesia's military capability 
can be found in the fourth chapter of this dissertation deal
ing with Asia•Pacific security perspectiveo 

43 Harold and Margaret Sproutl ''Environment Factors In The Study 
of International Politics,' Journal of Conflict Resolution, 
Vol;. '1 {December, 1957), PPo 309o · -
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National Interests 

Josep Frankle has classified the term of national interest 

into categories which allow the term to be examined and various 

usages can be understood. Frankle classifie:t the. term into tw 

·main important components, namely aspirational and operational. 

However, it should be made clear here that these terms are only 

ideal type which does not exist in the real practice of inter

national relationse 

The aspirational level of usage of the national interest 

refers to the vision of good life, some ideal set of goals which 

state would like to realise (Indonesians call it just and pros-

perous societyif it were possible. Thus it means at this 

level, the conception of national interests are only at the 

aspirationallevel which provides a general direction of policy 

desired. Frankle notes some common features of conceptions of 

the national interest at the aspirational level, namely, they are 

long term, they are rooted in the history and ideology, they 

command the attention of the opposi ton and they provide a sense 

of hope and purpose and they are determined by political will 

rather than by capabilities and need not fully articulated and 

coordinated. 4-3 

At the operational level the concept of national interest 

refers to the totality of policies actually pursued. Frankle 

notes they differ from the aspirational level in some ways : 

------~~---~~--~----~---~~ 

4-3 Joseph Franklel The Making of Foreign Policy (New York: 
Oxtord Uni vers ty Press, 1963), PPo 20o 
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They are usually short term interssts, capable of achievement 

in the foreseeable future, they often stem from consideration of 

expediency and necessity, they are the main preoccupation of 

the government and party in power, they are used in descriptive 

rather than in nol•mative way, they are translated into policy 

based on the prospect of their success and which can be costed, 

they are also determined by capabilities rather than by political 

will and they are arranged into maximum and minimum programmeo 

National Role 

Another important concept which is closely related to the 

concept of national interest_ is national role. K.J. Holsti has 

done extensive study on the importance of the concept of national 

role. This concept has been widely used either in academic or 

in practical course. This can be seen, for example, in the balance 

of power approach where state can play either as agressor state, 

status· quo state or balancer atate. The balance of power approach 

in international relations demand that one particular state 

should play one of these three national role, otherwise the 

balance of power would not take place. Following the second W:>rld 

War, many scholars of international relations talked about foreign 

policy conception of the decision makerso The foreign policy 

makers would opt for the role of either the non ali~ned, the 

western block, the Communist state, allies or satelliteo In other 

wrds, a state according to scholars would finally opt for one 

gf these national roleo43 
' -~---~----~~--~--~~~-

K. ·.r. HOisti - "National Role Conception In The Study of Foreign 
Policy," International Studies QuartelY:, vol. 14, noo 3 
(September, 1970), PPo 244o 
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is useful to understand Indonesia's foreign policy under 

the New Order government is the perception of the elites. 

Foreign policy elites operate i"!:nder various constraintso The 

international system has its own agenda, defines the options 

and impose constraints on the freedom of national policy 

makers. Add to these Gomplexity of bureaucrat procedures, 

which is another constraining influence. Bureaucrats and 

bureaucracy also set agendas, identify options and filter or 

emphasize the information that flow into the hand of decision 

maker so Furthermore, both bureaucrats and decision makers are 

products of the society in which they live; in many ways 

foreign policy is but an.external manifestation of the domestic 
. 41=1 

and political system. ~ 

Robert Tilman mentions five important factors that 

influence and constrain the option of the decision makersv 

These are structural, geopolitical, historical, socio-cultural, 

and e conomi Cv 

Structural factor is mainly concerned with political and 

bureaucrat machinery through which foreign policy is formulated 

and execute d. Bureaucrats are hardly neutral be cause they have 

their own vested interests. They may selectively filter, gatrer 

subtly alter the messages they transnit to the policy makers at 

the top. In addition, people inside or outside the government 

also influence the policy makersQ 

-~---~-~-~----~--~---~~ 

45 Robert Tilman, Southeast Asia and The Enemy Beyond:ASEAN 
Pe§ceptions of External Threat (Boulder: Westview Press, 
19'7), PPo 7o 
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Geopolitical factor is the most visible aspect which 

influence the decision makers's option. Space and distance to 

some extend determine the decision makers option of their . 

country's friends or foes. In Indonesia 1 s security perception 

Soviet· Union is never projected as a serious threat to the 

country's security mainly because of the distance between the 

two countrie So 

Historical factors presents numerous complexities for 

the policy makers. It has to be seen in the light of personal 
I 
·I 

and collective· levels. Each policy maker has had unique 

personal experiences that affect his perceptions and secondly 

frier.~d and enemy are defined in the textbooks, popular wisdom 

in literature, etc. In this regard, the Indonesian attitudes 

towards the Chinese and the People's Republic of China are 

a clear example. A policy maker is strongly influenced by his 

own personal experience of the Chinese community in his life 
'11\ 

time and this :would finally project his olNtl perception of the 

Peole's Republic of China. Added to it is the fact that most 

of the text books in which he used to study mention again and 

again the Chinese support to the Communist Party of Indonesia's 

abortive coup in 1965, which was an outright violation of the 

country's souvereignty. 

Sociocultural factor can be clearly seen in the fact 

that foreign policy formulation can also be influenced by the 

ethnic, cultural and .religious make-up of a country and of its 

foreign,policy makers. Indonesia's rejection to ·recogilize 
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Israel as an independent and souvere1gn state is mainly 

based on the fact that Indonesia has a moslem ooajority which 

almost make up 90 per cent of the total population. At the 
' 

same time, less impo·rtance of Islam as a determining factor 

in Indonesia's foreign policy decision making is also due to 

the secular attitudes of most of the Javanese who dominate 

most of the important position of the foreign policy decision 

making. 

Economic faetor is undoubtedly another d~t:e rmining 

factor which shapes the perception of the decision makers. 

Foreign investments 'create reciprocal obligations between the 

host country and the investors. Simultaneously,- these also 

create resentment against a partner perceived as dominating 

the country. Indonesia's experience has clearly shown a dilemma 

of a developing country which is urgently in need of foreign 

aid and investments on the one hand and the sensitivity of 

nationalist feeling of the country's population which is proud 

of their country's achievement in the past and Sukarno's strong 

patriotism which can be invoked by any opposition group as 

a mean to charge the government of selling the country to 

foreign interests. Jl decision etakers perception can not but 

be strongly influenc~d by this delicate factor.~6 

The last important factor which have to be taken into 

account is the idyosyncratic factor. Here we need to explain the 

-----~~~-----~--~---~--

~6 Franklin B weinstein, Indonesian Foreign Policy an,d Dilemma 
of !Dependence (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1976),pp. 
20. 



the type of leadership and the nature of its influence on 

the foreign policy orientations. Henry Kissinger explains that 

at least there are three types of leadership, namely the 

ideological leadership, the bureaucratic-pragmatic leadership 

and the charismatic-revolutionary leadership. we need only 

d_scuss two of these which are most relevant for the purpose 

of this study, namely the bureaucratic type of leadership and 

the charismatic type of leadership. 

The charismatic-revolutionary leadership are those leaders 

who have led their countr1c3s to independence. This 1-eca.me the 

source of the legitimation. They have sustained in the course 

of their struggle, the risks and suffering primarily by a 

commitment to a vision which enabled them to override conditions 

which had been deemed overwhelmingly hostile. These revolutionries 

are rarely motivated by material considerations. Here Henry 

Kissinger mentions two example, SUkarno and Castro. If Castro 

and Sukarno had been primarily interested in economics, their 

talents would have guaranteed them a brilllant career in the 

societies they overthrew. ~Jhat made their sacrifices worthwhile 

to them was a vision of the fUture or quest for political power. 

The main 3Xample of the bureaucratic pragmatic leadership 

according to Henry Kissinger, is the American elites. However 

his descriptions on the character of the ruling elites in Uni te:d 

States lead one to safely assume that Indonesia under the leader

ship of President Suharto and his Cabinet can be classified into 

this type, of . leadership. This leadership is presumed to have 
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conviction that every problem would yield if attacked 

with sufficient energy. Problems are segmented into constituent 

elements each of which is dealt with by experts in the special 

difficulty it invoves. Technical issues enjoy more careful 

attention and receive more sophisticated treatment than political 

onese lf7 

This is reinforced by the special qualities of the profes

sions which furnish the core of leadership of this type. They 

are mainly leaders who have educational backgrounds such as law, 

economics or engineering. Here one can talk of the predominance 

of the technocrats in Indonesian cabinet as well as first and 

second echelons in the Indones1.an bureaucracy. Another contributing 

factor is President Suharto greater emphasis on economic 

development represents first priori t;r and as his main justification 

to rule over the country than on issues dealing with politics 

and political legitimacYo 

-------------~-~--~~--~ 

47 Henry Kissinger, "Domestic Structurr: and Foreign Polie!y, II 

J~e.s .~ Rosenou, .;g., Inrernational Politics and Foreign 
;Policy, (New York: Freepress, 1972), pp. 267-271. 
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POLICY OF FOREIGN CAPITAL 

To .understand economic strategy of the New Order ·, 

government towards foreign capital, one ought to study this 

at least in three distinct stages. The first stage is the 

stabilization periodo This began in 1966 when the New Order 

regime came to power after crushing the Communist Party of 

Indonesiao In this period, the New Order government adopted an 

open door policy aimed at achieving steady economic. growth and 

relied heavily upon foreign investments. This period, however 

ended with the student demonstrations which broke out in 

Jan11ary 1974 against the predominance of international capital 

particularly Japanese capital, in Indonesian economyo 

The second stage started with the increase in oil prices 

in the international market. It was in this period the New 

Order regime was able to play more decisive role in financing 

and protecting domestic capital. The inflow of foreign 

earnings from the oil sector contributed greatly to this policyo 

This period was also characterised by the emergence of economic 

nationalism which called for the creation of national industry 
I 

based upon major reso~ce projects such as steel, natural gas 

and oilo This period ended with the collapse of oil prices in 

the international market as it had hit Indonesian economy severely0 

The third stage began with the collpase of oil price and 

the decline of fore&.gn investments and the return of the predomi

nanc~ _of the technocrats in the decision making processo It is 

worth remembering that the proponents of economic national! sm 
.. ; 
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such as Ibnu Sutowo was extremely po~~rful during the heyday 

of the' National Oil Company (PERTAHINA) in the Indonesian economj_c 

strategy and this led to to the rett1rn of the open door policy 

aimed at attracting foreign capital by providing them with varions 

. 1 concess1ons. 

An analysis of these three distinct stages ;,vould be the main 

focus of this chaptero However, more attent1on would be given to 

the second and third stages, the first stage being an introductory 

in the period of this studyo 

Stabilization Period (19 66-1974) 

The New Order regime came to power in 19 66 at the time '.vhen 

Indonesia economy was on the brink of total collapseoThis couli 

be clearly seen from some indicators. The price ind,ex based at 

100 in 1957 had reached 15 00 in July 1966u Money circulation had 

also increased from 1 million to 12 billion Rupiahs in July 1966o 

Exports had dropped from US $ 900 million in 1951 to US $ 350 

million ;tn 1966. Meanwhile, the government deficit had risen from 

18 billioan Rupiahs to 23 billion Rupiahs in 1966~ Moreover, at 

the end of 1965, Indonesia foreign indebtedness stood at US $ 2olr 

billion of which US $ 1400 million was O'':ed to the Communist 

countries. Servicing this debt alone would have required an 

estimated of US $ 530 million in 1966, Industries were unable to 

------------------------~ 
1 ~chard R?binson, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital (Sydney~ 

Asia Studles Association of Australia,l987)., pp" 131-132o 
See also1 Maria Pangestu, "F~onomic Policy R(~form in Indo
nesia," lndonesi an Quart ely 1 Volo 17, Hoo 3 (third quarter, 
1989)o, PPo 23. 

2 Guy Fauker1. "Indonesia: The Era of Transi t:Lon " Jl.s1an Sllrvev 
Volo 7 Nco .:::, (February, 19 67), pp 0 26th, ' 
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import owing to paucity of of foreign exchange and on the average 

were operating only at 25 percent ca_?aci ty" There was hyper inflation 

(the annual price rise was more than 6oo percent) and a gener':Jl 

shcrtage of consumer. essentials, such as textiles, rice and other 

stapple foods" 3 

The need o:f rescuine the country from the economic collapse 

of the late 196os was further motivated by the government urgency 

to consolidate the position of the armed forces. This compelled the 

government to adopt a number of. bold and pragmatic measures as 

part of its stabilization programme" The main objective of the sto..

bili zation programme was to put some s13m blance of order in the 

financial arrangements of the country by restoring balance in the 

government budget, rescheduling of foreign debt incurred during the 

i i d i f . . t t 4 prev ous reg me an encourag ng ore1gn 1nves men,s. 

The first sign of change in attitude towards foreign capital 

came in January 1966 when one of the economists publicly acknnwledeed 

that the only way out of thee conomic collapse was thrcueh an effort 

to obtain riew foreign cred.i ts" This was later confirmed by Foreizn 

1·1ini ster .Adam Malik in a press on April 4, 19 66 n wecl·~ after he 

assumed the office of Foreign Minister that Indonesia would seek 

economic cooperation with both Western and Communist countries. On 

3 

4 Kalyani Bandyopadhyaya, B.trma and IndonP sla: Coi'}2..D<l·_g,_t L ve. Politi c.::1.} 
Economy and Foreign Policy (NeH Delhi: South Asian Publisher,l983) 
PPo 2.]o 
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the same day, 3ultan Ea:nangku Btnmno IX, Minister for Industry 

and Economic affairs indicated that ::kndonesian gover-nrwnt 

would welcome all ... foreign economic aid without political str·incs 

and would seek rescheduling of its foreign debt repayments. In 

his statement that day and subsequent one on April l2, the 

Sultan emphas:Led Indonesia 1 s intention to embark on austerity 

measures to achieve economic stabilizatione5 

To formulate and implement ne1v economlc policies, President 

Suharto :appointed large number of Berkeley trained economist 

technocrat's, some· of them 'di th ministerial posts. These economists 

became the core mel"bers of the NationaJ. Development Planning 

Board (BAPENAS)e They were convinced of the ideology of "free

market" economy which limited the state to providing the f.iscal 

and monetary conditions for capital accumulation and trusted 5.n 

the t!lechanism of the market to generate groivth 3.D(l effi~j enc~'· 

They were strong~.y convinced that the intrusion of foreign C<'lpi tal 

would. spontaneoulsy generate process of t:ro;..,rth. In the p:::-ocess, 

only efficient and viable domestic bu::dness ,.,ould surviveu This 

was to be completely different from the inefficient and co:-rt1pt 

domestic bus.iness .that flourished und-er the state protection and 

subsidy in the late 195'0s. 6 

--~------~~-~-----~-

5' Franklin B Weinstein, Indonesi::m Foreign Policy .::tn(l. DilE::~.:L 
of De endence: From Suk rno to Suh"' t (Ithaca: Corneli-- -

n vers y ::ressl 197 , pp. 227o See also Hichael Leifer 
Indonesia 1 s Fore gn Pol :I cv (London: Royal Institute of In~er 
national Affa~rs, 1983), PPu 11~-15'" 

6 Mo.s_t of the technocrats like Dr. lUi 11Jardh9,na, Dr .. 'didjojo, 
Dro: Elnil Salim etc. Here educated in tho 1S'50s e1t the ti:-ne 
when the ideoloe;y of free-m.::1rket and economic G ro H"'-:,h of T'.1 
Rostow was at its pea'k and highly irflnential in the Ai11·3rj.C':l~ 
Universities, including their almam;;.ter, University of Co.,J.i
fornia, Berkeley., Hhen they returned hotJ.e, they carried Ttli th 
them this ideologyo 
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1t/i th limited options available .Cr.S regurds foreign aif;., the 

New Order government brought them in the inner circ:lns of thG 

decision making process.i,Jith having "frozc:;n 11 :_t::.; dir~~or:1atic 

relations ;.'lith People's Republi~ of Chi:r.:·. '-.>:-~~l::J.s:: or .i.ts c:..l 1 r:::::;cd 

complicity in the coup and. sustained cool relations i.v.l th the 

SoViet Union provided 3uharto government \vi th no real cbo:i.. ce in 

the search for economic aid. There was only one maj our source of 

aid and investment which was available, nemely .'·!estern capi tB1ist 

states and Japan~~ Japan had made much progress in its !'(~lations 

with Indonesia before 1tlestern states had m:.:;.de thPlr' aiV3rlC8 to,·ra'":'ds 

Indonesiae This had begun when J 2pan had st~ :::c(:;eded in issue of 

reparations and concluded peace treaty in December 1957o Indeed 

Japan made an important contribution not only in marshalling 

economic support for Indoneaia but also in assisting the 

consolidation of President Suharto 1 s domestic posi tiono 7 Hol.vever, 

it was extremely clear that the econo~ic assistunce from the 

Western countries inclllding Japan wc,uld be (''lndi tional upon an 

end to confrontation with Halaysia and ti: · acc·~rte.nce o: 'J;stern 

laid norms of international conducto 

Hence, it was imperative for Suharto to enc'l con front~.tion 

with Malaysiao It was brought to an end on August 11, 1966e full 

diplomatic relations between the two countries were restored 

follot.,ring the signing of a joint commun.i que on September 7, 19 67 o 

7 Michael Lei fer, n. 5o, PPo ll4e 



Indonesia soon readmitted to the United Nations in Septembe:-

1966"~ to the International Noentary funcl (HfF) in February 1967 

and to the World Bank in the follo-v;ing Hay 1967Q 
8 

The United States was the first count~y to nffer emerfency 

aid of US $ 59 million, Japan follo•:red seconrl. 1-'·'i th US $ 30 

millipn worth of credi tsQ Then came West Germany 1..ri th US $ 7o 5 

million' and after the settlement of US $ 157 million compensation 

from Indonesia, the Netherlands offered US $ 18 million, Singgp9re 

Indonesia 1 s closest neighbour added US $ 32. 7 millionQ All these 

totalled up to US $ 174 million of emergency credits made avail

able by late October 1966o 9 

In September 1966, a meeting .of Western creditors, namely 

the United States, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, France, vlest 

·Germany, Japan and Italy Hhich were later known as the Paris Club 

was held in P9.riso .Australia and the Inter·national MonetDry FUnd 

( HIF) were also present as observers. The Sovit=Jt Union turned 

down the invitation te; attend the meetin~ and n~?manded that 

Indonesian government would have to pay flrst ear·1ier· dchtsQ 

Ro·v.rever, in November 1966, the Soviet Un:i_or:_ had in(Hcc.ted its 

agreement, in principal with debt moratoriumQ T.hi s opened the \vaY 

for a meeting of Paris Club in that month" Further emergency 
' 

credits was approved for US $ 357 millfon. 10 

8 Inggrid Faliner~ The Indonesian EcQ.UQID.Y .. ?i.tl.G.~.-122.5.L.4- Case 
Study of Poli t.1 C:ll :8conomy (Lon(1on: Fr::onL C8ss, 197c5), PPo 2S·o 

9 Ibid"' pp" 28o 



From these meeting emerged the Intergovernmental Group on 

Indonesia (IGGI) with AUstralia soon joini.ng it as full men be:· c.nd 

New Zealand, Canada and a number of West European countries 

folloT...d.ngo The observer status given to the Interna.tional Monet:::c~:-y 

Fund 91ld the 1tJorld Bam, eE~l·liel' was changed ir;to the role of 

broker~~ 11 

The technocras firmly belie'Ted that they had to conv1nce 

foreign creditors and 'potential foreign investors that they would 

give higher priority to debt rescheduling, infrastructure 

rehabilitation as well as removing control on private investments. 

This was clearly exprE!Ssed by the Indonesicm go'rerrunont dele£:t_;tion 

to the Paris Confer·ence of tr '3 Ir:tergover·rr~JC·Jntd Group On Indor:(::_:ia.o 

The Indonesian delegation assured : 

That market forces were to play a central rol n in tha N:
habili tation of the country's economy. 
State enterprjsei were to be placed on a comretitive footing 
with private ente:r:-·p'ri ses. EoT,-rever, state coJ:'porEJtions were 
freed from requirements to sell low prices. They could now 
charge market priceo 
The private sector was to be stimulated by the rer.wvc;l of 
licence restriction on ral.v materialso 12 

The immediate consequence of the IGGI meetine; ':!as the rf~Op':~r:'.ng 

of access to international netvm1·k of finance f rorn rri •.r2.te snd. 

government sources and from internatic·r~al fincJ.nce and moneb::ry 

ins;ti tutions like the ~lorld Bank and the International Noneto.ry 

Fund (IMF). In the long term, foreign loans i•toulcJ enable the 

--~~~~--~~--------~~ 

11 Ingerid Palmer, n.8., pp. 23-30. Fo~ &. comprc-J·wrsive dis
cussion see Richard Robinson, n. 1., pp. 136. 

12 Inggrid Pe~mer, no. P.o, pp. 30" 



government to embark upon a prcgre:•Jr1me of investm~::nt projects 

primarily in rehabilitation of infrastructure through developm0nt 

budget so 

In order to provide legal fra!f1r::wo1·k fo:::· foreign investors 

to operate in Indonesia, the New Order government enacted a neH 

Foreign:. Capital Investment Law in ,T anuary 19 67 Q This was foJJ C''.~'ecl 

by the introduction of Domestic Capital InvestmRnt Law in July 

1968o The major features of the Foreign Ca: ita~ Investment Lm·: 

were • . ' 

ao A guarantee that there was no intention to nationalise 

foreign assets and a guarantee of compensatirin if natio-

nalisation did occurQ 

b. Exemption of foreign investors from di vi den C. <:;.nd co1·po~:· :'.t-

ion tax up to three years and prcvisio~ for carryin~ on 

losses into the past tax holiday periodQ 

c. Free transfers of profit, depreciation ft.:nds snd prccccds 

from the sale shares to Indonesie.n nationalso 1 3 

The introduction of Foreign. Capital Investment Law made it 

possible. for foreign investors to operate legally Hi th a consJ.dc1·abl 

advantage over the domestic investors.Even after the intro~uction 

of Domestic Capital Investment Law, the fc ::·eign i nvr::stors corcti nued 

to operate from the position of advantage. Cne examplP coulri be 

mentioned hereo The Indonesian Capital Investment Coordinating 

Boai·d ( EKPM) required that companies investing undet· the Forei.gn 

13 Rfchard Robinson., n.l, pp. 138-39o 
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Capital Investment Law and Domestic Capital Investment Lm1 

programmes deposit 25 percent of their intended investment as 

collateral in the state banks. Few domestic fjrms possessed 

such liquid assets after the high infJ a.tion and econor."Ji c 

dJfficultiF.ls of the decade from 1957 to 1967" As c. result, L1e 

domestic investors could not compete with the for~ign investorso 

Moreover, their survival and development depended verymuch upon 

the center of the policy bureaucrats and on the state power to 

intervene in their behalfo 

almost 75 percent of total private investment in manufactu:r·

ing industries was by investors from Japan, Un.:!. ted States, Hong 

Kong and Singa.pore. The Europeans had been somewhat reluctant to 

invest. The Japanese paid the great~st attention to textile, 

metal and glass j)ndustries. United States Is investors concentrated 

on oil, chemicals, textiles and rubber. 1.\Thereas the Japanese 

investment largely took the form of establishing new enterprises, 

the United States investment was directed to a gre;;tt extent to-r.v<.::.r·ds 

rehabilitation and expansion of Arne ri can cornp~mi es 1t1h.l ch had been 

nationalised under Sukarno 's Guided Economy but were returned to 

their former o1.mers after 1965" The Asian irlvesto::.·s such &S 

Hongkong and Singapore as well as South Korea were mostly interf~sted 

in consumer goods industries.l4 

From the data in Table 1 and Table 2 onF~ coulG. see that 

14 Jorgen B Dongers, et. al., "IndustrLs.li ?.ation in Indonesia, 1' 

in Gustav Papanek, The Indonesian Economy (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 19 So), pp" 376o 

• ' l I 
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foreign firms were on the average larger, more capital intensive 

and more productive than domestic firm so They accounted for one 

fifth of the manufacture output but only 10 percent of employrnento 

They were on average twice as large as state fl rms and seven tin:es 

as large as domestic pri va.te firms in term of ont::r:ut per firm. 

Foreign capital, predominantly Japanese, concentrated in the 

heavily protected sector such as manufacturing goods for domesti~ 

consumption, mainly textile and consumer good so Their o bj ecti ve 

was to dominate local marketo 1.5 

Meanwhile, the largest component of private domestic capi ta1 

was in the small scale and cottage sector which were incomp a_rahle 

in terms ·of production. According to Peter HcCa1vley, approximately 

3o9 million of Indonesia 1 s 4o9 million industrial -wurkers were 

located in the cottage sector, although only Rpo 75 billion of 

Rpe 596· billion of Talue -added is produced in this sectoro16 

Although domestic investors were unable to compete with 

foreign investors,- the technocrats did not shmv any eagerness to 

provide protection and subsidy for domestic investorso This 

attitude derived fro:m the government o1m deep snspi cion that 

protection and subsidy would only lead to the emergence of in

efficient and corrupt enterprises both in the state and private 

sectors as had been clearly shown during the period of Guided 

Economyo 

15 Robinson, no 1., PPo 143o 
_, 

16 Yosh.t TsU:runumi, I! Japanese Investments In Indonesia:O-vmer 
ship and Technology Transfers and Politi cal Conni cts," in 
Gustav Papanek, nQ14o, PPo 295-296o 
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Table 1 ·&~proved Capital Investment Under PMA/PMDN To December 
1973 

----~~-------~----~--~~------------~-------------------------Total InvestoApprovals % of Total Invest. 
Sector (in US million) 

---------------------- ---~----~EE!2Y~!§ ____ 
PMA PMDN PMA PMDN 

------------------~---------------~---------~----------~-----
Forestry 495.5 356.8 58 42 

Agriculure 113.0 323;.5 33 67 
Fisheries 
Mining 86o. 5 46.2 95 5 

Manufacture J.045.1 1. 740.9 38 62 

(textiles) ( 436. 9) (749) 37 63 

Tourism 195.9 200 50 50 
Ohter 118o3 207 37 63 

---------------------------------------------------~----?1~--Total. App. 2. 828.3 2. 97'8. 5 49 
Total Rea1.1.131.2 876 56 44 
------------------~-------------------------------~-------~--
Source : Ingg·ri<i Palmer, Ind£nesian Economy Since 1~-~~!-~Cas~ 

Study of Political Economy (London: Frank Cass, 1978) 
PPo llO:rlllo 

Note : PMA = F~reign Capital Investment. 
PMDN= n6mestic Capital Investment. 
App=Approvals. 
Real=Realised. 

Tabel 2 Output, Value Added and Employment By Ownership 

---------------------------------------------------~--------Total Foreign Government Domestic 
Private 

--~---~-----------~~-------~-------~------------------------
No~ o'-f firms 6o758 282 547 5o929 
output 

283<21. 2) Rp. billion(%) 1. 341 (100) 261(19o 5) 79 5( 59. 3) .. 
Vaiue Added 
Rpo bill on . C.%) 555 (100) 127<.~3) 126( 2.2. 8) 301( 54. 8) 

. I 
Employment 
Total (%) 683 (100) 71(10.4) 135(19o 8) 477( 69. 8) 
---------~~-~-------------------------------------------~----
Source :· Richard Robinson, noo lo, PPo l43o 
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The New Order government continued to rely heavily on 

foreign finance's support. The Intergovernmental Group On 

Indonesia (IGGI) agreed to supply aid in increasing amounts 

from US $ 130 million to US $ 920 million for 1975-1976 fiscal 

year.o .American military aid was also resumed in 1971 at a 

level of about US $ 20 million a yearo In 1975 the Indonesian 

government requested more than double that amount. By 1975 

the Indonesians h.ad won aid commitments from the Communist 

countries and from Middle Eastern oil exporting countries as 

The influx of foreign aid and foreign investment in 

Indonesia had become quite important and had been regarded as 

one of the fourth pillar of ·the Indonesian government -- the 

other three being the Generals, the Chinese and the Technocrats. 

The Japanese investments, for example had increased from US $ 

2o6 billion in 1976 to over US $ 5.5 billion in the beginning 

of 1979.17 

Perpl~xingly, however most of the foreign investors, 

notably the Japanese,, preferred having joint colla.boration with 

the Chinese enterpreneurs to· the indigenous oneo The reason for 

this was amply clear. The Chinese had long tradition of doing 

business enterprises, they also had capital ~nd links with their 

fellow ethnic kinsmen in Singapore, Hongkong and Tai wano 

17 Franklin B Weinstein, no 5, ppo228o 
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Initial criticism had ho\.Yever, took the shape of protests 

against this po~.5..cy in early July 1973. Protests involved a wide 

variety of groups ra11glng from various student factions, former 

party leaders and intellectuals associated with the military 

which dissatisfied with the goverrunent for various reasons.They 

were arguing that the economic strategy of the National Planning 

Development Board ( BAPENAS) was inherently damaging to Indones:Lan 

society. BAPENAS strategy, according to this critics, provided 

a structural framewo:rk for concentration of wealth and the entrench 

ment of mass poverty. The New Order government was also accused 

of being an integral part of the participant in collusion with 

foreign capital and larger Chinese business in the exploitation 

of Indonesia.18 

The cri ti ci sm and protests reached their peal-:: in January 

1974 w.hen th@ J np ~ne Sy rrimt] IY11ni fJ1!~l;- Kakugl Tanaka vi Sl ted 

Jakarta encountered kind of violent anti Japanese demonstrations 

on his arrivaL. This. -..;as the biggest demonstration ever led by 

various student factions that had taken pl-ace under the New Order 

government so far. The reaction from the government was swift 

and effective .. Critics and student leaders were arrested, some of 

them were sent abroad for furthers tudies, but many of them placed 

under house arrest C3fd most prominent among them jailed. Five of 

the .nost critical ne*spapers were closed down. Economically, ,, 
,. 

howev:e;r..,~ __ the .New Ord_er govermnf~nt moved . to accomodate the 

._--•.. ::-ti>..- .-
. . . . . ' . .. -
-~~~-~~-~-------~-----~---~ 

18 
., i 

Hi chard Robinson, n. 1., pp. 164-166. 



the indigenous petty capitalist r.Yho were supposedly behind the 

student protests of January 1974e l9 

Oil and The Emergence Of Economic 

National! sm (1975•1982) 

Two important factors need special attention here. F'i rst 

is the dominant role of oil in the goverr~ent revenues and the 

capacity of the government to finance its industrial projectso 

Second is the emergence of economic nationalism which resulted 

from now of foreign capital as world oil price continued to 

increaseo 

The emergence of economic national! sm resulted from 

several factors and took shape of a complex movement influenced 

by a declining petty bourgoisie demanding state protection 

against superior forces of foreign capital on the one hand and 

the increased foreign earnings from the oil and gas which enablEd. 

the New Order government to finance its industrial projects on 

the othe~ •. 20 Pa.radoxically, however mo.st of the proponents of 

economic. nationalism were those people who had personal access to 

the President. 

A discussion about econom1c nationallsm needs to be carried 

out at bot:h theoritical and at practical levelQ At the theoritical 

level, economic national! sm sought to subordinate fore_ign capital 

19 Kalyani Bandyopadhyaya, no.· 4., ppQ 136. See also Richard 
Robinson, "Culture, Politics and Economy In the Poll tical 
History of The New Order," Indonesia. noo 11 (April, 1981), 
ppo ·l9o 

20 Robinson, no lo, ppo 177o 
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to a set of nationaJ economic priorities and the inter(3St of 

domestic cs.pital .. This \-J9.S the basic idea of economic nat.i_ona1is'U 

as carried out by the burt:!aucrat-nat1onali sts. Do"~!lever, the main 

theori.tical proponent of th.i s idea were the late P3.n~) . .aykim and 

Chinese nat\onalist businessman Kwiek Klan Gie .. 

Pangl,ay.kim, Professor c ~ Economics at the Uni v9rsi ty of 

Indonesia and also of Singapore University, leadi::J.g businessman 

and leading figure at the JaJ{arta's Center for Strategic and 

International Studies ( CSIS), was strongly influenced by t-v;o 

models of development. These were the Meiji Jape.n a.ncl Singapore 

In these b1o countries, state played a central role in 0ete rmining 

investmen~ ~riorities, providing infrastructure, mobilizing 

finance and investment capital and coordinating domestic investments • 
. 

Both Meiji Japan and Singapore developed a national economy based 

upon industrialisation which led to the emergence of a strong 

indigenous capitalist class .. 21 

Panglaykim rejected the idea of "trickle down effect" '.>rhi ch 

was the main ideology of technocrats of the Nation.J.l Economic 

Development· Planning Board ( BAPENAS) o As mentioned earlier this 

idea based on the assumption that foreign investment ~~uld lead 

to the stable gro\vth and spontaneous trickle downo In Panglaykim's 

view, foreign investment would· not lead to trickle down but it 

imply achieved a share of capital investment in an ec:lnomy whose 

form was determined by foreign capi talo He strongly argued th3.t 

--~----~~------------~-

21 Jak~rta '·s Center for Strategic and International Studies 
( CSIS) 1 was established with strong support from tw of 
Suharto 1 s close aides, namely General Ali Hurtopo, Ge:aeral 
Sudjono Humardhahi and General Benni Hurdani. It is well
known as a: center of CathOlic intellectuals and having 
close relations with the Hinistry of Defense., 
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local equity in joint venture was often financed by etther 

foreign bank or foreign partner. v1hi c-h meant that the local 

partner never actually controlled its businessv 22 

., 

Panglyakim ldeas were also shared by Kwiek Kian Gie. 

According to Kian Gie, National Economic Development Planning 

Board (BAPENAS) strategy has proved inadequatefor generating 

the formation of domestic capital and for subordinating foreign 

capital to a national set of economic priorities. Foreign 

investors continued to capitalise their investments with 

domestic 'credit, and to dominate "closed" sectors of investment 
' 

through control of production of the capital goods and commodities 

used in these secto-rs. Kwiek Kian Gie argued that transfer of 

equity from foreign· to domestic ownership achieved little in it

self because the foreign investors had usually recovered 

original investment several times over and simply handed over 

equity when tax holiday had already expired. Local partners, 

therefore sank their finance into an obsolete company and were 
·• 

therefore, placed: at a competitive disadvantage in relations to 

foreign capitalo 23 
Both Panglyakim and Kwiek Kian Gie saw the answers in the 

establishment of nationally integrated units combining state 

--~~~---~-~-~------~ 

22 

23 

Jusup Panglyakim, ttBusiness Organization In The Framework of 
Economic Development In Southeast Asia, tt In Panglyakim, Ed 11 

Multrnational Corporations (Jak;lrta: Center for Strategic and 
Internatio~al Studies, 1974). s.·ee also Panglyakim, "Domestic 
Structure n ~The World of Interdependency, 11 in J'usup Wanandi, 
Bdo International Problems! no. 12, volo2 (Jakarta: Center 
for 

1
·Strateglc and Internat onal Studies, 1973) o 

Kwi~k · Kian Gie, "Foreign Capital and Economic Domination 11 §go .Lndonesian Quartely, Volo 3, noo 3 (April, 1975), pp)!-7-
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power. and· resource with private business interests. State would 

play a central role in providing finance' purchasing raw material 
', ; 

imports,and generally coordinating production through state 

leadersh.ipo The state would establish the basis of domestic bour

geoisie by financing the participation of private business and 

providlng the cohesion and protection to avoid domination by 

foreign capitale 24 

At the prac~ical leve, the push towards state-led national 

capitalism came f.rom a coalition comprising Ibnu Sutowo with 

some important Generals including General Ali Murtopo, General 

Sudjono Humardhani, the dominant figures in President Suharto's 

1'ki tchen cabinet." Ibnu Su towo used PERTAMINA as the focus of 

activitii.3s of economic nationalism because it was the primary 

sources of finance or mean of raising loans which was beyond the 

control of National Economic Development Planning Board's 

teclmocrats. 
. ·: 

The main function of PERT»HNA was that of managing the 

oil resources of Indonesia through the allocation of drilling 

concessions. However, PERTAMINA developed into the most po\verful 

center of economic power in Indonesia as production and oil 

price rosee It came to control the single most important source 

of wealth in the ~country. 

-------------~---~------
24 Robinson, no lo, PP• 152o Both of these Chinese nationalist 

technocrats had a very strong links with General Ali Nurtopo 
and General Sudjono Hurnardhani. Dr. Panglaykim continued to 
be one of technocrats's ~ain critics until his death in 198lro 
Dr~o Kwiek Kian Gie later joined Indonesian Democratic Party 
and has become its main thinkers on economic matterso 
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Oil.an~ liquid natural gas (LNG) constituted more than 

30 percent of foreign exchange earnings in 1981 and 1982 and a 

helathy- ~urrent account anrl balance of payment was ensured. In 

1979, 1980 and 1981 Indonesia boast/3d accoun-t- 311rpluses of US 

$ 2198 and US $ 2131 million with fo re.ign e:<change reserves 

standing_ at US $ 10, 000 million as late as 1982o The oil 

bonanza meant a surge of fund to state revenue anu capacity to · 

invest. Foreign earnings from oil and gas beb.veen 1978/1979 

and 1981/1982 leapt from 157 per cent from US $ 7.4 billion to 

US $ 19o0 billion. ·At the same time, government revenues 

derived from oil and gas sector taxes rose 271 per cent from 

Rp. 2 309' billion in 1978/1979 to Rpo 8 575 billion in 19·31/82. 

Oil and gas constituted 65 per cent of foreign exchange earnj_ngs 

in 1978/19?9, risi~ to 81, 9 per cent, while taxes from oil 

·and gas\ ~ector constituted_ 53 per cent of government domestic 

reven_ue in 1978/1979, rising to 70 per cent in 1981/1982. 25 

The flow of funds from PERTAHINA 1 s oil and LNG 1va.s made 

use of as spearhead for the creation of industrial capital 

accumulation in two 1v~ys" First, Ibnu Suto-.,vo extended the 

activit!~s of the oil company to include investment through 

subsidiar corporations and secondly to use potential access to 

Indonesia's oil and natural gas a mean of raising finance for 

----~~~~---~~---~---

25 Richard Robinson "After the Go1 drush:. The Poli t:i. cs 2 f 
Economic nestructuring," in Ro t1obinson and R., Higgo ._,, 
Ed$~, Southeast Asia In the 1980s (Sydney, Routledge anrl 
Kegan Paul, 1988), PPo 20. See also Richard Robinson,no.l. 
PPo 

1 
J76o 
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the development of major projects in petrochemicals and natural 

PERT!MINA turned to Japan rather than to the Intergovern

mental Gro~p On Indonesia (IGGI), International Monetary FUnd 

(IMF) and World Bank'. for funds. These donor countries and 

international financial institutions refused to provide for su.ch 

nationalistic and large scale indutrial development projectse 

Japan was eagerly willing to provide funds as these would cJ.ve 

26 it p.ri vileged access to cheap energy sources. 

State-led industrialization CMle to an abrupt halt in 

1975 and 1976 when PE;RTAivliNA found itself unable to meet payments 

of its short term debts. The investigation later proved that 

PERTAMINA had incurred debt mounting ~o US $ 10. 5 billiono The 

collapse of the PERTAl'1INA and the dismissal of Ibnu Sutowo as 

President ,-Director of Indonesian Oil Comrany did not only give 

a sev~re blow to the proponents of economic nationalism but also 

'has further strengthened the hands of the technocrats of 

National ~conomic Development Planning Board. 

AJ.tho~gh PERTAMINA cr.tsis had put the economic nationalist 

aside in the Indonesian economic and and political struggle, yet 

the basic idea of economic nationalism persisted .. The New Order 

government's economlc policy between 1975 and 1982 came to be 

basically determined by the sort of policies i.H'rued_ by the 

--------~~---------------

26 !aichard Robinson, "ToHard A Class Analysis of The InclonesiRn 
Mil~tary Bureauc,rati~ State," Inclonesi?-, no ... 25 (A.pr·i._l, 1?78) 
pp .. 25. See also_ Roblnson \vayne, "Imrrl;::,.lism, Dependency Rnd 
Peripheral Industrialisation:The Case of Japan In Indonesia". 
in R. Robinson and R .. Higgot, Edwo, n. 19, pp .. 205-210 .. 
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the propone.nts of economic nationalism such as P8.nglaykim and 
'tf:\ I! 27 . ·' ,, I ' 

Kwi,ek· I«.~ Gie •. 

In :early· 1976 the Ne\v Order government modifying its policies 

indicated an attempt to ameliorate social and econo~ic tension 

as wasevident at the time of,January 1974- student protests. 

The gover~ent p~t the provision of credit and protection of 

the indigenous bourgeoidie as its main priorities. It also 
't ' . 

amend~ad the Foreign Capital Investment Law of 1967 by 

introducing new provisions such as : 

a. ~apital equity in new joint venture to be proeressively 

transferred to Indonesian partners so that they e.chieve 

51 per ce.nt ovmershipv 

b, 'Afl foreign inves_tment project to be in form of joint 

: v~ntures .with indigenous Indonesians as partners~~ 
; ,• 

c. 'The numbers of foreign investment areas closed to foreign 
. capital to be increased taking into account the potential 
>or· domestic investors to take over inyestment. 

do Investment credit by state bank to be allocated only to 

'indigenous inve stors 11 
28 

These regulations signalled an impqrtant change in the 

existing free market, open door aprroach~ At the same time, the 

National·iEtconomic Development Planning Board technocrats thef'1..-
, j ·•. 

selves :ha~ ~edified their beliefs in the spontaneous application 

---~~-~--~----~-----~-

27 Peter McCawley, "Some Consequences of Pe rtamina Crisis In 
Indonesia," Journal: of Souteast Asian Studies, Vol., 9. 
no": 1· (Harch, 1978)·, PP• 28 .. See also Ji ttendra Nath Bhatt 
:"Pertamina Crisis In Indonesia In the Hid 1970s: Economic ' 
and Po1i tical' Implications, II International Studi,es, Volo 24 
no.r 4, (October-December, 1987), · PPo 285'. 

(New-
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of "trickle down~ and t~ ~~enign nature of foreign investments. 

Mohamadi~adli, oDe of the senior memb~rs of the National Economic 

Develo~·~n~ Planning Board expressed the excessive generosity 
. t ; ''·' 

of the' original Foreign Cap! tal Investment Law : 

When ~ started out attracting foreign investments in 1967 
everything and everybody was welcome. We did not dare refuse 
We did not dare to ask for credentials. 'We needed a 11 st of 
narnes and. q1 ollar figures of intended investment to give cre
dence to o~r drive. 29 

The technocrats also found contradiction between national 

interest~·and international capital over such questions as the 
. ' 

most appropirate location and form of capital investment. They 

for .the. first time real.! sed that foreign cap! tal could not be 

expectFa to play a major role in the process of development mainly 

because .of their. unwillingness to enter socially necessary but 

econom~oB:lly unpr.o·fi tabl~ sector cf investments. 
' '' '. ''t • 

li()we.ver, the dominant pattern in the 1970s continued to be 
. -; .. ' ' . . .... ,, . . 

shor.tage of potential indigenous partners with cap! tal and skills. 

As a result, there. was still preferrence for Chinese partners. 

The indigenous partners generally contributed more pol! ti c.a.l 

resources such as access to government contracts, forest concessions 

and protection from the government harrasment than capital and 
30 

Skills and managemento 
' 

----~---~~-------------' 29 Rich~rd Robinson, n. 1., pp. 170. 

30 Ibid., PPo 17lo 
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After The Goldrush: Post Oil Boom 
(1982-1987) 

In the early 1980s there was an indication of a slowing 

down of the New Order government drive to achieve national 

industrial capitalist economy. The inability of the New Order 

government to maintain this drive could be ascribed to the 

decline in the oil income which had constituted the basic of 

huge investments in infrastructure and industrial projects. 

The New Order government began to face severe problem 

in 1982 as a result of the fall in the oil and natural gas in 

international market. The oil and natural gas earnings which 

had been anticipated to be around US $ 21. 4 billion had to be 

revised to be only US$ 17. 2 billionv At the same time, the· 
l 

non .o~f exports did not provide any helpful sign for the New 

Order g~verpmento The non-oil sector which had been neglected 

in the past due to the inflow of foreign e arning s from the oil 

sector could not be expected to replace oil as source of foreign 

earnings due to uncompeti ti veness in the internatiomal market. 

In three years since the rise of 55 per cent following devaluat

ion in 1978, the.value of non-oil exports declined 9.7 per cent 

from an estimated 12 per centv This decline was also caused by 

the ·rall in commodity prices due to world recession.31 

The decline in the government earnings was reflected in 

--~------~----~------~-

31 Jnwar Nasutfon, "The Indonesian Kconomy: Problems of Adjust
ment to Global. Recession and Lower Oil Price, 11 Indonesian 
Qlrrtely, no. 2 vol. 2 (1984), PPo 23. 
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, the national budget. Domestic revenue from oil and gas in 1982 

was predicted to fall by 18 per cent from Rp. 8. 575 billion to 

Rp. 7 000 billion after an initial· estimate of a rise of ~Po 122 

billion or 6. '4 per cent. Non o11 dom(H~otlc;; rev9nUes wgr~ expected 

to rigA ~rvm np. 3o6g9 billion to Rp. 4o635 billion but the 

recent estimates put the revenues somewhere between Rp. 3 000 

billion to; Rp. 3.900 billion, a decline of 11 per cent of the 

previous years. 32 ·f 

The ibrld Bank Report of 1981 predicted a bleak future 

'for Indonesia's balance of payments in the 1980s. Although the 

Bank also predicted, a surplus by 1985/1986, this was expected 

to turn into a deflci t between US $ 7. 5 billion and US $ 11.5 

billion in 1990/1991. Interestingly, the WOrld Bak Report was 

important not only because of its prediction of Indonesian's 

bleak economic fut•tre, but also for its comprehensive critique 

of the IJ;t~onesian development strategy· at the time when the 
''' 

crisis, ~,~m 1the fall of oil price was becoming clear. 
·' i'· 

Th8 main emphasis of the \'brld Bank Report was the critique-

of the notions of comparative advantage and allocative efficien

cy embodied in the general free-trade, free-market approach to 

the problem of economic development. These vrere in turn associated 

w1 th the strateg!e~~ of. export oriented industrial development 

which were ,used in South Korea and Taiwan experiences as models 

for development. In the case of Indonesia, WOrld Bank Report 

------------------------
3 4 Co Gray, "Survey of Recent Development," Bulletin of Indonesian 

Econom~c·Studies, vol. 3, no. 18 (1982), pp. 2lo 
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argued that the structural approach to development planning 

together with accompanying state regulation of investment and 

intervention in the economy produced distortions which not 
! i: ., 

only inb1~1ted economic growth but also the proclaimed social 

objective, namely generation of domestic particularly indigenous 

and redistribution of wealth. 32 

Reaction of the New Order government to the prevailing 

economic situation was mainly twofold: First, increased aid and 

borrowing and secondly an attempt to increase non-oil exports. 

The government al~o' had to cut its budget expenditureo 

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(!BRD) and Intergovernmental Group On Indonesia (IGGI) had shown 

their arutiety to provide borrowing package to enable the New 

Order government to cope with the crisis. In 1982 and 1983 

international loans totalled just under US $ 5 billion and IGGI 

voted a record of US $ 2 billionfor 1983 and 198lt fiscal 

year. Meanwhile the Vbrld Bank's 1983 Report on Indonesia 
I . 

estimated that the cauntry would need to obtain us $ lt-.5 billion 

per year from 198lt /1985 and 1986/1987. This amount was needed 

to cover' foreign exchange needso Foreign aid percentage of total 

government receipts woUld rise from 12.7 per cent in 1980/1981 

and 198lt/1985. lt.'hile foreign loans appeared to be attract! ve as 

a way of avoiding unpleasant element of structural change, they 

-

-~-~-------------~--~--!. 

33 Richard Robinson, n. 1., pp. 381:.; See also Guy Sacerdoti, 
,-:- uo:vE?rdraf't Efficiency," Far Eastern Economic Review, no .• 

29. (May, 1981). · 
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also ha¢ real dangers. Total foreign debt stood around US $ 27 

billion and after years of surplus, a US $ 7.3 billion deficit 

in 1982/1983 was e:xPecteii to decline to US$ 4.-7 billion deficit in 

'"'1~'8.8/1989. Debt service ratio was predicted to rise from 23 per 

cent to an estimated 28 per cent in 1985 before it started to 

decline again. Although the prospect of being caught .in a debt 

* trap as· those of. Brazil, Mexico, Argentina and Peru was seemed 

:remote, IP.d()nesia' s reliance on loans made it increasingly suscep

tible to pressure from Wbrld Bank for structural adjustment.3~ 
Since it came to power in 1966, the New Order government had 

been trying,to increase non-oil export earnings, especially in 

the manufacturing sector. Various incentives had been offered to 

the investors in this sector. In 1978 the New Order government did 

a devaluation with the expectation that it would help to increase 

the competitiveness of Indonesia's manufacturing products in the 

!nternat!onu market• However, the effectiveness of the policy 

did not las,t long and by 1981 the value of Rupiah returned to the 

pre-devaluation perm.d. The government had to launch it second 

devaluation policy in April 1983, only two years after its first 

devaluation. 'In early 1982 the government in its attempts to 

boost non~oil e~ort sectors intro.duced.export investment package 

providingioJ interest rate fer export credits. 
• s; 

However, all these ·policies did not have any impact on the 

government attempt to boost non-oil export sectorso Manufacturing 

----------------------
34 Gray'· npo, 31., PP• 3o 



export only re~ched 6.5 per cent of the total exports in 1983. 

Tr~ non-oil eXport sectors proved not very reliable as they had 

not performed we~l enough over the past decade to give any as

surance that they could perform the function of solving the 

balance of payments and foreign debt problemse 

The government also had chosen to make its f·irst cuts in 

the area,of subsidies to petrol and oil products and foodstuffs 
\ 

and electricity which had been the target of criticism by the 

WOrld Bank and International Bank of Reconstruction and Develop

ment. However, the.disaster for the common man was the cut of 

the oil subsidy in 1982 and 1983 budgets. This led to a sort of 

reaction in increasing basic needsprices. The reaction was bitter 

and tragic. Most of the industrial unrest which took place by 

the mid-1980s was primarily caused by the increase in the price 

of daily need~~ Nonetheless the government appeared determined 

to continue this course and eliminated ail food subsidies by 

the end of 1984. 
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CHAPTER III 

. ROLE IN SOUTHEAST ASI~ 

To understand Indonesia's foreign policy in Southeast 

Asia, one ought to start from the Indonesia's elites own 

perception of Inqonesia 1 s place in the regiono This has to 

be seen in the light of regional security syndrom in which 

Indonesia has to play its role as a member of the Association 

of Southeast Asian Nations (ASE~i) in dealing with the 

intrusion of the major powers which have their own interestso 

In all this contex, the analysis of the one major problem 
t ; 

which h~s prevented Southeast Asia from achieving peace and 

prosperity, namely the Kampuchea problem would be in ordero 

These and other aspects on how Indonesia's Teactions and

responses to the >preva.ili.ng situation would be usefulo 

The Elites Perceptions 

~ndonesia' s geography and natural resources provide some 

sort of :justification for a dominant and influential role in 

.regio*al politics of Southeast Asia. Indonesia's size extending 

over 3 000 miles from Sabang on the tip of Sumatra to the 

Easter~ most of Irian Jaya, Meraukeo Its geostrateg~c location 

co~vinced the Indonesian elites of befitting leadership 

»ole. Its population of 172o63lo 000 million by far the largest 

in ~outheast Asiao Its abundance of oil, rubber and tin and 

other natural resources are generally viewed as long term assets 
T 

which would enable Indonesia to play an important role in 

regional and international politicso Strategically, Indonesia's 

separa:tion fro.rn the Asian mainland is Widel-y felt as a 

guarantee for substantial 

82 

degree of political and military securit1 



Indonesian elites also have a feeling of superiority 
't1 vis-a-vis thei1~. neighbours. At the heart of the feeling of 

' 
superior! ty 1~ a belief that Indonesia 1 s highly developed 

• i 

sense 0f national identity madaindonesia more advan~ed 

politicallY and more genuinely independent than any of its 

neighbours. Indonesians see themselves as possessing a high 

degree of political consciousness, a strong tradition of 

anti-colonial activism, a vigorous and autonomous cultural 
1( 

life through ltfl.4ch the unique qualities of the Indonesian 

people oould find expression. An intellectual tradition 

capable of synthe.si zing these political· and cultural dimensions 

form a coherent Indonesian identityo 1 

The, continuition of Indonesia's basic assumption on its 

policy on Southeast Asia is also another important factor. 

Although there was radically different policies pursued by 
. . 

President Su.kartw, President Suharto shares a common perspective 

w1 th his predecessor that Indonesia because of its size and 

revol~tionary elan as well as its cultural prominence should by 

right play a dominant role in Southeast Asia. Suharto also 

feels that Indonesia should be consul ted on major issues affecting 

the region. It should be a major spokesman for the region vis-a

vis outside powers and it should bear the primary responsibility 

in maintaining ~peace and security in the region. In its extreme 

•. . 
--·-----~~~~--••••a 

1 
i 

Franklin B We}n.s tein, J;ndo:Q . .fil s1an F_oretg,n PoJ>i gy and D.il.~~ 
p,( ))apengsQ~ (Ithaca : Cornell Uni ver~Ity ~ ress, 197~) ,pp. 
197o 1 

• 
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postur~ as was expressed by Halay fanatic such as Mohamad 

Yamin led to fear of Indor..esia' s expansioisrn. 2 

Idyosyncratic factor 

Idycisyncratic factor also needs to he mentioned here. In 

March 1967 Pr€sident Sukarno was obliged to give up office 

and Suharto was appointed as acting Pre~ldent up to 1968, the 

year when his full-fledged Presidency began. General Suharto 

was a very different public personality from Sukarno. His 

format! ve ~ears as military commander of distinction convinced 

him of the need to ·pursue a more cautious policy in order to 

· sustain a fragile national unity. He rejected a flamboyant 

and heroic ·style of leadership for one of quiet dignity. A 

sober, cautious and somewhat colourless public figure, he 

displayed none of those personal qualities which enabled Sukarno 

to dominate national and regional politics for more than two 

decades. However, although Suharto seemed less interested in 

the foreign policy making, he proved to be the ultimate decision 

makero This ..• happened because there was a strong competition 

between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DEPLU) and The Ministry 

of ~renee (HAm\AM). E.ventually,it is Suharto who lead Indonesia 

into a completely different kind of posture of Indonesia's foreign 

policy in Southeast Asiae3 

Southeast Asia's Security Envirc'l"lll'1!'nt 

lt~s better·first·todiscuss the Southeast Asia's security 

-----~~-~~--------------
3 Ancl~ew Mcintyre, "Interpreting Indonesian Foreign Policy: 

The Cas6 of KampuchGa 1979-19 86," Asian Survey, vol. 27, 
No. 5 (May, 1987), PP• 50o 
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environment so as to make it possible for one to grasp the 

intricacies and complexities of the regional problems of 

Southeast Asiao 

During the period of this study, Southeast Asian security 

environment was composed of nine states sharply divided into 

two groups, a communist, Vietnamese dominated group of three 

(Vietnam, Kampuchea and Laos) and non-communist, Western 

oriented group of six organised since 1967 in the Association 

of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), namely Indonesia, Thailand, 

Malayst~,: The Philippines, Singapore and Brunei. 

Tbe· internal history of Southeast Asia was marked by 

wide variety of disputes and conflicts. In Southeast Asian 

mainland there are several nations having mutual rivalries of 

long historical standing. The most notable of these are among 

the T~, the Khmer and the Vietnamese. Be:fore the European 
'.! 

impos,~f colonial order in the region, the three Southeast 
. !: ~ . 

Asian 1:1ilainland states went through cycle of rise and fall and 

continuing :rivalry in which their relative territorial kingdom 

underwent many dramatic changes. 4 

In the first decade after the Second World War Southeast 

Asia was marked-by a wide variety of disputes and conflicts. 

The history of Vietnam marked by intense and extended great 

powe·r intervention was the longest running of this problem. 

Others. such as territorial disputes between Malaysia and The 

Barry Buzan, "Southeast Asian Security Complex, "Contempo_r?-ll 
SQutheast Asia, vol. 10, noo 1 (June, 1980), PP'o· 5o 
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Philippines were largely settled by the early 1970s. As a 

result of wars and agreements, the Southeast Asian security. 

environment then polarized between the capitalist ASEAN 

and communist Vietnam-led block. 5 Within this environment. the 

main unresolved security issue concerned the status of 
' , 

Kampuchea, KamP,uchea had been the main buffers be tween 

Thailand.· and Vietnam. Thailand, with the support of its ASEAN 

partners, refused to accept Vietnamese domination over the 

entire ·rndochina • .r However, Vie~triam seemed to be pursll:.ing 

its own ambition of an Indochina federation under its leader

shipo The boundary bet-ween Thailand and Karnjmchea was thus 

alive With tensionso 5 
I 

T~·main !'ac~or of Southeast. Asian security environment 
; 

is 1 ts: boundary of land and sea with CW na. China is regional 

great po-wer which is a major factor in Southeast Asia. China 1 s 

relatio~s with Southeast Asia are largely determined by its 

relati9ns with its main rival in Asia, the Soviet Uniono The 

Sino-Soviet rivalry thus forms the main determinant of Asian 

security which has a great impact on Southeast Asian securityo 
f 

The most important factor of Southeast Asian security 
·~ 

environment is the great game .being played by the Chinese 

against the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union has done well by 

having Vietnam, militarily the strangest e:>untry in the region. 

On its side, China has acquired the discredited Khmer Rouge 

-------~~---~--------

5 Barry Buzan, n. 4., PPo 17o 
. : 
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as its main ally i-n Indochina. F..o,ever, China was also i1~:;,ring 
6 

a fragile relationship with Thailand. 

While China has increased its presence and importance in 

·Southeast Asia, the United States has steadily wane do F.owever, 
1·· 

bc;>th China and the Uni ted1States share a common interest in 

opposing the growing Soviet influence in the region. The United 

States maintains a strong position in Northeast Asia, but its 

defeat in Vietnam has made it to withdraw from Southeast Asiao 

Nonetheless, The United States is still an important ally of 

most of the Association of Southeast Asian' a member countries 

particularly, the Philip pine.s. ,.. . 

. Table • 3 1 Mil! tary balance in Southeast Asia 

~----------~---~~~-~------~-------~----------~-------~~--~---STAT.&S· ARMY NAVY. AIR FORCE 
~--------------~-----------------~------------~~-~-----------
Indonesia 215. 000 43"000 27. 000 

Thailand 166. 000 42o000 J..K3o 000 

Philifines 65. 000 23o000 16o 000 

Halaysia 90. 000 12o 500 12. ODO 
Singapore 45e 000 4o 500 60 000 
Brunet' 3o 200 500 300 

---~-------------~---~~---~---------------------~----------~-
ASEAN 584. 200 109. 300 
---------~---------------~---------------------------------~-

· Vietnam . . 1.100. 000 6oOOO 12o 000 
-----------~----~-------~~-----------------------~-------~---

Source : 

------~-----~--------' ;. 

6 hau !Te~k Soon," Super. Powers And RegionB.l 'securi.ty In 
outhe'ast Asia, 11 in Mohammad Ayoob, Ed.! Re~ional . Security 

In The Third WOrld (London: Crom Helm, 983 , PPo 1S7o 
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The New Order's Southeast Asian Policy 
Up to 1919 

The Suharto's New Order government first priority in 

the late 196os was to end confrontation with Malaysia and in 

1966 Indonesia had resumed its diplomatic relations w1 th 

that country. I~ was in the course of negotiations to end 

confrontation, that Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik 

had regular contacts with his counterpart from Thailand and 

Malaysiae.Also it was in these meetings that took place 

between April and May 1966, that the Foreign Minister of 

these three Southeast Asian countries had explored the 

possibility of including Indonesia in a new regional 

organ! zatione 7 

It may be i~portant to recall here that the April and 
' . l 

May meetings of 1966 did not represent the first attempt to 

establl~h a regional organizationo· The at:e.mpt in this 
. ; 

direction had already been made as early as 1959 when Tunku 

Abdul Rahman formally submitted a proposal for Southeast Asian 

regional organization to promote mutual cooperation in economic 

soci~l::and cultural fieldso Although the response was not very 

encourag~ng,_ after almost t'WO years of protracted negotiations 

between Malaysia, The Philippines and Thailand, the Association 

of Southeast Asia (ASA) was ~ormally formed in Bangkok in 

JUly 196lo Sukarno had rejected the invitation to attend the 

meeting and expressed hostility towards the organizationo 

--------~~~-----------

7 Miehael Leifer, Indonesia 1 s Foreign Policy" (London: Royal 
Institute of International Affairs, 1983), PPo 1120 



However, soon after its formation, the Association of 

Southeast Asia was seriously weakened by the dispute between 

Malaysia and The Philippines 3ver Sabah. This led to the 

rupture of rel~tions between the two countries. In September 

1963 all activities of the Association of Southeast Asia 

came to be suspended. 8 

In 1966, following the emergence if a new constellation 

of political forces in Indonesia, there was new wave of 

enthusiasm regarding the necessity of a regional organizationo 

Ho-wever, Indonesia refused to simply join the moribund 

organ! za~iono Ind..:.nesia' s insistence on entirely new organization 

was motivated by internal pol! tical reason as -well as pre stigeo 
' 

Internally, Suharto wished to blunt criticism from Sukarno 

e_lements that Indonesia was abandoning its independence and 

active foreign policy and joining regional organization which 

Sukarno had labelled American-inspiredo In May 1967 Adam Malik 

visited Burma and Cambodia to explain Indonesia's objective 

of avoiding any negative comment by these two non-aligned 

countries in Southeast Asia. Suharto also had very positive 

reason for promoting new assooiationo It woUld impress most of 

the western donor countries that Indonesia had left its 

confrontation policy and adopted more reasonable and constructive 

foreign policy in the regiono This would pave the way for 

foreign oeconomic and assistances to come which Indone.sia · 

---~-----------------
8 

- J. 
G.P. Bhattacharjee, Southeast Asian Politics: Indonesia 

,and Malaysia (Calcutta: Minerva PublisFer,. 1976), PPo 224o 
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desperately needed. Moreover, If Indonesia. could play 

a leadership role in the region, Suharto could also claim 

a psychological equivalent for Sukarno's popular leadership 

in the Afro-Asian forum. Indonesia's needs for deference 

and leadership could not be met by simply joining the 

existing Association of Southeast Asia ( ASA) as new and junior 

partner. Indeed, its great si~e, natu·ral resources and 

popu.l.a'tion added a dimension to regional cooperation which 

had not' only been lacking but also had made prior undertaking 

as not so successfulo9 

On August 8, 1967, the Bangkok negotiations culminated 

in the establishment of a new Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN), comprising Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, 

The Philippines and Singaporeo ASEAN constituted an unpa1"allel 
.,1; ' 

exercl~e in regional reconciliation at a time of acute pola-
.. 

risation given the scale of The United States military 

involvement in Vietnam with the Thais and Philippines participat

ing. Renee, Indonesia put the greatest degrees of efforts and 

man power into the Associationo This was proved when they 

agreed to choose Jakarta as a site for ASEAN permanent office 

in 1974. In addition to its desire for prestige and a real 

of ob~igation what lay behind this and other regional activities 

was the obligation in Indonesia of a larger power role in 

assisting its small and weak neighbour. This sense of · 

responsibility was expressed in the common theme of Indonesia's 

-------~-~---~---
8 
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relationship with other countries of Southe9.st Asia. This 

could be seen in Indonesia's relationship with its two closest 

netghbours, Malaysia and Singaporea 

,In resuming relations with Malaysia, Indonesia came to 

have c~;se bilateral ~elations with a country which had so 
'.t_' 

many .si~iliar features. In March 1967 a security arrangement 

was set up to uproot the remnants of communist bands in joint 

counter insurgency operations. The insurgent a~tions along the 

northern Kalimantan border between Indonesia and Malaysia, 

who were predominantly Chinese, was encour~ged by Sukarno as 

part of his confrontation policy. 

ItJt:the relations w1 th Malaysia ran smoothly, relations 
If; ' 
' ' <.1. 

w1 th Si'ngapore were otherwise. '11 thoug~ Indonesia, resumed 

its re111tions with Singapore a year before the confrontation 

was formally ended, it passed through turbulent stagea This 

took place when the Singaporean government awarded death 

sentenc~s to two Indonesian marines, Usman and Harun who were 

· found guilty of acts of murder and sabotage during the period 

of confJ!Ontation. Though Suharto had called for a commutation of 
'~·, 

sentencb~ and iss~ed an appeal for clemency, it was rejectedo 

This led. to a sort of public outb~rst. The people urged the 

government to give punishment to the Singaporeans who had 
' ~ r 

insulted the Indonesian 1 s feeling. However, in this regard 

Preside.nt S.uharto who was fully aware that Indonesia's relation:-; 

with We-stern donor countries would be at stake if he-executed new 
' . 

styie of .. confrontation with Sin~rporc, so h~ r,~fused to accede 
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to their. d;emand. However, Indonesia's relations with 
I ' j 

Singapore ~soon developed closer since Singaporean government 

had, in the eyes of the extremely anti Communist army leadership 

in Jakarta, proved its anti-dommu~ist credentials and adopted 

pragmatism in its regional relationsQ9 

Indonesia adopted a cautious role in its relations with 

its neighbours in·Southeast Asiao Nonetheless, inspired by the 

feeling.'of being the biggest country in the region, it also 

tried to resolve conflict, among the countries in the regiono 

Indonesia successfully wediated the dispute between Malaysia 

and the :Philifines over .:>abah vrhich had been the main stumbling 

blo~ in closer relationship and co.hesion of the Association 

of Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN). 

When Indonesia helped in establishing ASEAN, the inter

national environment in Asia in general and Southeast Asia in 

particular had undergone dramatic change. British government 

had decided to withdraw its forces from East of Suez and revised 

its defence relati9ns with Southeast Asian countries, particularly 

with Malaysia and Singaporeo In January 1968 dramatic event 

took· place. in Vietnam when the National Li hera tion Front ( NLF) 

launched its Tet offensive in the SouthQ It was not a successful 

offensive military, but· its political impact was immense. It 

was responsible fo~ President Johnson abandoning his office 

and for the American government decision to hold a negotiation 

------~------------------

9 Michael Leifer, n. 7., PP• 154o 
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with the government of Democratic Republic of Vietnam while 

agreeing to a limited bombing of that country. This led to a 

new di,rection of American policy in Southeast Asia. This was 

eonfirmed when Richard Nixon was elected as President of · 

the United States of America. Nixon not only promised to end 
h} <' ' . -

I 
I 

the war but also propounded a new doctrine which was later 

known as Nixon doctrine. In that doctrine Nixon made clear 

that the United States would no longer carry the burden of 

co~ventional defence against internal communist challenge.This 

was soon folldwed .. by Nixon historic visit to China in 

Feb~ary 19?2 which led to the onset of Sino-American rapproach 

ment.encouraged by growing schism between the ~oviet Union and 

China. All these events created a degree of nervousness among 

the members of the Association of Southeast Asia Nations 

since it became clear that a major reappraisal of American 

policy in Asia was taking place.10 

In this fast changing international environment, Indonesia 

had only played t~ role of a spectator. It could not be able 

to ·conduct a su.bstanti ve role since it was beyong its capability 

to do so. Nonetheless, Indonesia still tried to do its best 

although it 1.«>Uld only lead to frustration as it in the case of 

In.donesia 's participation in the International Commission for 

Control and Supervision (ICCS) and of conference on Cambodia 

held in Jakarta in May 1971. 

-----------~~---~---~-~ 
10 Melvin· Gurtov, "The Nixon Doctrine and Southeast Asia, " 

Pacific Community, vol. 4 no. 1 (October, 1972), pp. 25. 
., . .. . 
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Obligation, prestige and offer of military aid from 

the United States induced Indonesia's participation in the 

International Commission for Control and Supervision(ICCS) 

which was formed to monitor the Paris Peace Agreement on 

Vietnam in January 1973o The participation was encouraged 

by President Nixon when he visited Jakarta briefly in JUly 
. • l . • ~ 

1967•1 The United States had resumed its military aid in 

1967 although on small scale and the Nixon visit was 

followed by more ~ubstantive American military suppliers 

rose to approximately US $ 45 milliono 11 

In November 1972 sr_)rtly after tentative accord had 

been reached on peace ag :-eement for Vietnam, the Indonesian 

government agreed to par :icipate in the International 
,; 

Commi~sion for Control ~id Supervision (ICCS) and its member-

ship was ,accepted by NorthVietnam in January 1973o However, 

Indonesia virtually becamo a member of an impotent body which 

did not have a substantive role to play and it was more 

detrimental for Indonesia's relations with Indochinese states, 

particularly Vietnam sincEl. Indonesia was nominated by the 

l'lfni ted State so ~ndonesia regarded its participation in this 

commission as well as its .9.ttendance at the post cease fire 
'i·,. ,, 

conference in Genevaas rep:~~3sentative of ASEAN and for that 

reason Indonesia's delegation was comprised of representati\·es 

from all· member countries. lhus ICCS role was not only attrati ve 

to a civi:lian like Foreign l ·.nister Adam Hali]{ who vie1.-red it as 

-~~--~-~~~-----------

11 Kalyani Bandyopadhyaya, Political Economy- of No'n Alignment 
Indonesia and Malaysia {New Delhi: South Asian Publisher, 
~990), PPo PP• 125. 
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quite important but also to strong anti communist elements 

in the military who regarded it as an important contribution 
12 

to prevent further communist inroads into Southeast Asia. 

Although practically, Indonesian roreign policy was 

in the hands of civilian at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

( DEPLU), yet the Generals both at the Ministry of Defence 

and Se~urity (HANKAM) and National Intellegence Coordinating 
~-· \ 

Boar4 (BAKIN) had a decisive say. Both the ministries 
:·. . 

competed in providing propositions tq the President who was 

the ultimate decision maker. It was this competition which 

led to the convening of the Conference on Ca.mr.,odia in Jakarta 

in May 1970e 

The Generals at the Ministry of Defence and Security 

and Na~ional Intellegence Coordinating Board viewed Cambodia 

as a'r~9ft underbelly of Southeast Asia and likely source of 

threat tQ. Indonesia's security. It was mainly this reason 

whichiba.d prompted Suharto to visit Cambodia in 1968 as his 

first' fo-reign vi site 

Viewing the situation in Cambodia, the Generals :from . 

the Ministry of Defence and Security proposed to the President 

to send an expeditionary force to aid the Lon Nol government 

to combat the communist insurgents. The idea was rejected by 

the Ministry of. Foreign Affairs who was aware of the grave 

consequepces of sending such an expedi tioanary force;) Adam 

Malik was able to persuade President Suharto to reject it. 

He was also able to convince President Suharto of the need to 

---~------------~---
12 Charless E Morrison,_n. 8., pp. 226. 



to cop.vene a conference on eamoodia instead of sending 

troops.It was more in line with ten Bandung principles and 

of greater advantage in so far as it would draw world 

attention to the situation in Carnbodiao l3 

The. obj~etive of the conference was to find a 

constructive solution on how to stop the deteriorating 

situation:Jn Cambodia and restore peace and security to that 

country. Malik had thought that the conference would be truly 

a gathering of Asian representativeso HOwever, Indonesia had 

created its own problem by identifying itself with the stance 

of the United States in demanding the withdrawal of the 

foreign ~roops and the restoration of Cambodia's governmento 

As a result, it attracted the animosity of Asian communist 

countries, namely China, North Vietnam and Mongolia. The 

invitation also took pl.ace at the time when the American as 

well as South Vietnamese troops had launched incursions into 

the Ca.n1bodian territory. The act of incursion dealt a major 

blow to. the impeding conference and destr6yed the credibility 

of the conference as non-aligned forum~.~ 

~he ~i~t of actual participants who finally turned up 

at the; pon!'erence confirmed the view_ of those communist countries 

that t~·conference was United States-inspiredo Apart from 

ASE·J.N delegations, all other delegations were from the American 

allies, such as Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea as 

well as representative s from South Vietnam and Royal Government 

' ' 
13- M·i-cha:e-1 Le-ifer,- n. 7., pp. 134. 
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of Laoso Even among the ASEAN members, response to the 

conference was not uninamous. Only the Malaysian government 

appeared to respond with any real enthusiasm to Indonesia's 

intitiativeo Singapore only sent a junior minister indicating 

a sense of reserve about the conference. ·The Singapore 

government seemed to indicate its uneasiness and objection 

to Indonesia's assertiveness in finding a solution to the 

regional problemo 1 ~ 
Although internationally the conference was not a 

successfUl attempt to find a solution t:~"~ the conflict, yet 

domestically the Jakarta conference was described as the most 

important undertaking since the Bandung conference in April 

1955 and as a p.roof to the Suharto 's critics that Indonesia 

was not abandoning the country's main principles of its foreign 

policy being independent and active. 

Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutr&lity 

~~mentioned earlier, the British government had announced 

its pl,an to withdraw its forces from E·ast of Suez i.n Harch 
I 

1971~ .·This was soon followed by the American decision to dis

engage from Southeast Asia as was pronounced by President Nixon 

in his Nixon doctrine of 1968o These t1110 decisions naturally 

perturbed most of th~ non Communist Southeast Asian states, 

most particular.ly Malaysia and Singapore, since both of them had 

--~-~-----~~-------

14 Michea1 Leifer, ASEAN and Security of Southeast Asia 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1989}; PPo ·54o 
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securi·ty arrangement with Great Britain. The military 

arrangement or Anglo-Halaysian Defence Arrangement ( AlvlDA) 

finally had to be revised in line with the British new 

policy'!; The AMDA was thus replaced by a new defense arrangement 
t 

by which it was decidedthat in the event of externa+ threat 
i ,. 

to Malaysia and Singapore, the five com~onwealth countries, 

Britain, Australia, New ~aland, Malaysia and Singapore would 

hold immediate consultations about the measures to be taken. 

This naw defense arrangement was finalised at a conference of 

Defense ministe.rs in April 197lo l5 

The new security arrangement took place at the time of 

Malaysia having· a new Prime Minister, Tun .Abdul Razak who 

succeeded Tunku Abdul Rahman in June 1970. Tun Abdul Razak had 

always,been a realist and even as Deputy Prime Minister had 

actively promoted the idea of more non-aligned posture in 

Malaysian foreig~ policyoThe withdrawal of two Malaysian 

close allies created a security problem for Malaysia. In the 

absence of both the United States and Great Britain, all 

countries in Sd'utheast Asia had to depend on themselves. In 

order to mee~ this situation and provide a new security 

arrangement for the region amidst the fast changing environment 

in the world, 'fun Abdul Raz.ak proposed a scheme of Southeast 

Asia at the meeting of the Non Aligned states in Lusaka, Zambia. 

There,· Tun Razak called on the delegates ::o endorse the 

____ _. ......... --.. --...... 

15 G. Po Bhaftacharjee, no 8o, PP• 390o 
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the.neutralisation of Southeast Asia to be guaranteed by 

three super power , namely People's Republic of China, the 

Soviet Union and t'he United States. 

Although on the surface Malaysia seemed to be expressing 

the concern of the countries in the region, yet the dominant 
~-.;;. 

motiva was to ·establish a diplomatic opening to China in order 

to· serye· domestic purposes. In the early 1970s, The Malaysian 

Communist Party (MCP) although militarily weak, but was still 

posed the main threat to the Malaysian security. This threat 

was perceived by the Malaysian leaders as bsically domestic 

but with a linkage to external support, in this case China. 

Tun Abdul Razak wanted to demonstrate to Chinese community in 

Malaysia and members of the MCP which were basically Chinese, 

that its legitimacy was recognized by the government in Beijing. 

China seemed to be interested in the neutralization proposal, 

but the Uni b:;d States and the Soviet Union did not indicate 

any interest in it.1 6 

Ho~rever, for other members of the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN), Malaysian proposal created a serious 

concern. This was perceived by certain ASEAN capitals as 

Malaysia's efforts to seek practical accomodation with the 

:People's Republic O:f China which in Indonesia's long: 'term pers

pective posed the main threat to its security as also to its 

visio~ o~ r<;gional order. Indonesia has always had a strong 

----~~-~-----------~ 

16 D.R. Sardesai, Southeast Asia: Past and .Present, (New 
·:Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1981), PP• 390o 
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belief in cooperation among the members of the association 

because an integrated Southeast Asia would constitute the 

the strongest bulwark in facing external threat to the region. 

In Indonesia's view, Malaysia's proposal instead of providing 

Southeast Asian states central role in managing regional 

problem, appeared to concede a regional policing role to 

external· powers in which China vJOUld be an important actor. 
> 

Recent political experience of the 1965 abortive in Jakarta 

has made the Indonesian government averse to the Halaysian 

proposal. Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik expressed 

his country's aversion in the meeting held in Kuala Lumpur 

in November 1971. Malik had earlier expressed a reasoned 

objection to Halaysian neutralisation proposal : 

"Neutralisation that is the product of oneway bene
volence ·on the part of big powers, at this stage would 
perhaps prove as brittle and unstable as the inter
relationship between major lX-".~:-ers themselves~l7 

From the Indonesian point of view, an unstated irritation 

was the attempt by the Malaysian goverrunent to prescribe for 

the management of regional order .. Such arr initiative was regar·ded 

as audacious. Mo!.'e fundamentally, the centr&.l features of tb-::: 

neutralization proposal, namely provision for external pcwers 

gua!"a.ntors was repugn~t to the leadership of a government which 

exhibited a strong aspiration for a regional roleQ Horeover, 

the prospect of external powers (including communist sta~e) 

being ~ermi tted virtual policing rights in Southeast Asia 

---...... --....~~ .. -------
17 Mi cl'>..ael Liefer, n" 7 o, PPo 148. 
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foreshadowed a comdominium of sorts which would not be 

free from ronflict and which woUld violate the principle 

enshrined in the preamble to the. ASEAN Declaration.18 

~f~er much protracted discussions, the ASEAN Foreign 
" 

Minister meeting in November 1971 came out vri th a statement 

stating their government's determination : 

"to exert initially necessary· efforts to secure the 
recognition of and respect for, Southeast Asia as 
Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality free from any 
from of manner of interferrence by outisde powers.l9 

This formula acknowledged the kind of framework for regional 

order which Indonesia-had long advocated and which had been 

reiterated by Adam Malik in his statement in December 1971., 

He argued that the nation of Southeast Asia should consciously 

wrk towards the day when the security of their own region 

will be the primary responsbili ty of the Southeast Asian 

nations themselves. 20 

The· concept of Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality 
' ' I 

( ZOP:FAN) had at least three important points which had long 

been advocate,:~ by Indonesia as the basis for regional order 

in the region, 'First, the ZOPFAN aizned at the realisation of 

an overall national development and increased well-being in 

each of the ASEAN countries and the promotion and solidarity 

--~~------------~----
18 M~cha.el Leif~r, n.7G, ppg 150.For_a comprehensive analysis 

of Neutral! zation of Southeast Asi~ 7 see Sheldon W Simon 
Asian Neutralism-and US Policf(Wasnlngton: American Enter
prises· for Public Policy Research, 1975) o 

19 -Michael Leifer, n.l4o, PPe 57G 
20 l\alyani Bandyopadhyaya, n.llo, pp. 162G -· 
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in accordance with the purpose and principles of the United 

Nations Charter and free from any form or manner of interference 

by outside powerso Second, the ZOPFAN idea was to cr~ate a 

regional order in which different ideologies, political, social 

and economic system adopted by Southeast Asian countries 

could coexisto Third, ZOPFAN was based upon the concept of 

national and regional resilience, implying that the member 

states 1 s goal achievement wuld largely be determined by their 

own capabilities and by their own ruleso 21 

The second of the three important points implied the 

possibility of including all countries in Southeast Asia to 

be members of the associationo Indonesia had alv!aYS had the 

expectation that Indochinese states, particularly Vietnam 

would sooner or later join the association. As has alreadY been 

mentioned elsewhe~e, Indonesia had always viewed Vietnam as 

an additional regional partner and not as natural adversaryo 

Though Vietnam was a communist state.like China, the Indonesian 

military Generals had a deep conviction thatVietnam was ardent 

nationalist, chat nationalism was a dominant value in that 

country. Indonesian Generals viewed Vietnam did,not have any 

territorial ambition beyond Indochina and that its proven 

vitality w6uld serve to withstand the exercise of undue Chinese 

influence in Southeast Asiao However, the political changes 

that took place in 1975 and after, had obliged Indonesia to 

give up. its expectation to expand ASEAN to include all countries 

---~~-------------~ 

21 Jusup Wanandi, "ASEAN Perspective On International Security 
an Indonesian View,~ in Ihnald Hugh McMillen, Edo Asian 

ective On International Securit (London: Mad-lillian, 
0 
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in the regiono The same reason also prompted most of the 

heads of the ASEAN states to hold the first the first summit 

meeting in Bali in February 1976o 

The Bali Summit Meeting had two main goals, namely first 

to reaffirm and reinforce a special relationship within ASEAN 

based on a sense of shared predicament among its essentially 

conservative governments. Second, to use the strength of that 

relationship to intiate a dialogue with the Indochinese states 

above all Vietnam in an attempt to establish a set of common 

goals which might serve as a basis for regional ordero 
X~ Bali Summit produced two important documents wh~ch 

were expected to be a set of conduct of interstate relationship 

among the ASEAN members in particular and Southeast Asian 

countries in general. The first document was Declaration of 

ASEAN ~~cord which stipulated certain objectives and principles. 
. , I 

which .. the· Association \tJOUld take into account in the pursuit 

of pol! tieal stability. This ·Was in essence a reaffirmation of 

Zone of. Peace, Freedom and Neutral! ty concept which had been 

decl~red in Kuala Lumpur in November 1971. The essence of the 

declaration was set by President Suharto in his opening address 

at the summit meeting. He emphasized that : 

"our concept of security is inward looking, namely to 
establish an orderly, peaceful and stable condition 
within each individual terri tory, free from any subver
sive elements and infiltrations wherever from their 
origins might be.~ 22 

---------·-----.. 
22 Michael Leifer, no 7o, PPo 16lo 
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It re-emphasized that the statili ty of each member state 

was essential for the stability of the region or in other 

words, national 'resilience 'WOUld. be of outmost importance 

for the creation of regional resilience. This concept had 

lon~ been advocated by Indonesiao 

The second important document was Treaty of Amity and 

Cooperation in Southeast Asia. The document was in:;e:nded to 

be a set of code of conduct of the interstate relations and 

as a mean to settle peacefully dispute·s and conflicts in 

the region. It demanded that the countries in Southeast Asia 

should respect the independence, souvereignty and territorial 

integrity and national identity of all nation states in the 

regiono Besides, it was also intended as a political bridge 

to the Indochina states and to indicate that regional 

accomodation could take place on the basis of accepted norms 

of international behaviouro 23 

A~ expected, the Declaration of ASEAN Concord arid The 

Treaty'of Amityand Cooperation did not receive a favourable 
:~ 

response from tHe Indochina stateso The Govet·nment of Vietnam 

' and Laos expressed their hostility and suspicion to~·rards the 

declaration based on their bitter experiences in the. early 

196o.s. Vietnam and Loas still ha.Q. deep suspicion with Thaila.nd 

and the Philippines who were involved in aiding The United States 

in its fights against communist guerillas in Vietnam and Lao so 

--~-~---------------~ 

23 Michael Leifer, n. 7o, PPo 160-163o 
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They also still firmly believed that ASEAN was no less than 

a new .version of the Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) 
:• 

which was inspired by the United States. This feeling was 

clearly expressed in the Non-Aligned Summit held in· Colombo 

in 1976 when the Vietnamese and Laotian delegation rejected the 

appeal from the ASEAN members tates to endorse the proposal 

for Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality. They argued, they 

could not accept the inclusion of the concept in the final 

declara;tion of.t'the Non-Aligned Summit because the concept had 

beer{ issued at the very moment when the ASEAN countries were 
' 

directly or indirectly serving the United States aggressive 

wat: in Vie tnam7 Laos and..- Cambodia in complete contravention of 

the prfnciples of the Non-Aligned Movemento 24 

Although the Indochina states had persistently rejected 

the ASEAN gestu~es to accept the set of conduct which had been 

delinea~ed aftgr the Bali Summit, Indonesia still had a hope 

that Indochina states, particularly Vietnam would accept ASEAN 

proposal as guidi~g principles in interstate relations in South 

east Asia. However, this hope was dashed off as a result of the 

development in Indochina after the Bali Summit in 1976. 

In November 1978, Vietnam concluded A Treaty of Fri8ndship 

and Cooperation with the Soviet Uniono This Treaty followed 

Vietnam's membe.rship of the Council for Mutual Economic Asistance 

( CMEA) in June 1978o The main purpose! of concluding such a treaty 
__ ,.. ___ .. _____ we ....... __ ,...,. ... .,._ 

2~ Kalyani Bandyopadbyaya, noll., PPo 172. 
' ' 
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was to .d~ter China from indUlging in any military acts on 

the nor.thern border of Vietnam. This was soon followed by 

Vietnam military invasion against Kampuchea in December 1'178o 

This disrupted Indonesia's plan to reestablsih its diplomatic 

mission in Phnom Penho The main objective of the invasion was 

to overthrow the Pol Pot regime which had become Chinese allYo 
' 

fte.tnatn pe rce~ ve d :Eel ::Pot regime ·in Phnom Penh as a .. se cQ.rlty threat 

to its southern border. In less than a month the Pol Pot regime 

was driven to the Thai-Kampucbean border and Vietnam installed 

a new regime in Phnom Penh which soon became Vietnamese ally 

in the regiono It should be noticed, Hanoi was not happy when 

Pol Pot regime had spurned its proposal for special relationship 

w1 th the former in December 1978 as Laos had done in January 
25 

1974o· 

HaJ?.Oi decision to invade and install by force a ne1v regime 

in Phnom Penh brought the Sino-Soviet dispute into the heart of 

Indochina in particular and Southeast Asia in general. The 

invasion alarmed China and the ASEAN countries. China reacted 

by launching military offensive on the northern border of 

Vietnam. The Chinese punitive action proved quite costly in terms 

of men and equipment and failed to achieve its goal of inducing 

Vietnam to evacuate frem Cambodiao For the ASEAN countries 

whl,ch had neither the military prowess nor the guts to force 

the Vietnamese forces out of Kampuchea, had to seek diplomatic 

----~--~~~~--~--~~--

25 Warner Draguhn, "The Indo china Conflict and The Position 
O.f, the Countries Involved," Contemporary Southeast Asia, 
volo 5, no. 1 (June, 19830, PPo 98o 
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means as the only way to help finding the solution of 

Kampuchea's problem. This is the problem which has dogged 

Sotheast Asia and has been the main preoccupation of the 
f 

ASEAN member sta.t'3s for more than a decade and it is this 

problem that needs to be carefully examined to understand 

Indonesia's foreign policy in Southeast Asiao 

The Kampuchea Problem 

The first ASEAN reaction o\er the Vietnamese invasion 

of Kampuchea was expressed at the ASEAN foreign ministers 

meeting in Bangkok on January 13, 1979. The meeting produced 

a joint statement which reminding Vietnam of its "pledge to 

member countries to scrupulously respegt each other 

independe.ncee 11 The communique also called for the withdrawal 

(immediate and to·tal) of all foreign forces from the soil 

of Kampuchea" It also reminded Vietnam that Kampuchean people 
?6 had the right to determine their future themselves.-

The,ASEAN Foreign Ministers joint communique was followed 

by the L'"ldonesian Foreign Minister statement on behal.f of 
I:. . 

ASEAN standing committee regarding China's invasion of Vietnane 

He particularly called for an end to hostilities and the 

w1 thdrawal of all foreign troops from areas of conflj_ct in. 

Kampuchea. He also expressed regret at the Vie tnam-Kampuchea 

conflict and call.e d tl.pgn all the countries in the region to 

--~-~-----~------~~~-

26 Justus Van De r Kroef, "Hanoi and ASEAN: I,s Co-Existence 
.Po-asible, 11 Contemporary Southeast Asia, vol. 1 No. 2 
(September, 1979), PPo 169o 
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respect rreed9m and· souvereignty of others and to solve 

difference~ by negotiationo 27 

However, Indonesian position became more clear in March 

1979 in the conte:x; of bilateral talks between President Suharto 

and the Malaysian Prime Minister Datuk Hussein Onno The Onn

Suharto discussion resulted in an announcement that Indonesia 

and Malaysia wouid seek independently to make contact with the 

conflicting parties in Indochina with a view to resolving the 

issues. Suharto also held talks with the Thai Prime Minister 

Kriangsak Chamanand in which Suharto expressed his concern 

at the possible ramification of Vietnam being overly isolated 

and subjected to prolong pressureo An Indonesian senior official 

was report~d havine said that: "It has always been the thesis 

of President Suharto if Chinese push too hard in Vietnam then 

Vietnam will have no other option but to rely more heavily on 

-the· Soviet ·Uniono This will only lead to a greater big power 

involvement in the ~egion. rr 28 Suharto 1 s concern over Vietnam 

being pusheQ. too hard by China and overly isolated ,.vas the main 

and would .remain the guiding principle of Indonesia's attitudes 

towards the Kampuchea problem. The Kuantan principle made this 

point all the more clearo 

However, Indonesia's sympathetic attitude towards Vietnam 

---------------------
27 

28 

'John Ft:lnston, "The Third Indo china War and Southeast Asia~ " 
Pontemgorary Southeast Asia, vol. 1, no. 3 ( December,l979) 
ppo· 26 •. 

And-rew Mcintyre, "Interpreting Indonesian Foreign Policy: 
The Case of Kampuchea 1979-1986, II Asian Survey, 37' noo 5 
(Ma~,. 1987), pp. 516o . 
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got severely lessened dQ~ing 1979 when there was an influx 

of refugees flooding all states of ASEAHo Malaysia, Thailand 

and Indonesia received greater numberof refugees than others 

This in turn gave rise to disquiet over the possible implications 

stemming from the influxo The table below would enable one to 

understand the pressure coming from the flow of boat people 

into into ASEAN countrie So ' \ . 

Table 4 : The Innux vf Refugees To ASEAN Countries 

-~-------~~-~~-~~---------~-----------------------------------

1975---- 377 
1976---- 5 248 
1977---- 15 675 
1978--- 9 5 544 

:_.::9 79 January-- 8 '9 54 

February- 5 737 

March----11 l ~7 
April----26 6oo 

MaY--51 550 
June--56 941 

----~--~~-----------------~------------------------------------
Source: ·John Funston, n. ;~? e, PPo 297 e 

These figures v16re alurming and the si tu~tion was worsened 

by new births in refugee· groups. The ASEAN me·nbers viewed the 

refugees as threatening th~ stability of the member countrieso 

The _was mainly because of three reasons, first, t.b..cy were seen 

as an economic burden partj_ :mlarly to Malaysia where most has 

landed. In case they were g-i.ven preferential treatment, it would 

create resentment among the poorer elements of the host country 1 s 

own population. Second, the:':'e was some concern epsecially in 

Thailand that refugees included a number of Hanoi agents who 

woUld make contact with the com~1unist subversive elements 

already there. Third, because majority of the refugees were 

Chinese, Malaysia fear the prospect of an upset its etlmic balance 
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in a society where anti Chinese sentiments were close to 

the surfacev 29 

As a result of the ASEAN pressures, thE United Nations 

Commission for Refugee3 (UNCR) held a meeting of 37 nations 

in Geneva in the month of December of 1978 and did manage to 

get participation of interested countries including Vie'tnamo 

Ho~ver, no real solution was reached. Malaysia has proposed 

a remote island to be specially selected to house all the 

Vietname~e refugees in transit before their eventual transfer 

to the third countries. Indonesia which had many empty islands 
30 

offered one of them to be used for that purposee~ 

The United Nations Commission for Refugees ooeeting was 

followed by the ASEA1~ Foreign Ministers meeting in Bali in 

June 1979. Its mainly preoccupation was with the refugees 

problem. 'This resUlted in a tough communique holding Vietnam 
·,' " 

responsbile for the refugees exodus and its destabilizing 

effects on ASEAN. The communique also specifically identified 

Vietnam as the invader of Cambodia, called upon it to withdraw 

its forces both from Thai border and all Cambodian terri tory 

and to honour the later's right of self determinatione~3l 

Although Indonesia had apparent sya:pathy for Vietnam, yet 

it went along with the consensus achieved within the ASEAN on 

--~~--~---~--~---~---~-~ 

29 Sheldon W Simon, "China, Vietnam, And .ASEAN: The Politics 
of Polarization, II Asian Slrvey, vol. 19, noo '12 ( ~cember 
1979)' PPo 1185o 

30 Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "Vietnamese Refugees and ASEAN," Con-:: rr,
porary Southeast Asia, vo1. 1, no. 1 (HRY, 1979), PPo 66. 

31 Simon, n. 29., PPo 1185o .. 
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the Kampuchean issue. In September 1979, ASEAN successfully 

sponspored a resolution in the United Nations for holding 

Kampuceha's seat ·in the General Assembly for Pol Pot's 

Democractic Kampuchea. The other called for the withdrawal 

of foreign troops, the holding of United Nations-supervised 

election and the convening of an international conference 

. h h t t' 1 K h ~. 2 to consider t e w. ole si ua 1on n n.mpuc .ea.--

The United Nations motion manifested at least out-vrard. 

unity olil th~ Kampuchean issue. However, beyond these, there 
' 

was significant internal disagreement. At the root of the 

disagreement was the cUvergence opinion bet-vreen Indonesia and 

Malaysia on the one hand and Thailand and Singapore on the 

other over the question of the main threat to regional 

security. Indonesia was sympathetic towards Vietnam for 

several reasons and did not desire a debilitated Vietnam 

under the influence of Soviet Union or People's Republic of 

China. Poth. Indonesia and Malaysia would like to see a strong 

and independent Vietnam playing a constructive role in South 

east Asia to keep the innuence of extra regional pow-ers at 

bayo Poth countries ·would like to wean Vietnam away from the 

Soviet Union. Thi_s was clearly expressed in the Kuantan 

Principle that would be discussed presently. 

Another factor also came into play as far as the 

Indonesia vr~s concerned. Indonesia felt· st:;rmied in tts "proper" 

regionai role because it has had within the framework of ASEAN 

-------··------------
32 An<,trew Mcintyre, no 28., PPo 516o 
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to acquiesce and support the policy of Thailand, the 

frontline statee Nothwithstanding these differences 

and misgiving, Indonesia viewed ASEAN as its creation and 

the cornerstone of its foreign poliCYo In the interest of 

maintaining the solidarity and vitality of ASEAN, therefore 

Indonesia, would likely to pursue the Cambodian issue 

through ABEAN, advocating flexibility where neceesary.33 

.. ~ contrast Singapore and in particular Thailand were 

<;Ol1viriced that it was the immediate threat posed by what they 

saw Vietnamese hegemonic ambitions that constituted the 

paramount danger to the security of the region. The Vietnamese 

threat assumed greater significance because Thailand 

perceived it to be a Vietnamese intention to dominate Indo

china, its ideological commitment to export revolution and 

its st~a,tegic alliance with the Soviet Union. Thailand had 

long fea·red the creation of Indochina federation, for not only 

this would remove the buffer between Thailand and Vietnam but it 

would also lead to the perpetual dominance of Vietnam vis-a-

vis Thailando The Thai's fears were vindicated by the events 

in Indoehina after 1978e In February 1979, Vietnam concluded 

a 25 year ·Treaty of FriEmdship and Cooperation with Cambodia 

similiar to that one concluded w1 th Laos in July 1977o In 

March 1979 Cambodia and Laos concluded agreements on technical 

cooperation w1 th Vietnam• These three sets of agreements 

----~-~~-----~------~---I ! 

33 M;uthiah Alagapp(a, Security o_f_ ~_y_e:t,9.pi_ne Nat~ons: ~essen 
From Thailand Kuala Lumpur: Institute of Strategic
Studies, 1987), PPo 103o 
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coupled with the Vietnamese military presence in these two 

states were believed to indicated without doubt tree .dominant 

position of Hanoi in Indochina. 7railand,with the support 
3lt. 

of Singapore within the ASEAN, determined to prevent it. 

Indonesian initiative to resolve the Kampuchean problem 
~ 

began in March 1980. The initiative expressed itself in the 

formulation of the so called Kuantan Principle following 

the meeting between President Suharto and Prime Minister 

Datllk Hussein Onn in Malaysia's eastern coastal city of 

Kuantan. It called for re 3olution to the conflict in Indocbinao 

The Ku~tan principle agr:~ed at that time that a solution to 

the Indochina problem requ~.red : (1) that Vietnam be as free 

as possible from: dependence on or influence by either the 
' . 

Soviet Uriiori or the People's Republic of China9 and (2) that 

in regard to the fighting and contest for power in Kampuchea 

a political rather than military solution should be sought 

but one that specifically recognised Hanoi's security interest 

in Kampucheae 35 

The Kuantan Principle seemed to be expressing both Suharto 

and DatUk Hussein Onn's sympathy towards Vietnam 9 however both 

the leaders were mainly concerned about the position of Thailand. 

This was clearly expressed at the conclusion of the talks. "We , 
are concerned with the possibility of Indoc.hina conflict,especiallJ. 

----------------------

35' 

Muthiah Alagappa, no3jo, BPo 82o See also Leszek Buszynki, 
"N~w. Aspira~ions and Old onstraints In Thailand Foreign 

. Pol! cy," As .tan Survey, volo 29, no. 11 (No vern be r, 1989), PPo 
1070o · 
Ju's.tus Vr-.n Der Kroef, ''ASF;AN, Hanoi and The Kampuchean 
Confli.ct·: · Be t'\lre en "Kuan tan and A "Third A1 te rna ti ve " Asian 
Survey vol. 21, no. 5 (Hay, 1981), PPe 516o ' 
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the Kampuchean problem, being dragged on for too long.'' The 

Malaysian Prime Minister observed9 "because it threatened the 

stability of the, Southeast Asian regiono" The stability that 

Suharto and Hussein Onn had in mind was that of Thailando 

Thailand. was not. only facing the problem of the Kampuchea 

refugees a:J_ong its border w1 th Kampuchea but also on the verge 

of political instability as a result of the removal of Prime 

Minister General Kriangsak Chomanando Both leaders were deeply 

worried that the removal of General Kriangsak would trigger 

conflict among the various factions of the Thai military 

establishment which would finally lead to the destabilization 

in Southeast Asia at the time of acute regional crisiso This 

was the basic assumption which underlay the Kuantan Principleo 

It had called for recognition of Hanoi's security interests 

in Kampuchea witJ: the hope that this IDUld lead to ease the 

Vietnamese-Thailand confrontation. Presl:lmably, by recognising 

that Vietnam should have some voice in future Kampuc~an affairs 

and by ·accepting some degree of irreversibility of the ouster 

of Pol Pot, Thailand would become less of a "frontline" state 

as Vietnamese's suspicion and fears declined.36 
I 

The· Kuantan Principle, particularly in view of Suharto's 

personal involvement in its articulation, was indicative of the 

prevailing belief in Jakarta that if reconciliation was not 

effected, Vietnam would become so weakened by protracted conflict 

36 Jt1~tus Van· Der Kroef, n. 35, PPo 517o 
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and costly confrontation that it would fall into increasing 

dependence on the Soviet Unione 

I~teresting.ly, however, the pronouncement of the Kuantan 

Princi:ple soon created irritation in Bangkok. In Thailand 1 s 

vie_w, acknowledging a legitimate Vietnamese interests in the 

political identity of Kampuchea, implied a recogni ti'On of 

Vietnamese hegemonial role in that regione As such it proved 

to be totally averse to Thailand. The Thai Prime Minister 

General Pram. Tinsolanond expressed this aversion during his 

visit to Jakarta shortly after the Kuantan talks. In the course 

of his talks with President Suharto the Thai Prime Minister 

reportedly i_n "a very polite way" but firmly rejected the 

Kuantan Principlee F~ emphasized that considering ASEAN's 

earlier and repeatedly sharp criticism of Vietnamese 

intervention in Kampuchea and Hanoi 1 s refusal to withdraw its 

forces~ the time seemed hardly appropri.ate for making new 

overture-s to Vietnam. He also disagreed that the Thai government 

was -about to collapse. 3? 
i'he Kuantan Principle was allowed to lapse indicating 

that both Suharto and Hussein Onn put more importanc·e to 

mainta~~ng the cohesive unity of ASEANe Nonehteless, it was 

also indicative of a debate within ASEAN. The Kuantan initiative 

had·expressed Indonesia's and Malaysia's joint concern that 

the Association had become caught up in a policy that woUld not 

--~------------~~--

37 Michael Leifer, n. 14e, PPe l06e See also Hichael Leifer, 
nobsta-cle s to a Political Settlement in Indochina," in · 
Pacific Affairs, vQ)l. 58, no. 4 (Winter, 1986), 'pp. 630o 
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necessarily serve ASEAN 1 s purpose as defined in Jakarta and 

Kuala Lumpuro 

Although the Kuantan Principle had <!'eated irritation in 

Bangkok and Singapore, Indonesia continued in its efforts to 

find some sort of solution to the Kampuchean pro blemo The 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DEPLU) and the Ministry of Defence 

and Securit~r (HANKAH) were extremely active in promoting 

reconciliation with Hanoi. Soon after the collapse -of the 

Kuantan talks, ~Lieutenant General Benny Hurdani was despatched 

to Hanoi in a secret mission to discuss the Kampuchean problem 

with the Vietnamese Foreign Minister, Nguyen Co Thach. The 

main Indonesian objective seemed to be an effort to persuade 

Vietnam to be more forthcoming \o!i th so:-:1e positive concession 

during hi,s impending visit to Jakarta which was fixed before 

the ASEAN annual foreign ministers meetingo The result of the 

visit were not made public. However, it seemed that Benny 

Murdani's visit ~ad gained little if nothing. The subsequent 

visit .by Nguyen Co Thach did not indi(;ate anY change in the 

Vietnamese .position as far as the Kampuchean problem was 
0 38 0 

concerned. 

The Indonesian initiative was completely deflated when 

in June 23, 198o more than 2 000 Vietnamese troops supported 

by artillery fire, crossed the Thailand-Cambodia border and 

---·~-----------~-~--~ 

~drew Mcintyre, n.28o ppo 520. See also Sukhumband 
Pari batra, "ASEAN and ~he Kampuchean Conflict: A Study 
Q~ Regional Organization Response To External Secnrlty 
Ctiallenges, 11 in Robert Schalapino, Ed~ J Peace, Politics 
and Economics In Asia (Tokyo : Pergamon-Brassey, 1988), 
PPo 152o 
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occupied a large number of Thai border v:illages and engaged 

iri heavy but brief fighting w1 th Thai forces _before withdrawing 
' 

and forced more than 5 500 Karnpucheall refugees to cross the 

border into t~ Kampuche-a.n terri tory which was under the 

control of Pol ·pot forees. 39 

The Vietnamese invasion into Thailand had taken place on 

the eve of the thirteenth ASEAN foreign mini. ste rs meeting in 

Kuala Lumpur on June 25, l98o thus guaranteeing that ASEAN 

-would have to reiterate .tough and uncompromising official 
' 

position toward Vietnamo In addition, they maintained that 

"any incursion into Thailand directly: e.f.fect the security of 

the ASEAN member states and endanger peace and security in 

the whole region!' This expression of collective political defence 

had the'effect of diminishing the significance of the Kuantan 

initiatve. The ASEAN member states even indicated the possibility 

of military support for Thailand if again attacked by Vietnam. 4o 

The Vietnamese invasion also proved to the members of 

ASEAN that the Kuantan principle was wrong. The ·expression of 

Indonesian Fore-ign l.finister Mochtar Kusumaatmadja indicated this 

thinking. In a press conference after the annual ASEAN For,::Jign 

Ministers meeting in Kuala Lumpur, Mochtar said that in an 

attempt to find a political solution to the Kampuchea crisis 

"some ASEAN countries7 had initiated a dialogue with Hanoi but 

th~ V~~tnamese agression against Thailand had proved that the __ .. ___ .. ____ .. _,.._ 

39 

l;o 
i 

Michael Leifer, n.7o, PP• lOBo 
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attempt had been useless. 11 The Singapore Foreign Minister 

Rajara~nam echoed the same point when he said that "a fut11re 

dialogue with Vietnam on the Kampuchean question could now 

come about at the initiative of Hanoi. 1141 

Nevertheles$ Suharto as well as 1'-Iochtar were concerned 

about the disruptive effect within ASEAN of Indonesia's 

reconciliation policy and as consequence President Suharto 

becoming less optimistic as to its merits. This was clearly 

expressed in his aq_dress to the nation on August 16, 1980 

one of rare occassion which the President publicly addresses 

foreign policy issues, was considerably more critical of 

Hanoi than in the previous year and it emphasized Jakarta 1 s 

support !or Thailand and fundamental co~mitment to ASEAN 

solidarity. Indonesia soon adopted a low policY posture on 

the Kampuchean issue in recognition of serious concern a roused 

within ASEANo 42 

Epwever, by the middle of 1981, Indonesia again embarked 

on a serious efforts to arrive at some solution in the Indo-
' 

china , 'stalemate. This time, Indonesia seemed to have more 

sensitive understanding towards its partner in ASEAN, especially 

Thailand and Singapore than earlier. In June 1981 ASEAN Foreign 

Ministers held a meeting in Manila to prepare for the Internati:Jno.~ 

Conference on Kampuchea scheduled to be held in New York in 

July ~981. In this meeting, Indonesia pressured Thailand and 

--~-~-~---~--------

ltl Jus'ttis Van Der Kroefo, n. 35e, PPo 520. 

42 Mcintyre, no 28o, PPo 519o 
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.6ingapore to recognize Vietnam's "legitimate" security 

interests in Kampuchea. This was intended as a signal to 

Hanoi,. anj hopefully it vmuld lead to a resumption of dialogue 

with Hanoi. 

In October 22, 1980 United Nations General Assembly voted 

in favour of ASEAN resolution 11lhich demanded the holding of 

&n International Conference on Kampuchea (ICK) with 97 for, 23 

against and 22 abstention. Just a week .be·fore the ASEAN proposal 

for the convening of the International Coference on Kampuchea, 

the United Nations General As·sembly had seated represGntati ves 

of OE!mocratic Kampuchea as the legitimate representative of 

Kampuchean people at the United Nations General Assembly in an 

overwhelming majority with 74 votes for, 35' against and 13 

abstentionso 

The ASEAN proposal to convene an International Confnrence 

on Kampuchea was to be composed of parties to the Kampuchean 

conflicts. Poth Indonesia and Halaysia quite reasonably wanted 

the participation of Vietnam in the negotiation for political 

settlement. The agenda of the propo.sad conference consisted of 

six points, (1) the withdrawal of all foreign troops from 

Kampuchea under the United Nations verification, (2) the United 

Nations.presence to maintain order and human rights in Kampuchea 

(3) holding free-elections in Kampuchea under the United Nations 

supervision, ( 4) prohibition against the introduction of any 

foreign forces into Kampuchea, (5) guarantees that an independent 

and souvereign Kampuchea will not be a threat to any of its 

neighbours and (6) guarantees respecting the souvereignty 
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indep~ndence, territorial integrity and neutrality of 
. 43 

Kampuchea. 

The International Conference on Kampuchea ~IC".t\:) 1vhich 

was attended by 79 nations and presided by the Asustralian 

Foreign Minister William Pahr under ~he amspices of the 

United Nations Secretary GeneralQ D ·iplomatically, the 

convening of the conference was a successful achievement by 

the ASEAN member contries, However, the conference was 

distingu~shed by the absence of Vietnam, Laos and the Soviet 
i' -~· 

Union. :It also brought to the surface the conflict between 

China'sstrongly anti-Vietnamese attitude and the more moderate 

approach of Indonesia and MalaysiaQChina rejected the ASEAN's 

demand 'that non government represent e. tion from Heng Sarnrin 

regime should be invited. However, China could not be ruled 

out, since China was the main supporter and financial as well 

as military supplier to the Khmer Rouge faction. This 

differences also served to reinforce the apprehensions among 

some .ASEAN member governments over the Chinese-inspired 

strategy of attrition designed to impose a breaking strain 

on the so-eiety and government of Vietnamo Pone of the ASEAN 

government, inclUding that of Thailand, i<rhich had closer 

relations with China than any other members, had any wish to 
~ 

see the dominance of Vietnam in Indochina replaced by that 

of Ch!nao ·This v1·ew. was shared by all .ASEAN memberso 44 

--~---~--~---~--~~---~ 

43 Just~s VanDer Kroef,-nQ 35., PPo 527o 
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In his annual address to the nation on August 16, 19 81 

President Suharto expressed Indonesian mood v1hich was more 

moderate in its reference to the Kampuchea pro tlem than it had 

been in 1980o This was follo-wed by General Bermy :Hurdani 's 

second Unpu bli ci sed trip to Hanoi in his capacity as In done si a's 

Armed Forces Chief of Staffo Howver, again l-1urdani encountered 

11 ttle success or· even sign of encouragement during .bJ.s visits 

to Hanoi. F.e was reported to have felt extremely disappointed 

to note that Vietnam had not responded more posi ti velYo 

Murdani 's visit was soon follow-ed by the despatch of Dr. Fuacl 

Hasan, the Director of Research and Development of the Ninistry 

of Foreign Affairs, to Hanoi with the same purpose and predj.ctEbJ.y 

with no result. 45 The despatch o.f' Dr. FU.ad Hasan seemed to be 

part of the competition between the two ministries in dealing 

with the Kampuchea problem. Unfortunately, both had gained 

virtu8.lly nothing from effortse 
.,, 

Indonesia did not came out -with any nevi in5. tiati ve in the 

ASEAN effol'ts to bring together a tripartite coc:di tion of 

resistanGe forc~s in Kampuchea. This was mairlly conducted by 

Singapore. The resistance forces consisted of three main factions 

which had .bitter historical rivalries towards one anothero The 

strongest faction had been the Khmer Rouge 1.vi th more than 

4o.ooo guerilla forces fighting along the Thai-Kampuc.hea bordero 

Pol Po.t was the Prime 1-fJnister of Democratic K.? ... mpuchea from 

April 1975 until December 1979o .P.fter the invasion Pol Pot 

------~--~~~---~-~ 
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relingui shed. r.d. s post to be replaced_ by Kbieu Samphano 

However, Pol Fot reportedly remained the unchallenged Khmer 

Rouge leader and supreme military com!TJander of its guerilla 

forceso The other faction was the Khmer People's National 

Liberation Front (KP1~F) which was headed by Son Sann with 

16oOOO guerilla ~orceso The last and the weakest faction 

was Prince Norodom Sihanouk's Armee Nationale Sihanoukiste 
46 

(ANS) With 5 000 guerilla forces. 

This composition clearly figured the difficulties of 

reconciling three factions which had animosities against one 

anothero Each had its forces and its O\.f!1 ideologieso J::Bspi te 

bitter rivalries among Cambodia 1 s.anti-Vietnamese factions, 

the persistent ASEAN's efforts succeeded when in Kuala Lumpur 

on June 22, 1982 an international counterpresence to the 

People •s Republic of Kampuchea ( PRK) was formed, namely the 

Coalition Government of ~mocratic Kampuchea (CGDK). The 

CGDK was strongly supported by China, ASEAN and the United 

States, was projected as an important alternative on the world 

diplomatic scene for those unwilling to accept as a fait 

accorilplf ·the 1978 Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia and the 
. . 

establi:s.pment of the PRK regime by Hanoio ASEAN officially 

accepte,d the CcrDK with its total milita.ry force of a bout 6ooOOO 

operating in guerilla sorties in Western and Central Cambodia. 

ASEAN members convinced CGDK could exert t.b...e kind of pressure 

46 Michael Leifer,. "Cambodia Conflict: The Final Phase ? 
Conflict Studies (London~ International· Institute of 
Conflict Studies), no.-.122 (May, 1989), pp. 24" 
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and disruption that eventually should cause Hanoi to a.ccept 

new establishment in Kampuchea.
47 

Little diplomatic activity in connection with Kampuchea 

emanated from Jakarta in 1982o Indone da, ho,,.,rever supported 

the efforts of Singapore and Thailand to moulc the resistance 

forces into the coalition government of Democrat! c Kampuchea 

( CGDK). Indonesia continued with this policY when, along with 

other members of the Association, it proposed the recognition 

of CGDK at the United Nations General Assemblyo In October 

1982, after intense ASEAN lobbying backed by China and the 

United States defeated a Vietnamese resolution for the fot1rth 

time to oust Democratic Kampuchea (no'N" CGDK) represent&civ-e 

as the legitimate occupant of Kampuchea's seato r,oJ'ith 90 
' 

countri~s ·against, 29!for and 26 abstentions was the largest 

rejection to date of similiar annual efforts made by Hanoi 

and its chief supporter, the Soviet Unione 48 

Indonesia also engaged in direct high level talks with 

Vietnam when Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach visited J~:arta 

in· November 1982o But the talks between l1ochtar and Co Thach 

did not produce any concrete results. Inspite of repeated 

failures, Indonesia's persistent efforts in finding solution 

to the confli9t in Kampuchea continuedo 

After almost a year of virtual silence, Indonesia was 

--------~------~-------
47 .. Kalyani Bandyopadhgray.a, no 11., PPo 189 

48 Justus Van Der Kroef, "The Kampuchea Problem: Diplomatic 
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again active in February and March 1984. This was the time 

when Indonesia's Armed Forces Chief of Staff General funny 

Mur.dani vis! ted Hanoi. This was the first formal visit to 
' 

Vietnam by an important official from an ASEAN countryo It 

was during this three-day visit in which he also visited 

Vietnamese military installation near the Chinese border 

General Murdani made a remark saying s "The Indonesian armed 

forces and people do not believe that the danger to Southeast 

Asia comes from Vietnamo" His statement delighted Vietnam 

but caused disappointment in some ASEAN capitals. 49 A specialist 

on Indonesian foreign policy, Michael Leifer observed : 

11General Murdani 's statement implicitly identified China 
as a principle source of external threat to the regiono 
It suggested also that Vietnam might be drawn into a 
regional struct~re of security co-operation against China 
and' accordingly loosened from its relationship w1 th the 
Soviet Unione-" 50 

This statement naturally generated considerable consternation 

both in Bangkok and Singaporee So much so that necessary for 

General Murdani ~o initiate efforts to restore confidence among 

ASEAN members" He did it when in February 1984 he went to 

Ban dar Sri Eegawan during official c ele be ration to Mark Brunei 1 s 

assumption of full independence" 

Iti March 1984 The Jakarta based Centre for Strategic and 

International Studies (CSIS), which had close affiliation 

with the:Ministry of Defence and Security, organised a seminar 

~---~------~~~--~-~-
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with its counterpart, the Institute for International 

Relations in Hanoi. In that seminar, the CSIS team suggested 

the possibility of excluding the Khmer Rouge from the political 

solution for Cambodia and also the possbili ty of talks between 

ASEAN, Vietnam and Laos as an initial ~tep to\.vard the ultimate 

international conference. The CSIS team also gave a hint that 

Indones!a.might be willing to accept a ryro-Vietnamese regime 

in Cambodia if that was the desire of the people of Kampucehao 
l 

The major concessions l,~Jere, as if~ desi_gned to bring about a 

re solu t!on to the conn! ct and pave the way for a more 

congenial regional ordero5l However, Vietnamese lukewarmness 

and objection from Thailand and China nullified these 

initiativeso Interestingly, CSIS offer.was in subtantial 

congruence with the Ministry·of Defence and Security's and 

General Murdani 1s attitude in particularo 
ill' 

T~se developments were taking place in the contex of 

visits -~ Jakarta by both Co Thach and Son Sann of CGDK as W:11 
. ' 

as p~anned visit by Mochtar Kusumaatmadja to Moscow to attend 

the funeral of Yuri Andropov in FebruarYo It was also at this 

juncture, that the Indonesian Vice President and farner Minister 

of Foreign Affairs, Adam Malik had issued a call for both the 

Soviet Union and China to discuss the Kampuchea question 

together With Vietnamo 
'.' 

The Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach visited 

Jakarta in March 1984, where he had a meeting w1 th Foreign 

----~---~-~-~~----~ 
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Minister Mochtar Kusumaatmadja and with President Suharto. 

At the meeting President S~harto proposed a formula for 

negotiations over Ka11:mchea which excluded a direct 

representative role for the Phnom Penh government but with a 

peace-keeping one for Vietnam in any eventual settlemento 

Nguyen Co Thach instantly rejected the idea. This rejection 

provok~d Suharto's annoyance he had proposed the idea w.ithout 

consultation with his ASEAN's counterpartso Suharto's deep 

annoyance was clearly expressed when Foreign Minister Mochtar 

denied outright a statement made by Thach in an interview with 

the press that President Suharto had agreed with Co Thach on 

the main.threat to regional security. Suharto's personal 
.) 

annoyance ap~art, the possibility of early diplomatic accomodation 

was fUrther reduced when Vietnamese troops launched a major 

military incursion only eleven days after Co Thach's departure 
. 52 

from Jakartao 

In order to clear the uncertainty among other· A38AN member 

states over Indonesia's position v!s-a-vis Vietnam, Mochtar 

called for an extra-ordinary meeting of ASEAN Foreign Ministers 

in- Jakartao 'In that meeting Suharto assured other members of 

Indonesia's fundame~tal commitment to regional unity.A statement 

was issued that "the President welcomed the convening of 

ASEAN Foreign Ministers as an opportunity to sho1v the world the 

complete unity of ASEAN on the Kampuchean pro blemo" It seemed 

that Indonesia's individual initiative had failed to have any 

-~~~~~-~-------------

52 Andrew Mcintyre, no 28o, PPo 524o 
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impact, on the political impasse and hence its returned to 

the ASEAN ranks tore store a formal unity though not with a 

common purpQseo QUite importantly, however, ASEAN members 

had decided collectively to designate Mochtar Kusumaatmadja 

as "ASEAN Special Interluct<Dr" and authorized him to pursue 

negotiations with Hanoi on their behalf. This position once 

again pushed Indonesia on to play an a cti ve role in finding 

solution for the deadlock on the Kampuchean problemo 53 

However, in the months that followed Hochtar 1 s appoint 

ment as ASEAN's special interluctor, there was no diplomatic 

activity. Presumably this was in deferrence toASEAN members 

sensitivity and also as a result of Vietnamese military in

cursion in January 1985 in which the Vietnamese troops over 

ran the encampment of the disparate resistance movement .:w:hi d1 

is located along the. Thai-Kampuct~an bordere This attacked 

provoked a coporate ASEAN 1s responseo In a statement ,tSEAN 

members .appealed to the international community to increase 

support and assftance to the Kampuchean people in their po-

11 tical and military struggle to liberate their homeland from 
' 

foreign oecupation~~5~ 

Al~hough Indonesia as a member of the Association went 

along_with other members in condemning Vietnamese military 

incursion into Thai terri tory and appealing for more military 

and political aid for the Kampuchean resistance groups, its 

5~ 

Joneji Kuroyanagi, "The Kampuchea Conflict ani ASEAN: A 
View From· The Final Stage," Japan Reyiew of Inte rna tion.al 
'Affairs 2 vol. 3 noo 1 (spring, 1989), PPo 7lo 
Michael Leifer, no 7., PP• 13lo 
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efforts to find a conciliatory solution 1dth the Vietnamese 

were continuingo Soon after the ASEAN Foreign Ministers's 

meeting in Bangkok, a joint seminar between the Jakarta's based 

Centre for Strategic and International Studies and the Hanoi's 

based Institute for International Relations was held in Jakarta 

on February 18-20, 1985. The credit for the arrangement was 

presumed to belong 't9 General Benny Murdani who was repeatedly 

thanked at the ou.tset of the seminar by the head of the 

Vietnamese delegationo The seminar once again emphasized what 

a Vietnamese strategic specialist described as "historical 

similiarities" and "shared destiny" of Vietnam and Indonesiao 

Such sim111ar1 ties were stated to include , fore xample, the 

"successive national liberation fights :>f the Dai Viet again 

the Chinese's Yuang ~ing dynasty in the 13th century, a struggle 

that coincided with the battles of the Javanese kingdom of 

Singasari and its defeating an "invading fleet of the Yuan 

expansionisto 11 The Vietnamese emphasized further by saying 

"just as Chinese communist expansionism and hegemony today couli 

threat Vietnam so the Indonesian people know very well that 

China's interventionist hand staged a coup d'etat in 1965 in 

Indonesia. 55 

In February 1985 in his speech bef~re the Foreign and 

Defence Committee of the Indonesian Parliament, Mochtar announced 

that he would be going to Hanoi soon for talk so He also called 
_ ............... ___ ..... _ .......... 

55 
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upon the United States to normalise ~ela.tlons with Vietnamo 

Mochtar renewed his proposal when he met the Assistant Secretary 

of State Paul Y.blfowi tz in Jakartao Mochtar finally went to 

Hanoi in March 1985. He introduced a ne1v proposal to his 

counterpart Nguyen Co Thach indicating the possibility of 

Vimrpoved relations betv;een Hanoi and Washington that might 

facilitate an early resolution to the Kampuchean stalemate. For 

that purpose Vietnam should speed up the settlement of the 

issue of Americans Missing in Action (MIA) in order to coax 

Washington in normalizing relations with Hanoio56 

While Mochtar was being busy with his new proposal, the 

Armed Forces Chief of Staff General Benny Murdani also resumed 

his diplomatic initiative. In April 1985 he received the 

Vietnamese Minister of Defence General Van Tien Dung when the 

la ~te r vi sited Jakarta. General Benny Hurdani made a statement 

after. the talks conc~rning the possibility of military cooperation 

between Jakarta and Hanoi. He also am1ounced that the agreement 

had been reached that Hanoi would despatch a military attache 

to Jakarta. Murdani 's statement created an embarassment for 

Mochtar and outrightly denied that there had been any such 

arrangem.ent since Hanoi had military attache in Jakarta for ~nany 

years. However~·· the rift between the Ministry of Defence and 

Security and The Ministry of Foreign Affairs reflected uneasy 

relations and competition between the t•NO main principal archi teet 

J 

56 . {mdrew Ncln tyre, n. 28., PP• 525. 
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of Indonesia's foreign policy. It also reflected Hochtar's 

greater concern w1 th the sensi vi ty of other ASEAN member 

states!s feeli~s and Murdani 1 s long-term perception o~ 

Indonesia's security interestso It clearly demonstrated that 

Indonesia looked at the problem of security and peace in the 

region through:.the prism of China's threat and not Vietnamo 

Vietnamese Foreign Hinister Nguyen Co Thach vi.slted, 

Jakarta in August 1985 and held a series of tnlks '.vi th Intloneslan 

Foreign Minister, Defence and Security Minister. Ho1vever, there 

was no clue whi,ch indicating any progresso Mochtar undeterred 

by the failure in the talks. with Nguyen Co Thach flew to 

Bangkok to discuss what later be came known as the t!coktail 

party" proposal with his Thai counterpart, Si dhi Save tsilao 

MochtaJ.· r s 11 coktall party 11 proposal developed from a suggestion 

of CGDK President Norodom Sihon;J:)uk to provide a forum hosted by 

Indonesia in which the CGDK members could discuss the situation 

in Kamp~~che ao 
' ·L~·' 

Tb6}n~ed to find some sort of solution to the Kampuchea . ~ ,:·\. 

}··i· .. ; 

problem became more urgent as a result of Sihanouk 's anno11ncement 

that ·he 'WOUld take a year's leave of absence of President of t.he 

Uoalition Go·v-ernment Democratic of Kampuchea, ostensibly because 

of armed attacks on forces loyal to him by the Khmer Rouge and 

the KNLFo This was a serious blow to ASEAN's Kampuchea policYo 

Sihanouk had bee·n treated by all ASEAN governments as a symbol 
' : 

of Kaml?~c}lean legitimacy and as central to their diplomatt.u 

undertaking o 57 

57 Michael Liefer, no 28o, PPo 135o 
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Mochtar again put forward his "col~tail party"~ proposal 

to his Vietnamese counterpart, Nguyen Co Thach ·when he visited 

Hanoi in July 1987o There he reached an understanding with 

Co Thach that an informal meeting oi' the b:JO Kampuchean sides 

be convened on the basis of "equal footing without precoflditions 

anq. with. no political labels to which at a later stage Indonesia 

would inv;:t~e other concerned countries, including Vietnam to 

par~icipateo 11 However, as soo'n as Mochtar-Thach agreement 11'las 

announced, Thailand and Singapore politely.but firmly rejscted 

the agreement and made clear that in their view Ho chtar in his 

role as ASEAN interluctor had conceded too muchQ China had 

already indicated its unwillingness to accept the agreemento 

The Indonesian-Vietnam agreement of July 1987 1-vould not 

move ahea~ because of the rejection by the Khmer Rouge to be a 
. . 

party in the discussion and Thailand fell in line with China's 

approach. The ind~.cative which was moved by longstanding concern 

that if·the Kamjmchean conUict could not be settled, it v.ould 

entrench Sino-Soviet rivalry in the region, got stuck mainly 

because of continuing c6nflict was acceptable to Thailand and 

Singapo~e as well as China, and as a result, there was no strong 
t 

reason to taccomodate VietnamQ 
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CHAPTER IV 

ASIA-PACIFIC SECURITY PERSPECTIVE 

To understand Indonesia's perspective on security in 

the Asia-Pacific region, one ought to si:ndy the matter at 

three levels of discLlSsion. At the first l8vel, one needs to 

study Indonesia's defence capabilities. This is 7:o be follovred 

by a ~iscussion on Indonesia's perception of the major povrers 

whic~ play a considerable role in the region, namely, the 

United,States, the Soviet Union, Japan and the. People's 

Republic of China. At the second level, one has to study e~ch 
\ 

of the major power role in the region in order to understand 

Indonesia's perspecti72 on each of the major powerso At the 

third level, should be studied the interactions among the 

major powers in the Asia-Pacific region and the Indonesia's 

perspective on the major powers's interactions. All these 

three levels of discussion~ ·v1011ld help one to understand 

comprehensively Indonesia's perspective on security in this 

region. 

Hilitary Capabilities 

Indonesia's present political system is substantially 

under.the domination of the Indonesian armed forceso This has 

'been especially true since 19 65 when the abortive coup 

launched by the.Communist Party of Indonesia had opened the 

way for the armed forces to play a considerable role in the 
1 

Indonesian political system. 

---- ... _. ____ ----------------
1 ·.Harold Crouch, Army and Politics In Ir~donesia (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1976), pp. 60o -

132 
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The Indonesian armed forces (ABRI) cor:1prising o·f 280.000 

men or roughly 0.4 per cent of the OiTerall_ p()pulation of 172. 

631o000 {1986 dats)had emerged as a distinct ruline group by 

controlling a number of essential government bodieso The Armed 

forces had deeply penetrated important government as \~11 as 

political positionso It had justified by the concept of dual 

function (dwi-fungsi) which claimed that mlli tary role was not 

simply to protect the nation but also to underta}ce a nation

building. In order to undertake both these function, ma.Tiy 

officerk had been trained at the Bandung School of Army Staff 
.; 

and Comma..l'ld (\3E:SKOAD), but the very top echelons of the Amy 

had been. sent abroad to various mi1i tary colleges in the United 

States,: Western Europe and Australia. From 19 50 to 1979 some 

5o500 Indonesian armed forces men had attended course in the 

United States under what is knov-m as the International Hili tary 
'") 

Edu,ca tion and Training Programme ( THEF) o L. 

The Arml_. Indonesian army consisted of 215.000 men.General 
r 

Jusp when he "took over the command in 1978 from General Panggabean 

as the Indonesian Minister of Defense and C-?.curi ty and Armed 

Forces Chief of Staff, had expanded the army to one hundred 

battalion units many of which were not up to the authoriz.ed 

strengtho Tr.J. s had been proved during the annexation of East 

Timor in 1975 \vhen many of those battalions had sho1vn a poor 

----~-~-~-~-----~--~-

2 Pe'ter Lyon, ''Indonesia," in Edward A Kolodiej and Robert 
E ·Harkavy, .ads..ol Security Polic~es Qf Devel.QJ!inE. ... ..Qountries 
(_~ex.~n~ton: Lex ngton Books, 19 2), pp. 104o . . . 



pe rformanceo The Army conventional warfc_re we r·e ce11te rE:d on 

its Army Strategic Reserve (I~03TRAD) under the direct command 

of Chief of the Army. The Strategic Reserve Command vras made 

up of three infantry brigades (three battalions), an armolired 

brigade (ten battalions) and an artillery regiment (three 

battalions). T~ of the infantry brigades ivere airborne so With 

the existing lift capacity and redeployment of elements of 

the Strategic Reserve Command, any strategic forHard projection 

could be. possible. 
I • 

Included in the Army structure but operating under ~ 
~ ' . 

separate command 'di'rectly under the Army Chief of Staff i::> the 

elite Hed Beret, once knotm as the Regiment Para Commandos 

(RPKAD)· but now renamed Special Operation Command (KOPASUS). 

The meri in this force are trained in the inteJ)eg;enee ga.ther·ing 

sabOtage, parachutting and beach landing" They are at present 

about 4-leOOO meno If Indonesia ,,;ere to send forces to helr in 

the defence of ASEAN fellow member, it 1vould probably choose 

a Special Operation· Command (KOPASUS) or perhaps a battalion 

from Strategic Reserve Command (KOSTRAD)e However, this could 

not. be more than a token gesture ·or· support since Indonesia has 

little capacity for the projection of forces outside its o1N.t1 

island terri torieso3 

The NavYe Although modest in size, comprising of ~-3 0 000 

men, the Indonesian Navy ( ALRI) is be coming technologically 
. . 

------~------------
3 Peter Lyon, nv· 2o, PP• 165. See also Donald E. ~Jheatherbee 

11f\SEAN: Patterns of National and Regional Resiiience," in 
Young Whan Kil and Lawrence E G:::-ir.ter, eds., Asia-Pacific 
Se urit : Emer in Challen es and Res o~s (New Delhi: 
Arc eves Publisher, 19 7 , PP• 210e 
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advanced and already possess some interdiction capabilityo 

The Indonesian navy had recently acquired three Dutch built 

1 500 ton corvettes with four exocet HH-38 SSHso Plans for 

two more had been delayed becau.se of budgetary shortfallso 

There are four Korean built exocet armed fast attack craft so 

The German built type-29 submarines (t-rith third in order) 

h&"V"e ;:;trategic defense role and give anti-submarine 1-rarfare 

tra.ininge Four ex-United States Jones Class Fr~gates and 

t'WO ex-Soviet Riga Class Frigate are still in servic:e along 

with numerous patrol vesselso Indonesia's latest acquisition 

for the navy Has. the purchase of three ex-Royal Navy Tribal 

Class f~tgates from the Au.stralian Royal Navye 1hese three 

frigates were bd~lt befweEm 1962 and 1964 and were originally 

designed for service in the Persian Gulf and the Red Seao 

Air Forcee The post-1965 Indonesian Air Force (ACRI) has 

inherited not only the taint of complicity in Jeftist advento.rism 

but also an inventor~' of obsolescent ancl unserviceable Russian 

aircraft" The rebuilding of the Indonesic..n Air Force has 

focussed on creating a supportive force capable of supportine 
( ~ 

ground and naval operations. According to General Hurdani the 
. I 

air force was overmanned and was a major target for rationa1i

ze-.t!on. The Armed .Force Commander who succeeded Gen<~ral Jusup 

in 1983 had unfavourably compared Indonesian Air Force of 27oOOO 

men and 100 aircraft to Singaporean 7000 men and lto aircrafts 0 

There is a combat force consistine of a squadron of ex-Israeli 

a-4 skyhawks and a COIN squadron of OV-loF Bron.coso 'rhe acqui si. tion 



of three Poing 737 fitted with aid-looking radar that gives 

100 mile coverage from each side of the aircraft would allow 

the full width of Indonesia 1 s Economic Exclo.si ve Zone to be 
h 

monitored on a mission range of 3o000 mileso · 

General Murdani had sho~~m great concern for Inr1onesia. 1 s 

air defese capabilitieso In September 1983 the Indonesian 
I 

Air Force had a.ccepted two of the French Thompson radar uni tso 

These would be used to control F-5 interceptors. In addition 

to its combat aircraft, Indonesian Air Force had deployed 

since. 1983 the Swedish Bofors RBS-70 Giraffe sc.rface-to air

missiles (SAM)o 

General Murdani was very impressed by Vietnam air defense 
; 

system when he· visited the border oetv.reen Vietnam and China 

in February 1984o He told the Indonesian Parliament that 

Indone;3ia needed an advanced SAH system. After looking· at a 

number of possibilities, Indonesia placed in December 1984 

a.·£ 100 million order with British Aero Space for the Rapier 

system, one of the largest recent defense orders ple._ced by 
r;:' 

In done si a • .J 

Indonesia's second strategic dovelopment plan (1979-1983) 

provideq the framework for a major effort at rebuilding the 

Indonesian armed force so From a territorially based 1,1arfare 

force, the armed forces were to be given the capabilities to 

------~----------~ 

4 LQnald E Wheatherbee, no3o, PPo 210o See also Peter Lyon, 
no2o, PPo 17lo 

5 Ibnald E Wheatherbee, no 3o, PPo 211~~ 
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meet conventional threat along its border as well as assume 

·re sponsi bill ty of surveillance over Indonesia's extensive 

archfpelagic maritime jurisdiction and economic exclusive 

zoneo Indonesian military _progTalfr since 1979 renected geo 

strategic appreciation that the border of the nation ~~re in 

its maritime zone and hence armed forces must be prepared to 

meet the enemy at the borderso The magnitude of Indonesia 1 s 

maritime defense and surveillance could not be overestimated 

because· it has 2.5 million square miles within its jurisdictione 

Defense Industria so Indonesian defense industries were only 

recently established with the pronouncement of Presidential 

decree no. 40/1980 to set up a high level team under the Chair

manship of the Ministry of Research and Technology Dr. Rabibieo 

The aim of the establishment of a strategic industry was to 

reduce dependence on imported weapon 1 s system and increase 

indi~ebous maintenance capabilitieso 
1 . . . 

'F~r the ne.xt ten.years the emphasis would be given on 

small a~s rock~t, ammu~tion, propellants, communication 

equipment and mobility elements. The last category included 

transport and armed vehicles, fast patrol boats, tr.m~port vessels 

transport aircraft and helicopter gunships. Nore sophisticated 

equipment such as missiles, tanks, combat ships, submarines 

and fighter aircraft were still needed to be imported in the 

foreseeable futureo 

PT Nurtanio; a newly expanded aircraft industry in Bandung 
.. 

assembled helicopters (B0-105 and Super Puma) and transport 



( CASA 21) and was deveJ_oping new aircraft, the CN-235o In 

addition~ ,since 1987, PT Nurtanio had got contract from the 

American Defense Department to manufacture some of the spare 

parts for jet flghterso The new shipyard in Surabaya, PT Pal 

which is the home of most of ship repairs and overhauling 

facilities had begun building a fleet of fast patrol boa to 

The Army small arms and ammunition factory in Bandung PT PINDAD 

had ~en producing ammunition, small arms and machine guno In 

all these ventures, the government aimed at using imported 

technology and assistance when neeessary and to a cquirP- skills 

to establish a reasonably autonomous arms industrieso· 6 

Defense Budge to Defense expend! ture are not always easy 

to analyse. The defense budget like the national budget depends 

on the nuctuati~g of oil revenue which are derived from the 

state oil company, PERT~INA. About 70 per cent of the national 

budget depended on revenue from oil and natural gaso For many 

years, l'ERTAMINA funds were also tapped for major development 

cf defense industrieso However, since mid-1975 financial crisis 

oil reve·nues were being channelled through Ministry of Finance 

where th;ey entered regular budgetary channel and bere more 

easily controlled. 

In his annaal speech to the Parliament in January 1978 

President Suharto announced that the growing financial capacity 

of state allowed reorientation of defense expenditures to better 

-............... --................ _ 
.. 

6 Harold W Maynard, "The Role of The Indonesian Armed Forces 
in Edward Olsen, edo, The Armed Forces In Gontemporar~ 
Asian Societies (Boulder: Westview Press, 1986) o PPol 5-96o 
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respond to foreign threatso Generetl Jusup 's term as Hinister 
{, 

of· Defence and Security coincided with the increasing military 

budget during the. Arme·d Forces 1979-1983 Strategic Plano His 

successor General Murdani had to face far more strict re stri c

rions during 1984-1985 periodo 

Between fiscal years 1978-199 and 1981-1982 the total 
I 

national budget reportedly rose from US $ 11.62 billion to US$ 

22o 24 blllion, 't·!hile the military budget rose from US $ lo 69 

billi?n ~o US $ ~~76 billion. Significantly that portion of 

the Mirr~try of Defence and Security budget donated to new 

equipment purchase and force infrastructure more than tripled 

between 1978 and 1982c,' From US $ 232 million to US $ 909 million 

\'lhereas the military development budget in the fiscal year 

1978-1979., it share rose to 6. 4 per cent in the fiscal year 

19 82-19 83. During· 19 84-19 85, however, national economic austerity 
i 

)i·t~ 

measures caused by depressed oil markets had taken their toll 

on the mi~itary budget. In dollar value, the defense military 

budg~t was just over US $ 2 billion, roughly two third of which 

was slated routine (as opposed to development) expenseso7 

Table 5 below gives clear list of Indonesian military 

expenditure as well as of other members of the Asu>ociation of 

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)o It clearly shows that Indonesia's 

military spending::; began to decline in 1983 at the time when the 
I 

price of oil fell' ~harply in the international market~ As a result 

the New Order government found that they had no option except 

to cut 1 ts military expenditure. 
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Table ·Military Spending In Southeast Asia (In constant US 

dollar in million) 
----~-----~~-~~~------~-~~~~--~~--------------------------~--Year · Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Thailand Singapore 
------~---~~------~-~--~-~---~------~-~---~-----------~----~~ 
1977 .. 1305 

1978 1395 

1979 149 5 

19 8o 1523 

1981 1714 

1982 ~730 

1983 i •• ·.· 15'43 

1984 1566 

198, 149i 

1986 1597 

1987 1367 

848 

723 

7&) 

970 

1424 

1327 

1327 

1058 

1027 

1183 

937 

8o5 

6o5 

739 

655 

637 

582 

582 

4o3 

4o9 

402 

458 

848 

1076 

1271 

1281 

1274 

1421 

1431 

1528 

17~7 

1700 

1657 

522 

589 

589 

673 

745 

767 

702 

9&J 

104-l 

104-1 

---~--~---~-----~~--~--~-------------------------------------
Total ~ 1702b ' ~·11594 6277 15134 6588 
----~--~~-------~~----------------~--------------------------
Source s Andret., Ross, "Growth, Debt and Mill tary .:>pending In 

~outheast .Asia," Contemporary Southeast Asia, vole 11 

' No. 4 (March, 198o), PPo 244o 

Defense Cooperation .. Being aware of its lJmi ted mi1i t 2.ry 

capabi1i ties, Indonesia embarked on military cooperation 'Ni th 

other ASEAN countries, particularly in the form of joint military 

exerciseso The main principle of these military exercises was to 

practice the concept of national as well as regional resilienceo 

In defense terms this meant that as each of the member countries 

of the. Association of Southeast Asia Nations was to defend itself 
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the region as a whole would become capable of withstanding 

external agree sic:Io 

Although Indonesian leaders along with their counterparts 

in other ASEAN countries recognized that the memoers of the 

grouptng had strengthened their armed forces and had forged 

collective.diplomatic and political positions on crucial 

security issues on the basis of mutual agreement, they continued 

to deny that the pattern of security cooperation had evolved 

into a military allianceo However, it is correct to say the 

joint military exercises had evolved a netvrork of military 

relationship among the member countries~~ This could be seen 

from the joint military exercises condc.Jted by Indonesia with 

1 ts AS~AN pa.:rtners as given bel owe The Roman nurne ral follo1ving 

the code names indicate the number in the series of similiar 

exercises before 19 84c:~ 

·' Elang Indopura III : May, Indonesia-Singapore air force 
exer~ise~~ 

Malinda Jaya IX: Fall, Indonesia-Nalaysia Army excerciseo 

Sea Garuda V: September, Indonesia-Tahiland naval exerciseo 
Englek VII : October, Indonesia-Singapore naval exerciseo7 

A1ong with these joint exercises with fellow members of the 

ASE,AN,; Indonesia also conducted joint exercises with its DE'!igh

bouring countries such as Australia and Ne 1.v Zealando Howev'3r, 

the emphasis was on naval as well as air :f'o rce exe rei ses since 

they were easier to organize and execute. Neverthe1ess,Ind.onf'sia 

-----~~~----------~----
7 Ibnald E. Wheatherbee, nc:~ 4 .. 1 pp~~ 216. 
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considered joint exercises 1vi th other members o:' the ASEAN 

as more important than with other countrieso This was reflecte,J. 

in the implicit strategi'~ alliance between Indonesia and 

Malaysiao 

From·the Ind6nesia's· strategic point of view, Halaysia 

was a strategic frontline as well as buffer state. Indonesia 

and Malaysia shared a common security interest. in the South 

China Sea Zoneo A 1982 treaty defined Halaysian right 1:Jithin 

the Indonesian archipelagic martime zone and Indonesian 

preserved Malaysian comm~nication access between peninsular 

Malaysia and Sabah and Sarawako Indonesia and Malaysia had 

conducted their joint navy and air force exercises in the 

In done sian, maritime and air space north of the Na tuna i slando 

At the end of September Elang Malinde exercise, General lv1urdani_ 

had said Indonesia was prepared to help Malaysia in defenrl.ing 
8 

its its territorial claim on the disputed Layang-Layane atollo 

Perception, of The ·Major Powers 

Indo.nesia' s perception of the major powers is mainly based 

on its e;xperience as an independent s.tatee This experience 

derives the encounters the Indonesian el~.tt3s had Hith the major 

pwers, namely, the ~Jni ted States, the Sovi8t Union, Japan and 

People's Republic of Chinae These elites perceptions hav8 been 

based on their experiences three important stages in Indonesia11 

--------~-------~---
8 Wheatherbee, no 4o, PP• 219o See also Charles E Morrison 

and Astri Suhrke, ·"ASEAN In Regional Defense and De V•3lop
men.tl" in Sude rshan Chmvla, e d., Chahg.tnfuSe curi ty and 
Stal:> li ty In Asia (Ne\v York: Praeger, 19 ) , pp. 205o · 
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historical experiences, na,nely the war of independence from 

1945'-19lt9, the Parliamentary Democracy from 194-9-1957, the 

Guided Democracy from 19 57 to 19 65' and the New 0 rde r period 

from 1965 onwardso The elites's perception of the major pO\AJ\')1'S 

under di·scussion here are mainly the perceptions of that of 
, 

1945 generation" This mainly due to the fact that this 

generation is holding key positions at the pre sent moment 

while the 1928 ·g_enerati.on who played very crucial rol·e during 

the early period of the Indonesian independence had faded from 

the political sceneo 

The United States 

The elites of the 1945' generation hn.d gained some 

impressions ·about the United States by the end of the Second 

World War" They looked to the United States for political 

support, however, they -were greatly dismayed by the meagerness 

of the American supportu Nevertheless, some also felt that the 

United States helped Indonesia more than it did Holland 11 

In the 19 50s Indonesian elites's favourable impression 

toward the United States turne,d into disappointmento The 
•' 

Ameri·can in their view, ~-Pl!~.hed it into joining its blo.c in what 

later -eam~ to ~ kno~ as Mutual Security Assistance (MSA) 
. 

scandal' in the early 1950so This· .was followed by the American 

involvement in 19 57 regional rebellions in the Western part 

of Sumatra and northern part of Sulawesi" Despite the fact 

that the United States government never acknowledged their 
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involvement in these two most serious threat to the country's 

souvereignty and integrity as a nation-state, most of the 1945 

elites felt convinced that the United States was involved by 

supplying arms to the rebels and using the Clark air base in 
Q 

the Phil! fines for the benefit of the rebel so' 

Another historical stage which had decisive impact on 

turning the Indonesian elites against the United States was 

Indonesian claim over West Iriano The 1949 agreement on 

independence of Indonesia had provided that the status of West 

Irian'should be solved through negotiations within a yearoHow

ever, the tutch failed to fulfil their pledge to solve the 

problem through negotiationso The American official attitude 

on West Irian was one of neutrality, which in Indonesian per

ception meant maintaining the status quo of Dutch occupation of 

West Iriano It was through the military pressure _mounted by 
' 

the Indonesian armed forces w1 th the Soviet help which finally 

forced the United States to change its neutral stance in favour 

of Indonesia. In 1962 after a short process of negotiation, the 

Dutch acceded to the Indonesian demandso 

The :American administration also put pressure on Indonesia· 

to abandon its policy of confrodtation with Malaysia and stopped 

its foreign aid to Indonesia in 1964o The Indonesian-American 

relations were wrsened by the American involvement: by the 

middle of 19 6oso 

-------~--------~--~~-
9 Robert 0 Tilman, The Southeast Asia <?..1)_4__~_!1~-~~e.m,y -~-l~P.!:i_: 

AS~AN Pe ;~e1tj__qns 9~ ~External Threat \Boulder: Westview 
Press, 1937 , ppo ~Cjo 
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The emergence of the New Order government qual! tati vely 

changed the perceptions and attitudes of Indonesia's 1945 elites 

generation to•.¥ards the United State so Indonesia-American 

relations improved rapidly and considerablyo Indonesia in the 

post Sukarno period regained its lost fr~endship with the 

United States as America resumed its arms shipment and joined 

other western countries in rescheduling Indonesia's foreign 

debts. Moreover, Indonesia's leading technocrats who were 

appointed by President Suharto in key positions were the people 

who not only had their education in America's leading Universities 

but also had more inclination towards the American in particular 

an.~ Western ideas and tastes in generalo 

However, there was a general feeling among Indonesia's 

elites that the United States failed to accept Indonesia's 

regional importanceo Indonesia Is poll tical and intellectual 

leaders complain~d that the United States had given better 

treatment to other smaller and less important states, such as 

Singapore, which is less important regionallyo 10 

The Soviet Union. · 

The 1945 generation had a negative perception toward the 

Soviet Union. They generally thought the Soviet Union as 

"dange rons communi stso " 

Although the Soviet Union played a helpful role in the 

United Nations in defending Indonesia's position, yet the 

--------------------
10 F.17aru,tl~n B Weinstein, Indonesian ~C?}'eign_ .Pg].j~Y...A.!l...d · ' •; 

D~lemmB:_wof Dependence Uthaca: Cornell University Press, 
r970Y'; PPo 83o See a1so Robert 0 Tilman; no 9o, ppol30o 
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Indonesian leaders perceived it as an attempt to embarass 

the western powers rather than genuinely helping Indonesia's 

struggle to achieve its international recognitiono F~wever, 

the most dramatic experience which came to have great negative 

impact on Indonesia's 1945 generation perceptions towards 

the Soviet Union was its support to the establishment of a 
i ' 

communist state in Madiun, East Java .launched by the Indonesian 

Communist Party in 1948. This shocked the Indonesian leaders 

and was perceived as "a· stab from the back" in the critical 

moment or Indonesian revolution. This experience is still 

very mu·ch ia the minds of those 1945 generation leaders who 

are hOlding key positions at presento 

The Soviet Union provided a substantial military help 
I 

in Indonesia's attempt to incorporate West Irian a.s an 

integral part of the country's teritoryo It was the Soviet 

Union MIG-23s and cruisers and submarines which helped 

Indonesia to mount a military pressure on the Dutch and finally 

led to a reversal of the American position.on this issueo 

The Soviet Union had earlier supported the Indonesian government 

efforts to crush the separatist groups in Western Sumatra and 

norther.n Sulawesio The Soviet Union also supported Indonesia's 

confrontation policy ... though it put gentle pressure on 

Indonesia to abandon its confrontian!st approacho 

Hotilever, all this help did not erase anti-Soviet feelings 

among the 1945 generation leaders. They perceived the Soviet 

help as self-servingo The Soviet help to crush the separatist 
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movement helped the Communist Party of Indonesia to expand 

its role and also helped SUkarno regime in eliminating the 

right-wing opposition groups. Nonetheless, Indonesian leaders 

also perceived that the Soviet Union did not pose any serious 

military threat to the country. This mainly because of the it 

was~·ta:r'··away and Indonesia was not dependent upon the Soviet 

vnion economically as well as militarilYo At the same time, 

they still harboured suspicion towards the Soviet Union. For 

many y~ars the Soviet Union had been suspected of financing 

certain publications (Topik, Merdeka, Indonesian Observer) 

that espoused consistently pro-Soviet and anti-western editorial 

policy. In early 1982, an Indonesian navy officer was caught 

htnding over a detailed marine chart to a secret Soviet 

intellegence officer in exchange for casho 11 

People's Republic of China 

The 19~; generation leaders's perception of the People's 

Republic of China clearly showed a link between the Indonesian 

percep~ion of its local Chinese community and their attitudes 

policies towards the People's Republic of Chinao 12 

They harboured a negative feeling towards the Chinese 

community in Indonesia because they felt that a substantial 

number of them had supported the Dutch during the war of 

------~---~----------
11 

12 

Harold W Maynard, no 6., PP• 20lo 
. . . 

C~g Pao Mini "China and Southeast Asia: The Problem of 
4 Perceptiona Gap," Contemporary Southeast As-ia, vol.lO 
rioo 1 (June, 1988), PP• !8~ 
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independenceo They also still harboured suspicion towards 

the overseas Chinese living elsewhere in Southeast Asiao 

Though the People's Republic of China fully backed 

Indonesia's position against the separatist movements and 

in its campaign against the Dutch in west Irian, the 1945 

generation leaders were upset by the Chinese interference in 

Indonesia's internal affairs. This took place in 1957 when 
j' 

the Indonesian government introduced a regulation which 

prohibited resident Chinese from engaging in retail trade 

in rural areaso The Chinese Ambassy protested and encouraged 

the local Chinese to disobey the regulationo 13 

The most dramatic event which deepened the Indonesian 

leaders sllspicion towards China was their involvement in the 
·i' . 

abort!~ coup attempt of September 1965 launched by the 
•· 

CommUnist Pa~ty of Indonesiao The 1945 generation leaders were 

convinced that the Communist Party of Indonesia got massive 

support from Beijingo14 

The Indonesian leaders felt most threatened by the 

Chinese mainly because of two reasons. Internally, though the 

ethnic Chinese were only about two per cent of the overall 
1: 

population, because of their economic predominance they were 

viewed as potential subversive elementso In the major cities of 

Java, tne Chinese were often suspected for their capitalist 

-~--~-~~------~---~ 

13 Weinstein, nolOo, PPo 9lo 

14 Tilman, ne9o ~ PPo 87o 
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ties w1 th their fellow Chinese cap! tali sts in Singapore and 

HQngkongo While in rural areas s.uch as in "Western Kalimantan, 

R1 au islands and E:astern Sumatra, the Chinese community was 

looked upon as breeding ground for pro-Beijing subversiveso 

Externally, the Indonesian armed forces perceived China 

as the greatest long-term threato China had not been forgiven 

for supporting the Communist Party of Indonesiao The threat 

perception of ':China also emanted from the latter's geographically 

prximity with Southeast Asiao That China was 1000 nautical 

miles from Indone$ia and had little conventional force project

ion capability reassured the Indonesian armed forces.Nonetheless 

Chinese support of the Khmer Rouge fighters in Kampuchea 

reminded the Indonesian armed forces leaders who mainly belonged 

to the 19~5 generation, of Beijing continued tendency to support 

insurgencies in Southeast Asia should it fit Beijing's foreign 

pol!cyinterest we11. 15 

Japan 

The 1945 generation enountered with the Japanese was in 

1942oThe· 'Japansse victory convinced n:tany Indonesian leaders that 

had they a::quired same technological prowes$ they could well have 

defeated the Dutch. This was followed by the disillusionment when 

the Japanese brutally exploited the country as a source of raw 

material_s for their war purposeo Many of the 1945 generation were 

tu~toY~Ji~Qr the Japanese. They felt the Japanese were more brutal 
' ... 

than the tu t .ch. 

-------~-~-~----------
15 · Harold W Maynard, n. 6., pp. 200. 
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However, the 1945 generation leaders also perceived 

that the Japanese had provided the opportunity for the 

Indonesians to assert themselves. They Japanese, they felt 

had provided them with the opportunity to manage many key 

posi t~ons in the bu:reaucratic structure which had been 

denied by the Dutcho The Indonesian youths also for the 

'first time had military training under the Japanese 

instructorso Many of those who had initial training became 

the key figures,in the Indonesian armed forces and were 

holding key positions under the No~ Order government at 

present.16 

Many of the Indonesian leaders were also impressed by 

the Japanese economic achievements in the early 196oso 

They were also impressed by the Japanese economic strengtho 

They were however, worried about the Japanese potential 

economic expansion in Indonesia. Since 1966 the Japanese 

had been perceived with both admiration and apprehension 

because of its industrial strength and its economic requirements 

for raw materfals.r The Japanese, they perceived, wanted not 

only to control Southeast Asia but also to become a hegemonic 

power.in the reg.iono They though that although the Japanese 

would attempt to secure the needed raw materials peacefully 

yet, they were convinced the Japanese would not reluctant to 

use their military mussleo The Japanese had the capability 

to tur11 their industry into a military machine within a very 

----------~~-·-----1 

16 · .Joyce Lebra, Japanese Trained Armies In .. Southeast Asia 
(Singapore: Heinemann Educational Books, l97T5, PPo BOo 
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short time. They also thought that the indispensability of 

the Japane~se threat be cause Indonesia was higly dependent on 

Japan~se aid support as well as Japanese investments for 

Indonesia 1s economic development~ This perception was clearly 

shown wb.en the students in January 1974 went to the streets 

to express their anger and disappointment on the Japanese 

domination over Indonesian economyo The student demonstration 

was the biggest ever under the New Order government and forced 

the government tO restrict Japanese dorninatione 17 

Usually, t~e Indonesian 1·eaders were kno'W!l to have been 

expressing concern about the probable Japanese behaviour once 

the Japanese came to command dominant political position. The 

Indonesian military leaders had also been expressing about the 

nature of the hardware the Japanese might require to carry out 

their new de fence re sponsi bili tyo 18 

Asia-Pacific Security Perspective 
i 

+he strategic environment in the Asia ·Pacific region has 

been a~fected by four important factors, namely power competition 

between the two super powers, the United States and the Soviet 

Union, China 1 s search for leadership in Southeast Asia, Japan's 

increased defence and economic role and its implication and 

its implication for others tates in the region, especially the 

ASEAN.stateso Besides, cooperation and competition between the 

--~-~-----~~----------~-

17 . ,W3instein, n.lOu, PP• lOOe 

18 'Tilman, no 9., PPo 113o 
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major powers and the implication of Vietnamese occupation of 
; 

Kampucehe in brief also need to be studiede~ 

The United States 

Whether viewed from the perspective of military, political 

or economic, the United States continues to be the major powers 

in the Asia-Pacific region. 

The United States's position in the Asia-Pacific region 

was chara.,terized by deep involvement in the 1950s and 19tose~ 

It gradually wi thdre·1 in the 1970s and regained its position 

in the 1980s. In the 1950s and 196os Southeast Asia was 

important in the American prioritiese The victory of the Communist 

China and communist advanced in Korea and Indochina convinced 

the United States that international communism had to be 

contained. This led to the expanded application of the Truman 

doctrine which had been applied to the European countries 

earliero . ·On this contex, People 's Republic of China became 

the target of the American containtment policy in Asia. The 

division of Vietnam as a result of the Geneva Conference in 

1954 led to the formation of Southeast Asian Treaty Organ! zation 

(SEATO) in September of that year. The United States government 

firmly helieved at that time that the loss of Sout Vietnam 

would lead to a swift collapse of the rest of Souteast Asiao 

By the late 196os. the. United States had acquired based facilities 

in South Vietnam and deployed troops in the Philippines, South 

Vietnam and Thailando 19 

-----~--------------~-~ 
19 Muth!'ah Alagappa, ''Major Powers and Southeast Asia, 11 Inter

national Journ~~ volo 64, noo 3 (August, 1989), PPo 544o 
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The United States policy towards Southeast Asia under

went a steady and yet dramatic decline in the 1970so EeginnJng 

with t~ Nixon doctrine and continues through the United 
r 

States disengagems~t from Vietnam in 1973 and the Communist 

victories in Indochina in 1975, American policy in general 

increasingly wanted nothing to do with the region. J~erican 

policy makers decided to withdraw their troops from· Thailand, 

Korea and Taiwan and effect some reduction in the Seventh 

Fleet personel and lowering the figure to less than 130.000 

The United States also terminated its defence treaty with 
. tr 

Taiwan in 198o and merely complained about the Soviet troops 

deployment in the Kurile islands. At the s arne time, the United 

S~ates dominated Southeast Asian Treaty was phased out and the 

Carter administration seemed to have totally lost interest· 

in the regiono 20 

Concurrently, the United States policy toward China also 

underwent dramatic shifts. The intenEification of the Sino

Soviet competition'' provided an opportunity to the United States 

to use what was better known as "China's card" vis-a-vis the 

Soviet Uniono China became de facto ally and henceforth an 

important component of the United States strategy in the Asia

Pacific regiono This, along w.ith the Vietnamese occupation of 

Kampuchea reawakened the United States's interest in the region 

and the battle line were now clearly drawn, with the SoViet 

Union and Vietnam on the one side and the United States, China 

-----~~-~---------~ 
20 Mutbiah Alagappa, n. 19o, PP• 545o 
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and ASEAN on the other. 21 Although the United State is 

unlikely to commit ground forces in the region in the defence 

of an allied country, yet the Asia-Pacific region in general 

and Southeast Asia in particular remains quite important in 

its calculations. This is mainly because of the increasing 

trade imbalance between the United States and this region, 

the strategic importance of the Southeast Asian islands to the 

American navy and the prsence of American bases in the 

Philippine so 

Economically, ··1 t hac become an important region of the 

worldo !n'l982-the United States trade with this region had 

accounted for approximately 30 per cent of its total world 

tradeo In 1984 the United States exports to Asia-Pacific were 

valued at US $ ?4 billion and imports at US $ 50 billion.Asia

Pacific now account for more than 50 percent of the United 

States global defecit. 21 Meanhwile the United States economic 

relations w1 th the .ASEAN member states are also quite significanto 

ABEAN is the seventh largest trading partner of the United 

States. Two way trade in 1987 exceeded US $ 28 billion and the 

United States investment in these countries was almost three 

times that of China's. This region is of primary importance 

for the United States prosperity and the United States policy 

is in large measure determined by this factoro 22 

~----------~----~-------~ 

21- S~e.ldon W Simon, "The Great Powers and Southeast Asia: Cautious 
Minute or Dangerous Tango," Asian Survez, vol. 25, no. 9 
(~ptember, 1985), PPo 920o 

22 Alagappa, no 19., PP• 545o 
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Strategically, the United States had military commitments 

with a number of countries in the region. Although most of the 
. ~ 

commitments with its allies in the region was made in the 19 50s 

(Japan, South Korea, the Philippines, Australia, New zealand 

and to a lesser extent Thailand) it remained in force although 

the nature of these commitments had been degraded since the end 

of Indochina war in 1975o 

In ~he wake of the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and 

the Vietnamese occ~pation of Kampuchea, the United States had 
·.; 

developed a new approach to security in the Indian Ocean by 

enhancing its naval, air force and communication facilitieso 

The countries of ABEAN were an integral part of this new approach. 

Indonesia in this regard could play a very crucial roleo This 

was due to the fact that the Indonesian archipelago along with 

the Malaysian peninsular whieh was stretching across 300 miles 

astride a series of narrow straits could. be used by the United ,, 

States to both monitor and interdict ships moving between the 

Pacifi·e and Indian Oceano Some of the straits were wide and 

deep enough to permit the passage of submarines. These were 

SWlda Straits (deep 200 feet, width 12 nautical miles) Lombok 

Strait (depth 6oo feet and width 12 nautical milesO Malacca 

Strait (depth 75 feet and width 8 nautical mileso 23 

The import{lllce of these straits for the supoe r po-wers 
;· 

competition could be_; seen when in 1982 the Indonesian government 

---------------------
23 Sheldon Simon, n. 21., PP• 932o 
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expelled two Soviet diplomats who were attempting to obtain 

exacly the kind of hydrographic data on these straits to position 

hunter killer submarines in an interdiction modeo 

Anothe·r strategic importance of this region to the United 

States has ~en its military bases at Clark Air Base and Subic 

Bay Naval Base in the Philippines. Clark Air Base is the largest 

United States airfield in the Asia-Pacific regionQ With 130QOOO 

acres of land, all weather runways and satellite electronic 

warfare and 13th air force headquarters is the major military 

communication center, air training and trans! t hub west of Hawaii. 
·.· 

Meanwhile, Subie naval Base is one of the biggest naval bases 

outside the United States. It has ship repair and storage 

facilities west of Hawaiio The bases are positioned to provide 

maximum flexibility in responding to crisis anywhere from the 

Indian O.cean up to the Sea of Japan. 24 

The presence of the Clark and Snbic Bay bases becomes more 

important because of the expansion of the Soviet Bases in Cam 

Banh Bay and Da Nang in the Southern part of Vietnam which is 

only eight hundred miles away from the Subic Bay. The presence 

of the United States Bases in Southeast Asia would be a contentiot 

issue .in the coming yearso Under the 1947 Base Agreement, the 

United States facilities might be terminated after 1991. The 

complete termination or reduced presence would mean the eliminatic 

of the only ~ignificant American presence in Southeast Asiae The 
-.. .. ________________ ---

Lawrence E Grinter, "The United States: 9opipg With the 
S,ovie t Buildup and Alliance Dilemmas " in Young Whan Kil and 
tawrence m Grinter, edso, Asia Paciflc Security: Emerging 
Challenges and Responses (New Delhi: Archieves Publishers, 
1987) t ppo 39 o 
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ABEAN conntri~ s (Indonesia, privately) e:X:pre ssec,t their hop_~s 

United States ~wuld retain Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval 

Base as ~hey thought the presence the presence of these two 

bases would counterbalance the Soviet Union's Bases in Cam 

Banh Bay and Da Nango In other words, the United States could 

play as a balancing factor for the regional stability in 

Southeast Asia. 25 

The success of AS~N was still another factor that would ,. . 

·i 

keep BQutheast Asia important for the United States intersts. 

This was ·mainly because of the fact that the ASEAN countries .....• 

had adopted a free market system and their collective economic 

size and dynamism had strengthened the American interests in 

this region. Added to this was the pro-western and philopr~cal 

orientation of the ASEAN states which the United States' 

perceived as a major obstacle to the ,growth of Soviet innuence 
tl; 

in the area. -:'he :United States at the same time had conducted 

military cooperation ·.d th the ASEAN states including regUlar 

con·slll tation, increased sale of modern anns and equipment and 

other' types of security assistance. 

As far as t.he Cambodia problem was concerned, the United 

States fully supported the AS:S:AN policy on Cambodia, although 

it limited itself to a secondary roleo However, the prospect of 
t~ 

greater United States aid to non-communist factions of the 

Kampuehean resistance as proposed by Stephen Solarz ot the 

---------------~-
25. Jtisup Wanandi, "Se.curi ty In The Asia-Pacific Region: An 

Indonesian Observation, "Asian Survey, volo 21; ·noo 6 
( J,une, "1978), PPo 1212. See also Juwono Sudarsono, "Com
ments. in Monamad Ayoo b, _rui.a Regional Se curi t' in~ 
Third World (London: Crom Helm, 1983), PPo 19 o 
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United States's Congress was welcomed by Indonesia along 

with other ASEAN member countries since it increased the 

viability of the Non-Khmer Rouge alternative to Vietnam's 
i ~ 

occupationo 

The soViet Union 

The Soviet Union did not have strategic interests in 

.Asia-Pacific region until mid 196oso This was mainly because 

of th.e remoteness of the Soviet Union from the region, the 

inadequate resour~es and a narrow and rigid interpretation 

of:·all!ed ,forces during the Sta~in era which had to a low 

Soviet profile in the regiono It was Du~ing Nikhita Khruschev 

leadership that the !";Jgion started att.racting the Soviet Union 

In his attempt to attract third wolrd countries towards the 

Soviet side in the Cold War era, he not only supported the 

local communist parties but also began courting nationalist 

bourgeoisies and non-aligned countries in order to weaken 

We,t.ern innuenceo In 1961 Niki ta Khruschev declare that the 

Soviet Union would support wars of national liberation to 

ensure genuine independence for the former colonies in the 

third world cou.ntries. 26 

It was during this period that the Soviet Union began to 

provide support to North Vietnam, although the level of support 

was lower than China's. Concurrently, the Soviet wooed Indonesia 

-----------~------~ 



only to see their efforts end i-n a terrible disaster 

failure in the wake of abortive coup in 1965. Indonesia was 
' . 

Moscow.'s first setback in the Third World. Jakarta was left 

w1 th half completed projects and a huge inventory of , 

deteriorating mili.tary equipment w1 th no spare parts. Seven

teen years later, the Indonesian government was still 

suspicious of the Soviet Union. 2'l 

International politics in Southeast Asia took a dramatic 

turn in the late 196os. British forces had begun to withdraw 

from East of Suez and insular Southeast Asia. The Soviet 

Union used this opportunity to expand its fleet to couter

balance the American naval predominance in the Asia-Pacific 

region. At the same time, t.ne conflict between the Soviet Union 

and People's Republic of China intensifiedo This was followed 

by the creation of strategic alliance between the United States 

People's Republic o~ China and Japan which increased the Soviet 

Union security concerne~ in the Asia-Pacific region. This 

concern was mainly based on two important factorso Firstly, 

it had l;>e·came obvious to the Soviet Union that a limited detente 

with China was unlikely in the ne a.r future e For this rea son, 

the Soviet now sought to contain China with greater vigour.In 

this po~icy fra.mwork the Soviet Union found a strategic ally 

in Vietnam be cuase Vie tna.m also had conflict with China. 
I 

Secondly, Southeast Asian waterways were assuming growing 

----------~-------~--
27 Bhabani Sen Gupta, Soviet-Asian Relations .In the .. 1970s 

(New York: Praeger Publisher, 19?0), pp. 24'7-24s;----
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importance for the Soviet Union Pacific Fleeto The South 

China Sea and the Malacca Strait ~re vital passageways between 

the Soviet Pacific Fleet Base in Vladivostok and in Indian 

28 Oceano 

The Soviet Union now seemed to focus its attention on 

containting China and curtailing its influence. In pursuing these 
: 

objectives in Southeast Asia, Soviet policy sought to exploit 

and build on "contradiction" in the region, fear of China in 

many countries and increasing decline of credibility i~ 

American commitment to its allies~~ The essential component of 

Soviet policy in Southeast Asia were proposal for an Asian 

collective security scheme and closer relatioLs with VietnamQ 
.. 

Asian Collective Security proposal advanced by Leonid . 
Brez~e·v tn 1969 was intended to contain China and exclt1de the 

United States from.Asia. However, this proposal did not get 

support from the ASEAN countries. This was clearly seen when 

Nicolay Fiyurbin, the Soviet deputy foreign minister visited 

Jakarta in March 1974 and asked for Indonesian support for the 

Soviet proposal for Asian Co.lleetive Security, the Indon~sian 

foreign· minister, Adam Malik told him diplomatical~y," w-e do 

not reject the idea but it is still not clear to us~~'' 29 The 

ASEAN countries were also suspicious of Soviet motiveso. em.· 
thier part, they articulated a regional initiative (ZOPFAN) 

28 Donald Z Zagoria and Sheldon W Simon, "Soviet Policy In 

~~i:: 
11

(~~w ~~:~~n~ ~l~rt~l v:~~l f;~r;~~!ei9~~t!c~P:n1~4~t-
29 Bhabani Sen Gupta, n~~ 27, PPo 254o 
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to limit the involvement of major powers in the regiono In 

Indonesian view, 20PFAN idea cleaely recognised the presence 

of the super powers in the region, but it argues for a balanced 

presence of these powers with neither gaining a dominant 

positiono This super power presence should not be limited to 

a low-level military presence but alone should encompass other 

activities as YJell as in order to minimise the likelihood of 

armed conflict in the regiono3° The Soviet Union in its 

attempts to~in more influence endorsed the ASEAN proposal 

because that proposal would make the Soviet Union a legitimate 

player in a region which it had little influencee3l 
The Soviet Union was more successful in its relations 

J~ 

w:t th Vietnam. The Soviet Union found a degree of int9rest 

co~vergenee with that countrye Vietnamese conflict with China, 

like that of Moscow, seemed deeply rooted. Vietnam was also 

increasingly dependent on Soviet economic and military assistanceo 

This dependence might have amounted to US $ lolo billion in 

1979, more than twenty-fold increase over the previous year 

and US$ 2.2.billion in 1980. The Soviet Union and other Warsaw 
;•fo. 

Fact countries supplied Vietnam with all its military weapons 

nearly all: of· its food, oil, steel, fertilizer and cotton 

importc. Moscow funded more than half of Vietnam's five year 

plan. A1 together, Soviet assistance to Vietnam might have 

---~----------~--~ 
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provided up to 25 per cent of the Vietnamese national 

domestic producto This of course created a heavy burdBn for 

the Soviet Union.32 

In 1979 the Soviet Union gained access to Cam Ranh Bay 

naval Base and Da Nang air Base. These naval and air bases 

were Used by the Soviet Union effectively to project its 

mili ta.ry povrer throughout Southeast Asia and Southwest Asia. 
·1 

The acquisition of these two bases along with 1 ts Soviet 

Pacific Fleets had ·turned Soviet Union :into a considerable 

power in the Asia-Pacific reg~ono The Soviet Union seemed to 

have gained major foothold in the region for the first time 

in Asian history. :rfonethele·s·s, the Soviet Union still had to 

face major constraints which had made it difficult :for it to 

make major inroad in the region. These major constraints · 

emanated from the. support to the Vietnamese· ·'invasion of 

Kampuchea, ASEAN's suspicion of the communist ideology and 

Scviet Union limited economic capabilitYo 

Soviet Union's support to the Vietnamese invasion of 

Kampuchea had made the Soviet Union &till more unpopular in 

the regiono The Soviet Union was treated with a degree of 

hostility by the ASEAN countries. The Soviet support to the 
i' . 

Vietn&.mese and the Vietnamese invitation which led to the 

oepning of Cam Ranh -Bay and Da Nang for Sov.iet military purpose 

according to ASEAN, obstructed the realization of Zone of Peace 

Freedom and Neutrality (20PFAN)o The Soviet presence in the ___ .. __________ _ 

32 Paul Di bb, no 3lo, PPo 49o 



region had intensified Super Powers rivalry in ~outheast 

Asia. However, this also had led to the accelaration o·r 

security cooperation between the ASEAN states and the United 

Stateso33 

The .Soviet military presence £t Cam Ranh Bay and Da 

Nang had created security apprehensions among the countries 

of the Association of Southeast Asia Nations 9 particularly 

Singapore and Tha.+,l ande~ Thailand h&d historic rivalry w1 th 
. ' 

r 
Vietnam that went· back more than a thousand yearso The Thais 

regarded Kam,uchem as· buffer zone and hence were determined 

to restore it by forcing the Vietnamese to withdraw from 

Kampuchea. In Thailand's perspect.ive the Soviets support had 

made Vietnam more determined to maintain its position in 

Kampuchea. The Thai view was shared by Singapore and the 

Philippfnes. Indonesia and Malaysia, however had a different 
? 

pe rspe cti ve. 

Indonesia's view about the Soviet Union stemmed from 

the fact that strategically, Soviet Union as well as Vietnam 

were not a security threate Southeast Asia w&s too far to be 

part of the Soviet Union's strategic interestso The Soviet 

Union had relatively poor land end air access to the region 
I 

and its "closest pa~t, Indo.china was some three thousand · . 

kilometres away fr·dm the Soviet Union over Chinese territoryo 

The Soviet Union hJd more important security interests on the 
I 

mainland of mass Asia,. to the north, in China and Japan, to 

---~-------~--~--
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the west, in Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan and Indiao This gee

strategic view was clearly pointe·d out by the Soviet specialist 

at the Center for Strategic and International Studies {CSIS)in 

Jakarta, Dr. Soedjati Djiwandono : 

Geographically, Southeast Asia is not and will not ever 
be a vi tal link for Soviet se curi tyo This region has -
become important to the Soviets because of the presence 
of other big powers such as the United States Japan and 
China. It is understandalble that the Soviet Onion makes 
itpres·ence in· this region felt through Vietnam" 

The Soviet power 'Jri. the Pacifi'c is hot· intehde·d to 
go· against us but to· counter the u.so mtli tary mignt in 
this region which the Soviet Union consider a threat to 
their security.34 

Another factor which had rendered it difficult for the 

Soviet Union gain any ground in the ASEAN countries was the 

animosity of these countries towards communist i deologyo Most 

of the AS:IAN leaders had bitter experiences vrith the communist 

insurgencies in their respective territories. On top of it was 

the fact that the A.SEAN countries had adopted essentially non

communist model of developmento As such they were all favourably 

disposed towards conventional types of western economic policy 

making ; trade and investments, banking and services, petroleum 

and engineering enterprises--all are these viewed as favourable 

assets in the development process. The Soviet Union possese 

none of these "value added" advantageso In the field of software 

presence, there is no 8oviet equivalent to the domine.nce of 
. --

Western newspaper, journal and broadcasting mediao Almost 65 

---~---~~-~-~----

34 Jaltarta Post, April 28, 1984 as cited by Robert c Horn, 
!'Southeast Asian Perceptions of The US Foreign Policy," 
Asi'an Survey, volo ~), no.6 (June, 1985)·, PPo 686o 



65 per c~nt of the ASEAN business and goverrunental elites 

absorb and were shaped in their initial pyschological attitudes 

by business and therefore political predisposition of the 

Western cosmopolitan super cul turc. From these wr-e derived 

much of the key decision-making in foreign policy, economic and 

business strategyo Again, the Soviet Union possesed none of 

these advantagese35 

Beginning in 1985 the Soviet approach towards the Asia

Pacific region including Southeast Asia began to change quite 

substantiallYo· Mikhail Gorbachov advanced several peace pro

posals, notably his speech in Vladivostok in July 1986e In his 

speech Gorbachov accepted United States and China as major · 

powers in the region without whom peace and stability in the 

region could not be achieve de f.1oreove r this new approach whi cr.1 

was completely different from the Asian Collective Security 

proposal put forward by Bre zhnev in 19 69 had some important 

aimse It sought to enhance So vier security in the Far East 

through_ concessions to China with the hope to reduce China's 

dependence on the United States. The Soviet Union also wanted to 

promote economic cooperation with the dynamic economies of this 

region. All these attempts aimed at establishing its legitimacy 
~6 

as an Asia-Pacific power.~ 

P-~~~---~~------~----~-

35 Ju-wono Sudarsono, ''Comments 11 in Hohamad Ayoo b,_ ed. Regional 
Security In Third World (London: CronJ Helm, 1'383), PPo 19tj:: 
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Grame Gill, 11 The Soviet Union and Southeast Asia: New Begin
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Peopl~ 's Republic of Chin~ 

China, among the major powers, was geographically the 

closest, to Southeast Asia and part of the region in a number 

of ways. Traditionally, China's dynasties effected tributary 

system in its relations with its southern neiehbours, exchang· 

ing Confusian culture and political forms for a~quiscenceo At 

times China intervened directly in regional affairs, especially 

what is today Indochina. Reacting to his history of Chinese 

intervention and indirect control became a basis for Southeast 

Asia n~tionalism ·which in the ninenteenth century centered on 

both anti-European and anti-Chinese sentiments.37 

China continues to interfere in the Southeast Asian 

countri.es' internal affairs. It supported communist insurgencies 

in all countries in Southeast Asia, in Burma, Laos, Cambodia, 

Thai~apq, South Vietnam, Malaysia and the Philippines in their 

struggle to overthrow· "n~o-colonial" governments. Chinese support 

to tr..e insurgencies and the presence of more than 17 milllon 

overseas Chinese throughout Southeast Asia had made China and 

the Chinese a target of contempte The overseas Chinese played 

a central ,in all the countries economies and had thus engendered 

an abiding concern. among the Southeast Asian governments that 

Beijing might seek to influence its ethnic kinsmen's behaviour 

to its own political endso38 

China also supported socialist and friendly countries in 

-----~-----------~ 

37 M. c. Ricklefs A HistorY of Modern Indonesia (London: Mac
Mil~ian, 1983~, PP• 15$0 

Sheldon W Simon, 11Dav1ds and GoJ j aths: Small Powers-Great 
Po-wers Security Relations In Southeast Asia," _!~j.an Suryey 
Vol. 23, noo 3 (March, 1988), PP• 310. 



in an attempt to form a united front against the United 

Stateso China intervention in Korea and in Vietnam had resulted 

from its perception of the United States policy containtment 

of that country9 which it had viewed as a threat to its securityo 

China also developed a close relations with President Sukarno 

and Communist Party of Indonesia which culminated in the 

Jakarta-Beijing-~yongyang axis !n 1965. It had earlier supported 

on Indonesian confrontation with Malaysia. F..owever, this close 
i 

relations abruptly ended in 1965 after the failure of coup 

attempt launched by the . Communist Party of Indonesia which was 

brutally suppressed by the Indonesian armed forceso Twenty one 

years later after the failure of the coup, Indonesia still did 

not ha~_'l•elations with China and Indonesia had continued to 

be deeJ:iy suspicious of China since then. 39 

China-Soviet relations which had worsened in the 1950s, 

deteriorated rapidly in 196os. In 1969 China had begun to view 

the Soviet Union as its primary security threat. The Sino-Soviet 

conflict had its repercussions in Southeast Asiao China was very 

keen to prevent its former ally Vietnam from coming under the 

domination of the Soviet Union. However, Vietnamese membership 

of the COMECON and its Treaty-of Friendship;and Cooperation with 

the _Soviet ·Union convinced China that Vietnam had become"Cuba of 

of Asia.~" Beijing then threw 1 ts full support to the Marxist 

e_r.thodox regime in Kampuchea which had developed friction with 

its neighbour Vietnamv l.to 

--------~-------~---~~~--

39 Ale.gappa, n. 19, PPo 563. 

lf<> ~&14_· H McMillen, "~he Mainj;e,nance of Regional Security In 
th.. Southee.s t Asian Region: Chinn 1 s Interest tlnd Options, " 
In 'TB. Millar, edo, n. 31o, ·PP• ~243-48. 



The harsh treatment of ethnic Chinese and the Vietnamese 

invasi~h 'of Kampuchea which toppled pro-Beijing Pol Pot regime 

in Phnom Penh had angered China. It led~ to China's invasion of 

the Vietnam northern border in 1979o One mot! vating factor 

of this invasion was to maintain Chinese credibility_in the 

world, that its words and warning were not to be t~~en lightlyo 

The Vietnamese invasion was seen by Beijing as a major blow 

to its prestige and credibility. Beijing probably felt that a 

military action against Vietnam along their common border would 
9 

not only serve t~ punish Hanoi for its invasion but also would 

force Vietnam to pull 1 ts troops out of Kampuchea and thus 

relieved the embattled Pol Pot forces. HYwever, their aims 

could not be acr~eved. Vietnam continued to maintain its grip 

over Kampuchea because China had failed to infflict a military 

defeat to Hanoi. Hanoi had been driven deeper into a Soviet 

embrace; ~bus distorting Chinese political priori ties. Mo.reover 

in 1985', China's military credibility got further eroded when 

it refrained from reacting to the Vietnamese destruction of 

Kampuchea resistance base camp in the Thai territory along the 

Thai-Kampuchea border. 41 

While China 1 s armel. forces had proved to be inferior 

to the Soviet-supplied Vietnamese military, its superiority in 

numbers and growing regional navy maked it more than sufficient 

match. eh!na learned from the Falkland war ~~eriences and led 

to the decision to acquire advanced equipment including Sea-

------------------------
41 ]);lpald. H McMillen, n. 4o., PPo 244o · 



Dart SAMs, sonar for anti-submarines warfare and fire control 

radars for its Luda class destroyerso The South China Fleet was 

reinfo_rced by additional destroyers and landing craft so China 
. 

maintained regular ·~sea patrols around both Paracels which it 

ha.d occupied earlier in 1974 and the Spratly islands which it 

claimed in competition w1 th Viet~am and others in the region. 42 

China had attempted to forge closer relations with 

countries of ASEANe However, before 1971 .Beijing had derided 

the non-communist countries of Southeast Asia as "stc»oges" of 

the West and viewed ASEAN as "a reactionary military alliance" 

directed at China. ,Nevertheless, the changing international 

~litics in the early 1970s and reappraisal of Chinese policy 

wifh~respect to the United States and the Soviet Union had led 

to the recognition of the need to improve relations w1 th non

communist countries of Southeast Asia. This led to the establish

ment of relations w1 th Malaysia in 1974 and w1 th! the Philippines 

and Thailand in 1975. Beijing also endorsed the ZOPFAN proposalo 

However, it main purp~se was to limit the growth of Soviet 

influence and-in the long term to facilitate the elimination of 

of Ameri~an influence in the region. It was only after Sino

Soviet and Sino-Vietnamese relations deteriorated in 1977 that 

China, the Soviet Union and Vietnam were competiting among them

selves to court !SEAN's member stateso 

In its attempt to forge closer relations with ASEAN ct>Untries 

China highlighted tf.te threats from the Soviet Union and Vietnam 

42 Mtithl.ah Alagappa, no 19., PPe 565o 
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and the need to maintain unity and a firm stand in the face 

of these two countries. At the same time, China also sought to 

project. an image of moderation, encouraging mutually benefi.cial 

political and economic relationso However, their overtures had 

very little success so faro Although Thailand and Singapore were 

more favourably disposed towards China which led to a substan

tial improvement in Sino-Thai relations, yet Indonesia and 

Malaysia r,emained deeply suspicious about China's intentions: 

Indonesia's perception arose from various factors ' a) from 

China's size and proximity to Southeast Asia, b) its record of 

supporting communist insurgency movements and continued refusal 

to terminate relations with the local communist parties, c)from 

readiness ~o use force in pursuit of foreign policy goals and 

from its ambiguity in its policy towards 19 million overseas 

Chine~a in the regicno China also traditionally considered 
" 

~o.uthaast Asian nations analogous to Finland to the Soviet Union 

or lbrm~ vi s-a-vis China in modern time so This middle kingdom 

syndrome, was unacceptable to Indonesia. In contrast, Vietnam 

had clearly shown its intention and capability for important role 

to play in the creation of ZOPFAN for Southeast Asiao ~3 It is in 

this oontent that Indonesia continued to seek modus vivendi with 

Vietnam despite differences in ideology, in social, political and 

economic systemo This was clearly expressed by an influential 

Indonesia 1 s East Asian analyst at the . Centra for Regional Studies 

of the Indonesian Institute of Sciences : 

---~-~-~-~---~~---~-~~----

lt-3 Jusup Wananii, "Conf1.5. ~t and Cooperation in the Asian-Pacific 
R
6
egion: An ndonesian Perspective," Asian Survey vol 22 no 
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Indonesia has been more concerned with the PRe, as a 
result of the &;thnic Chinese problem at home tnan with 
the USSRo Indonesia generally tend to consider the 
ethnic Chinese as a potential fifth coloum of expan
sioni-st Communist China in its dest;in to control South 
east Asia. 
Generally speaking Indonesia's political and strategic 
thinkers tend to view China as the main long term threat 
rattler than Vi ··tnamo 1;.4 

Eco!lomically, China was less than importance for South

east Asiao Trade relations with China were of minor importance 

to ASEAN ~ountries as compared toe conomic ties with Japan and 

the United States and other industrialised democracieso Nor 

was the_ current PRC emphasis on export led-economic development 

particularly reassuring to the ASEAN countrieso However, ASEAN 

countries,IndQrtesiansparticularly were fearful of the effects 

on themselves ·or development r-lans which could at this time 

absorb disproport!nonate share of international soft-loan 

availa~llities in the international financial institutionsoThere 

has been little real decline in Indonesian suspicions of China 

ultimate intentions about possible efforts to manipulate over 

seas Chinese communities or local communist parties ofr hostile ,, 

purposes in Southeast Asiao 45 

Japan 

Both economically and strateigcally Japan is an important 
! 

country in the Asia-1:Pacific region. Strategically, Japan is 
i 

physically located ip Northeast Asia, it shares deep historical 
i 

and cul.tUral bonds W. th the countries in the regiono This makes 
I 

----~-----~---~--~--~-~ 
lt4 Lie Tek Tjeng, "Southeast Asian Regional Security In the 

198os 'Vtew: ·From Jakarta, II In TB Millar, ad,' li'to 3lo' PPo 
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Japan an integral part of peace and stability in the Asia

Pacific regiono Southeast Asia provides Japan with resources 

of vital strategic importance such as oil, natural gas and 

others raw materialso Contrawise, this region heavily depends 

on Japan as market for their commoditieso In rodition, Japan 

i ~ one dependent on the safety of maritime transportation 

b~cau~e a"pproximately 85 per cent of its exports and imports 
'i 

are seaborne" Severe disruptions of maritime· transportation 

woulci have great repercussions on Japan trade with Southeast 

Asiao The security of sea-lanes in Southeast Asia and Western 

Pacific, therefore, of strategic importance to Japano 46 

Economically, Japan has erown by leaps and boundso It 

c~mmanded the second largest economy (US$ 19g6 trilion in 

1986) w1 th an ~stimated growth rate of 3 to 4 per cent for the 

next few year so Japan 1 ~ ti•ade surplus was US $ 9 2o 65 billion 

in 1986. Concurrent with this impressive economic growth, Japan 

has global trade interest so Of its total international trade of 

US $ 335.6 billion, 8. 2 per cent was with West Asia, 2lg 2 per 

cent with Southeast Asia and 4-" 6 per cent with 0 ceani a" 4-7 

Southeast Asia in general and Indonesia in p arti cul ar, is 
,. 

of crue!al sic ;!fiance to the economic security of Japane 

Appro~i~ately 70 per cent of Japan 1 s imports of crude oil and 

20 per cent of its imports of iron o~e pass through the Malacca 

----~~~~----~----------

46 
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Strait and another 4 per cent and 19 per cent through Lombok 
,, 

Strait, SQutheast Asia is an important source of raw materials 

for Japali~ The ASEAN countries collecti ve1y account for 9o 3 

per cent of Japan's international trade. The sa_fety of navi

gatiori an~ peace and stability in Sou t~ ast Asia are important 

for Japano 48 

Japan has a growing stature internationally and its high 

economic profile and the changing power conflgurations in the 

wake of Americ~ withdrawal from Vietnam. has made necessary 

for Japanto play more assertive roleo This had led to the in

creasing defense capabi1i tieL: of Japan Self Defence Forces 

(JSDF)o At the end of the fiscal year 1985, Japan interceptor 

force comprised 115 F-15s was expected to increa_se to 163 by 

the end of the fi seal year 1990., The tct a1 number of bombers 

was expected to rise from 306 to 320 over the same timeo Surface 

to air missiles ( SM1) were being replaced by Patriot and. HAWKs 

were being· improvedo At the same time, Japan mar1~ time forces 

had been increasedo Maritime Self Defence Forces had 58 escort 

ships (destroyers and frigates) and 14 submarines., By 1990 this 

would increase to 62 ships and 16 submarines. By 1990 the Japan 

Self Defence Forces would become a significant force with the 

capability to di scharge_lts primary mission of countering lind ted I . 
and small scali agression. 119 

' 
---------~~--~l------~-----
48 Alagappa, no 46., PPo 19o 

49 Tsuneo Akaha, !~Japan's Response to Tr_reats of Shipping 
Disrup_tion in .::>outheast Asiq and Middle East " Pacific Affairs 
Vol. 59, noo 2 (Summer, 1986), PPo 255-56
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In 198o, Japanese officials for the first time talked 

about the right of self defence on the high seaso In 1981 

Japanese Prime Minister Zenko ~uzuki stated that Japan's 

defence responsi hili ty was not restricted to the skies and 

seas aroqpd Japan and it would protect sea lanes out. of 

100 nautical mileso In 1985, Koichi Kato, the Director 

General of the Defense Agency stated explicitly that in pursuit 

of the policy of defend sea-lanes extending to about 1000 

nautical miles, the Japan Self Defence Forces with the United 

Forces would fight in the event of a major obstruction of the 

sea lanes. 50 

From the ASEAN point of view ip general and Indonesia 

in particular, the build up of Japan's Self Defence Forces 

would not face opposition from ASEAN if it was limited to the 

defense home land and its surrounding waters or if it extends 

to a thousand nautica~ miles soutward and eastwardso It was 

understndable that witho~t an increase in sharinE burden on 

the part Q_f Uni tf,!d States allies, the United States public 
,It 

~uld be very reluctant to support increa.ses in defence budget 

in the !utureG! regional··role for· .Tapan in. the· Asia-Pacific 

area, including the protection of Japan's vital sealnaes, in

cluding.Southeast Asian waters, would require intensive dialogues 
I 

with ASEANe~ ·,ASEAN,.wbuld not easily accept that expanded roJ.e 

role without serious consultation and coordination belween 

----------~-~~~~~--~---

50 Koichi Kato, "Why Japan I:s Secure rn Its Security Stance, II 
Asian .Wall Street Journal, May 20, 1985~ see also Muthiah 
Al~igappa, n. 46., pp. 26. 



Japan and ASEANQ Japan's assistance in the form of techno1ogy 

transf.er coul.d help increase ASEAN capabiJi ties for enhancing 
... , 

region,al secarj,,ty, especially in securing ASEAN's own teritorial 

waters and vi. tal sea:tanes through these watersQ 5'1In this crucial 

sphare, Indonesia strongly believes that although Japan might 

not have a direct security role in Southeast Asia, yet it could 

play a number if supportive rolesQ First and very irnportantly, 

it could make substantial contribution to security in the region 

by assisting in the development of national resiJience of the 

states in the'; region thr-ough developmental aido Second, Japan 

could seek to sustain a United States presence in the Philippines 

by supporting and indirectly contributing to a just compensation 

package. Finally, Japan should seek to develop regular consul

tation with the countries in the region on political and security 

mat terse 

Indonesia-Japan relations have improved since the student 

prote$ts •in January 1974 because both sides recognize the importanc 

of til1 s relationshipo Economic relations were now more balancedQ 

!n addition, Indonesia had become more confident, mpable and 

successful in its development effortso In turn, Japan also recog

nised the importance of Indonesia's territorial sea waters and 

Indonesia's position as source of raw mate~ials and oilo In the 

political field, Japan also had started play an important roleQ 

It initially attempted to play a bridging role between Indochina 
·• 

------------------~--
?1 Jusup Wanandi, no 43o, PPo ?13e 
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countries, part! cul arly Vietnam and the ASEAN member $ates • 
.. . 

Japan SQUght to alter Vietnam confrontational attitude towards 

ASEAN by providing Vietnam w1 th aid •• U though the amount of 

aid was of little significance, the pressure from the ASEAN 

forced Japan to suspend all aid to Chinao Japan al!reGd with 

the ASEAN demand that the resumption of aid was made conditional 

upon Vietnam attending the ASEAN-sponsored International Conferenc~ 
on Kampuchea (ICK)o F~wever, Vietnam rejected the condition and 

Japan aid was suspendedo52 

Major Powers's Relations In Asia
Pacific Region 

Since the 196os the colossal nuclear capabilities of bot~ 

super powers, the United States and the Soviet Union, have 

restrained their competition because of th~ threat of mutual 

self des~ructiono Simultaneously, however, they have directed· their 
·~; . , 

attentiq~ to the Asia-Pacific region because of its enormous 
•' 

economic potential as well as strategic potentials. 

The Increase of Soviet naval presence in Asia-Pacific 

including Southeast Asia created apprehensions in the region 

and might invite counterbalancing by the United States and Japano 

The Soviet military capabilities in Southeast Asia were aimed at 

collecting intellegence data, acquir-ing capabilities to project 

power in the region and the Indian ocean and thus balancing the 

United States Seventh F.l.eet in Asia-Pacific regiono The American 
. . ' 

-----~----~-------~-
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Bases at ·subic Bay and Clark were thus considered neceesary 

for uphol~!ng the United States presence in Southeast Asiao 

It was Vietnamese threat to Thailand and Soviet access to 

military facilities in Vietnam which increased the relevanee 

of Southeast Asia to American-Soviet competition in Asia-Pacific 

regiono The United States linked the Vietnamese invasion of 

Kampuchea to the Sovit invasion of Afghanistano Vietnam in the 

America.Jl \iew which was also shared by the ASEAN member states 

including· Indoneaia, provided the Soviet Union with an oppor

tunity to increase and innuence in the Southeast Asia~ The 

United States thus responded by stepping up political and 

security relations with the ASEAN countrieso 

A more significant aspect of Soviet- 1~erican competition 

lay in the emergence of the Soviet Union as a key player in a 
$•.-

conni~t ~t.\lat became central to peace and security in the Asia-

Pacific regie~, particularly in Southeast Asia. Soviet access 

to mil! tary facilities in Vietnam introduced Soviet-United 

States competition directly into ~outheast Asia for tbe first 

tim eo. ::t.n'creased Soviet naval operations in the South China Sea 

and the transformation of Cam Ranh Bay and Da Nang into the 

largest naval facilities out side the Warsaw Pact Countries 

threatene·d ·the Sou tern coastal region of China and even could 

strike United States Bases in the Philippines. However, one 

had to admit that the Sovier presence in Vietnam, Laos and 

Kampuceha ·was still fragile, not least because of the presence 

of the Soviet advisors in Indochina might serve to provoke un-

due Chinese intervention in the internal affairs of each of these 
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states. One migpt even suggest: that the Soviet gains so far 

have been restricted and the Soviet logistic as well. as supply 

lines. to and from its port accesses in Vietnma were vulnerable 
53 

to interdi ctiono 

Meanwhil~,the United States relations with the People's 

Republic of. China were also growing. This created concern and 

apprehensions i~ Boutheast Asia, particularly Indonesia and 

Malaysia. Although Indonesia recognized the global importance 

of Sino-United States relations, yet thou.gh incumbent on the 

part of the United States to assure the ASEAN member states that 

~.Sr wo9ld take seriously the concern and apprehensions of these 

countries. This· apprehsnions emanated from the policy of 

President Carter's administrationo The Carter administration 

bad f1~iy believed in order to seek alliance with China as 

partner in its competition with the Soviet Union, China would 

have to be provided with economic, military as well as techno

logical assistance, so that it could develop its strength to 

counter the Soviet Union. As a result, ASEAN had become extremely 

worried that the United States arms sales would enhance China's 

capability to subvert.governments in the Southeast Asian 

countries. 

In Indonesian view, the Sino-Uiltted States strategic partner 

ship based on neutralization of China's major security concern 

allowed Beijing a relatively free hand in Southeast Asiao This 

----~-----~----~----------
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was when the Chinese launched an invasion against Vietnam 

in Mareh 1979 and also on the Vietnamese held islands in the 

Spratlys. Indonesia was therefore against any division of 

labour between tne United States and China in Southeast Asiao 

Indonesia along with other ASEAN member countries was very 

displeased with the American pressure on them to compromise 
1 

With the Chinese position during the International Conference 

on Kampuchea in AUgust '1981 in New Yorko 54 

The ASEAN states, again particUlarly Indonesia and 

Malaysia, had been vocal in warning Washington to be cautious 

to exercise sceptisicms about some aspect of Chinese policy 

and to avoid providing United States support for China just 

because C,hina was taking anti-Soviet posi tiono President 
I 

Reagan 1 s vis! t to China in April 1984 increased discomfort in 

in Indonesia. An Indonesian analyst warned during Reagan's 

visi.t that- relations between Indonesia and the United States 

were likely to deteriorate if Washington strengthened its ties 

w1 th China, he pointed out that uchina is potentially more 

dangerous than the Soviet Union because traditionally China 

has had influence in this regionoit is not surprisengly if 

China feels justified 1 to claim Southeast Asia as its sphere of 

influe:n9eo"5; 

-----~-----------------
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CONCLUSION 

Foreign policy of a country is moulded and reflected 

by sev~ral factors' such as history and culture, geography and 

nautral resources, economic and military capabilities and the 

kind of leadership that leads the country as well as type of 

its political systemo Inevitably all these factors are inter

twined and should be taken into consideration while endeavouring 

to understand the foreign policy of a given country. Additional 

factor of critic_al importance is the national interest which is 

closely connected with the national role conception of the 

country concerned. National role conception is mainly based on 

the elites perception of what kind of policy a country should 

pursue, including their perception of the country • s friends and 

foeso All these factors could be usefAl tools in analysing and 

understanding Indonesia's foreign policy under the New Ordero 
.; 

Ind.one sia' s· foreign poll cY has undergone a dramatic and 

quali~ative shift since the late President SUkarno proclaimed 

his country's independence on August 17, 1945. Indonesia had 

experi~nced turbulent period of war of independence in which 

diplo~acy along with armed struggle were employed as means to 

gain international recognition as an independent nation-state 

in December 1949. 

The turbul eht period of war of independence was followed 

by constitutional democracy which was characterized by a fragile 

political system along with Unlimited number of political parties~ 

The foreign policy of each success! ve government from Hatta · 

cabinet in 1949 to Ali Sastroamidjojo 1 s second, cabinet in 19 57 
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was geared to foreign economic assistance on the one hand 

and forcing the Dutch to give up its claim on West Irian on 

the othero With fractured pol! ty at home and Cold War 
·1·. ' 

complex! ties at the international level these government 

found it very hard to maintain an"independent and active" 

foreign policy. In fact none of the successive government 

throughout this period succeeded in striking a balance 

between the none-too-easy choices they facedo 

The constitutional democracy gave way to a new system 

of government whi;.ch Sukarno chose to .call "Guided Democracyo" 

This was brought about as a result of political as well as 

economic·collapse of the earlier period. The foreign policy 

became a personal domain of President Sllkarnoo Faced with the 

situation where he had to saddle a fierce competition for 

power between the Indonesian armed forco3 and the Indonesian 

communist Party, Sukarno had adopted a coercive and 

confrontationist \:foreign policy in which he became the main 

beneficiary of this type of policyo This foreign policy of 

coercion and confrontation resulted in Sukarno's triumph when 

in December 1962, the Dutch government had to give up its 

claim over West Iriano It fell as if in Sukarno's lapoHowever, 

the very policy he had adopted against the Dutch led the 

country into another disastero Hardlysix months after the 

settlement of West Irian issue Sukarno had launched a policy 

of confrontation w1 th Malaysiao This policy had not only 

rendered· Indonesia's economy bankrup but also led the country 
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to international isolationo This also represented an outright 

violation of the basic premise of it being an "indepdent and 

activeo" In the event, the very policy which had given Sukarno 

his pre~ominant role for almost a decade forced him to give 

up his Presidency, a post which he had occupied for two decadeso 
I 

This was the eventual result of fierce competition for power 

between the main-political forces under Guided Democracy, the 

Communist Party of Indonesia and Indonesian armed forces which 

climaxed by 1965 coup in which the Indonesian Communist Party 

was decimatedo 

President Suharto•s New Order government came to power 
·I 
! 

with the intentivn<:of stabilizing the country's economy by 

pursuing genuinely "independent and active" foreign policYo 

The contours of SUharto's policy was mainly determined and 

shaped by a combination between the armed forces and the 

economic 'technocrats. In the New Order's new policY they fed 

their own perceptions which were partly based on their 

understanding of economic collpase_during the previous regime 
' ,. 

which constituted the main elemento This was also influenced 

by Suka.r~ 1 s personal character which proved to be completely 

different from Sukarno•s. The achievement of economic prosperity 

became the main justification for Suhart6s continuance in 

office and so had been pursued with vigorous energy. 

Faced with the economic shamble, the New Order government 

had opened the country for the international capital. The 

predominance of the ideology of economic growth which had been 
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the main line of thought coupled with the conviction that 

the economic growth would lead to "trickle down" effect had 

prompted the new leaders to adopt a free market policy in 

the early years of the New Order governmento Soon the country 

was flooded with foreign capital mainly from the West European 

countries and the United Stateso The Japanese capital played 

a dominant roleo This ~reated resentment, which was mainly 
~-

caused by visible collaboration between the hated Chinese 

community and the Japanese capitalists. In fact, this had 

been forgotten aspect of the technocrats's line of thought and 

they were shocked when the accumulated resentment found 

channels of expression in January 1974 at the anti Japanese 

student uprising f<>rae d :he government to take a drastic and 

swift action in order to deal with the crisis. Nationalism had 

a1 ways been a factor to reckon w1 th while dealing with foreign 

economic as well as political powerso 

The predominance of foreign capital in a way led to the 

emergence of economic nationalism. This_policy had been spear

headed ·oy Suharto's close aides backed theo:r-itically by Jakarta's 

main strategic think- thank. The proponents of e conomi c national! sm 

used PERTAMINA, the country's national oil company, as their 

means of achie'\ring· e-conomic development. Abundance of oil and 

natur~ gas resources was sought to be used in gaining more and 

more economic aid, particularly Japanese, in order to establish 

basic industries which in their view; would become the basis of 

Indonesia 1 s industrial! zationo Ho\..,rever, the col~ apse_ qf 
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PERTAMINA in the middle of 1970s abruptly ended their 

endeavouro Nonetheless, it helped to convince the economic 

technocrats that the "trickle down" effect 1vhich had been 

pursued vigorously and consistently had to be modified and 

foreign economic domination restricted and the indigenous 

cap! tali"st nurtured as well as protected from foreign and 
'. 

Chinese competitiono 

The' collapse of the oil price in the international 

market rendered the policy of providing protection to the 

indigenous cap! talist unsustainable. Again, the cour..try was 

forced to rely more and more on foreign capital ancl foreien 

debt to maintain the momentum of economic development since 

that ~~as· the main source of President Suharto government's 

legitimacYo Till 1987 the country's foreign debt had reached 

to an alarming proportion. This had become more serious 

becaus.e Indonesia's economy had so far been unable to find 

other sources of foreign exchange earning except oil revenueso 

Non oil exports, mainly manufacture products had failed to 

replace the oil as the main source of e arning for the countryo 

The"need.,to embark on a policy of economic development 

had also broug~t ~bout a dramatic shift in Indonesia's foreign 

relations with its closest neighbours in Southeast Asiao The 

reihoric of Sukarno was repudiated, the confrontationist 

posture was set aside and mem'oorship in anti-impriali st axis 

revoked, but an underlying continuity was maintain·ed because 

the new government although fervently anti- communist had given 
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up neither opp0sition to membership of military alliances 

nor an aspiration to a pre-eminent role in regional affairs 

in the region. That continuity was qualified in a novel 

form by a progressive economic association with industrialised 

capitalist states in an effort to gain fo~eign economic and 

financial assistances. 

InQ.onesiaJ,s experience with the Ass0~iation of Southeast 
¢" f:i.; ... 

Asian Nations (ASEAN) :had been a sort of balancing between 

the need to maintain the cohesion of the organization, which 

has been proved extremely useful in Indonesian quest for 

foreign economic assistance and the need to assert more 

influential role without jeopardizing the cohesion of the 

organizatione No example could clearly express this dilemma 

than the Kamp~chean crisiso 
. .i1r 

In 1 ts str.ategic .. perception, Indonesia did not view 

Vietnam as an external· threat to its securi tye Based on both 

countries experiences in the struggle against foreign colonial 

powers, the Indonesian security policy makers were convinced 

that Vietnam was more nationalist than communist. However, 

based on its long historical experiences and the predominance 

of the economic. status of Chinese community, the Indonesians 
.·· ._il~:( 

perceived more
1 

l;hreate,p.ed by the People's Republic of China 

which could use the ethnic Chinese as a fifth coloume 

Concurrently, Thailand's predominance in leading the ASEAN 
"' 

in tackling the Kampuchean problem had aroused a nationalist 

sentiment that Indonesia was being led by a country which was 
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in ter.ms of size, strength and population, far less 

significant than Indonesiao This was clearly expressed by an 

Indonesian influential strategic thinker when he deserved 

before the Parliament foreign affairs committee : "What is 

the use of having 175 million people if were are being 

dictated1 by Thailand .' 11 This !nevi tably forced Indonesia's 

New Order government inolved in finding a solution to the 

Kampuchean problemo 

Almo·st a decade of Indonesian efforts to find a solution 

to the Kampuchean crisis had so far not gained any substantial 

achievement. It however, showed a remarkable persistenee to 

play an influential role, it being the biggest and the most 

~opulated country in the regiono Hence, it had fought hard to 

achieve what in its elites perception was its assumption of 

a role as a prime manager of regional order in Southeast Asiao 

At the deeper level of this feeling was Indonesian nationalism 

that the country's self esteem demanded it to maintain an 

assertive ro~in the regiono 

Indonesia's perspectives on sercuri ty in the Asia~Pacifi c 

region were determined by its experience in Indonesia's relations 

the ma~or powe:/•s in the region, namely the United $tates, the 

Soviet Union, People's Republic of China and Japano No less 

important in this contex were the military and economic 

capabilities of I~donesia0 

Indonesia's security policy makers firmly believed that 
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the United States is still predominant power in the region 
' 

although 1 t was challenged .fJ·conomically by Japan and militarily 

by the Soviet Uni~no Indonesia did not perceive the Sovien 

Union as a security threat to its geographical position and 

its priority which lay in Europe rather than in the region. 

Nonetheless, it dirt not prevent Indonesia to look at the 

growing foreign military, especially Soviet presence in the 
' 

I '. 

region with serious concern. In their view, the presence of 
! 

Americar! bases in the region could well serve as a deterrent 

to the Soviet Union. Indonesia could not but perceive China 

was still its main security threato China's invasion of 

Vietnam demonstrated a show of force that convinced Indonesia 

that China wuld use military means wherever its primarily 

interests were being challenged. China's proximity with South 

east Asia' had ~1s.de this perception all the more alarmineQ Then 

there was the presence of economically dominant ethnic Chinese . . 
community in the country which could be used as a fifth column. 

l 

Japanese military expansion, in Indonesia's perspective was 

inevitable due to the changing international configuration 

of forces in the Asia-Pacific regiono This is mainly due to 

the Japanese economic superior! ty and the decline of the United 
·..; .. 

States's capabi~i ty to play its role as global police of the 

world mainly becuase of financial constraintso However, Indonesia 

was also conviced that Japan could play a better role by 
' 

providing the countries in Southeast Asian regional in 

general and Indonesia in particular with economic as.well as 
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financial assistance so that they could develop their 
11\ .,. 

national-and concurrently regional resiliences. At the same 

time, however, the Indonesians believed, in order.to 

increase its military role in the Asia-Pacific region, Japan 

should conduct a dialogue with the countries in the region 

which still have in their minds Japanese brutality during 

the S~cond World War. 

The political and strategtc environment in the Asia
t:i( 

Pacific regiozf, during the per. od of this study was. under-

' going a significant changee This was' being shaped by various 

factors including domestic political and economic changes 

of considerable proportion, especially in the Soviet Union 

and China, a decline in the heg-~monic position of the United 

States, the rapproachment in thf:: relations of the major 
. -

powers. Within the ambit of thi::, significance change, South 
. ~)<) . 

east Asia woul'd continue to be of strategic importance to the 

major powers and therefore, competitton among them in the 

region;would not disappear. This is clearly shown in the 

in the unresolved Kampuchean crisiso The geopolitical fact 

that Southeast Asia was part of the People's Republic of 

China's security environment, the vi tal s ealanes and the growing 

economic importance of the region assured the presence of major 

power interes-f§o Indonesia firmly believed that the only way 

to prevent the competition and intervention of the major powers 

in the Southeast Asia was through the creation of the national 

as well as regional resiliences along with the. establishment of 



of Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) which had 

deen demanded by the ASEAN countries, including Indonesia 

since 197lo 

In 1987 St1harto compeleted two decade:; in powerg The 
·~ period,experienced relative stability. The foreign policy 

remained active and independent but what fashioned it most 

prominently was Indonesia's national interesto Suharto 

abandoned the militant foreign policY of Sukarno for the 

sake of gaining foreign economic and aid assistances which 

in the process he badly neglected the principle of self

reliance and Indonesia has become more and more dependent on 

foreign de bto .• 
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